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Summary 
The intention of this work is to demonstrate and present the biblical psalmist as a 
subject in his individuality, and particularly in his religious experiences which are also 
manifest in his privacy. Though the author of this dissertation recognizes the importance of 
the collective experiences of the Israelites in their public religious manifestations (temple 
liturgies, sacrificial practices) we are also conscious that the psalmist is an individual, and not 
merely a puzzle piece in the puzzle of the collective. All through the biblical texts it is evident 
that Judaism is not an elitist, clergy-centred religion, with the cult and liturgy, which solely 
shapes its religiosity. There are clear indications throughout the Old Testament that Israelite 
religion is ‘religion of the heart’, which also highlights an individual in his individuality. This 
we present in this work with the analysis and aspects of individual anthropology. The psalmist 
as a pious individual exercises his piety not only in the public religious events, but even more 
profoundly as an individual in his/her privacy. 
Key words: psalmist, religious experience, individual, privacy, religious typology, 
anthropology, solitude, parrhesia, piety 
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Sažetak 
UVODNE NAPOMENE 
Ovim se radom biblijskog psalmistu prikazuje kao pojedinca, odnosno kao subjekt i 
individuu, u svoj osobnosti i privatnosti, pri čemu se ukazuje na distinkciju između pojmova 
osobno i privatno koji se pak, ali neispravno, ponekad poimlju kao sinonimi. Psalmista, kako 
ga percipiramo temeljem Psaltirskog teksta, nije tek bezimeni dijelić u slagalici kolektiva. 
Psalmista bjelodano iskazuje svoje religijsko i vjersko iskustvo, svoja emotivna stanja i 
emocionalne reakcije kao pojedinac. Bilo kao osobno angažirani pojedinac u životu zajednice 
i kolektiva (osobno) ili kao pojedinac koji svoja vjerska ili emotivna iskustva ne iskazuje na 
javnom mjesto već in privato (privatno). U psalmodisjkim studijima kroz dulje vrijeme 
postoji tendencija da se psalmistu ne doživljava kao pojedinca, u njegovoj osobnosti kao 
subjekta ili privatnosti, nego tek kao sinegdohu, gdje bi ono ‘Ja’ prvog lica jednine, psalmista 
zapravo bio samo dio kolektivne slagalice i bio zamjena za veću cjelinu. Suprot kolektivnom 
‘ja’, imamo rojalističko ‘franz-jozefinsko’ ‘Mi,car...’, što je pluralis majestatis (ili pluralis 
amplitudinis) kao množina dostojanstva i veličanstva, iako se referira na (cara) kao subjekt 
pojedinac. Takva se množina veličanstva na više mjesta javlja u starozavjetnom tekstu u 
odnosu na Boga i Njegovo veličanstvo (usp. Post 1:26; Iz 6:8).1 Nasuprot ovome, mnogi 
istraživači biblijske psalmodije zaključiti će upravo suprotno od već spomenute množine 
veličanstva. Oni zaključuju da je ‘Ja’ prvog lica jednine u Psaltiru (npr. ‘Gospod je pastir 
moj’, Ps 23:1) zapravo reprezentativno za kolektiv i zapravo predstavlja cijelu zajednicu. U 
tom bi slučaju psalmista imao biti apstraktan, a ne konkretan čovjek. Veoma mnogo 
psalmodijskih tekstova ne potkrepljuju takvo poimanje i generalizaciju. Stoga, autor ovoga 
rada usmjerava svoje analize na psalmistu kao konkretnoga čovjeka. Iako niti smijemo, niti 
možemo zanemariti činjenicu da neki psalmodijski tekstovi jesu pisani u prvom licu, a 
zapravo su reprezentativni za cjelokupnu zajednicu, ne možemo generalizacijom ‘izgubiti’ 
psalmistu kao pojedinca u osvojoj osobnosti i privatnosti. Štoviše, o tome da bi psalmista 
imao biti konkretan čovjek svjedoče mnogi psalmodijski tekstovi, iz raznih rakursa 
promatranja (antropologijskih, temporalnih, lokacijskih). 
Ipak, pri identifikaciji psalmiste kao individue, postoje i neki potencijalni prijepori i 
upitnici. Naime, je li moguće da je ‘psalmista’ iz Psaltira ili biblijske psalmodije izvan 
Psaltira, bio takav poetski virtuoz koji nam podastiru vrhunske poetske uratke? I jesu li svi ovi 
psalmi autobiografskog karaktera? 
                                                             
1 U tumačenjima patrističke teologije kao i u većine ranokršćanskih teologa ovakav pluralis majestatis kada se 
odnosi na Boga i božansku osobu, ovi tumače kao referentne tekstove za kršćansko božansko sv. Trojstvo. 
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Prije no što se usredotočimo na neka potencijalno sporna pitanja u identifikacije 
paslmiste kao individue, valja uvodno apostrofirati dvije stvari. Jedno je pitanje naravi 
biblijske psalmodije; i drugo, ukratko ukazati na suvremena istraživanja oko biblijske 
psalmodije, napose knjige Psalama. Prvo, biblijsku psalmodiju i psalme, treba promatrati kao 
specifičan biblijski literarni žanr, koji mada nadilazi knjigu Psalama, u Psaltiru, dakle knjizi 
Psalama, psalmodija doživljava svoj vrhunac.2 Osim toga biblijska psalmodija čvrsto je 
ukotvljena u životni kontekst ali i onodobnu literarnu povijest. 
Psalmodijska istraživanja 
U odnosu na suvremena istraživanja bibljske psalmodije i Psaltira, razdoblje s kraja 19 
st. i početka 20 st. izuzetno je bogato i važno razdoblje (vidjeti: 1.1. Interpreting the psalms). 
Zapravo, o tom razdoblju i autorima, bez zadrške možemo govoriti kao o temeljima 
psalmodijskih studija. Nekoliko je imena autora koja svakako treba ovdje spomenuti. Vrlo 
utjecajnu ulogu u razvoju kritičkih psalmodijskih studija, svakako je odigrao Sigmund 
Mowinckel. Njegov magnum opus svakako je, 'The Psalms in Israel's Worship' (1962), iako 
treba reći da ovom opsežnom radu prethode njegovi obimom manji radovi, ali svakako uvodni 
u njegovo daljnje istraživanje Psaltira, to su: 'Traditionalism and personality in the Psalms' 
(1950) i 'Psalms Criticism between 1900 and 1935' (1955). 
Slijedi niz nasljednika temeljem istraživanja Sigmunda Mowinckela. Bili su to prije 
svega Hermann Gunkel i Joachim Begrich: 'An Introduction to the Psalms:the Genres of the 
Religious Lyric of Israel' (1998) (Joachim Begrich je posthumno dovršio ovaj Gunkelov rad).3 
Ovo Gunkelovo životno djelo porađalo se desetljećima, pa je na svjetlo dana izišlo tek krajem 
20 st. Nekako u isto vrijeme važan i utjecajan Hans Joachim Kraus, sa opsežnim komentarom 
na Psaltir, ali koji također osim kritike forme u Psaltirskom tekstu, u žižu interesa satvlja i 
teološke teme iz Psaltira: 'Theology of the Psalms' (1992). Svojevrsni je pečat u 
psalmodijskim studijima ostavio Mitchell Dahood. Njegovi su komentari (Psalms I-III) 
(1965-1970) antologijski i nezaobilazni radovi, makar ponegdje i ponešto kontroverzni, 
obzirom da Dahood u svojim analizama psalama, skoro isključivo sve osniva na Ugaritskim 
tekstovima i Ugaritskoj literaturi, što ponekada iritira njegove kritičare. 
Navedeni autori, uz još mnoge druge, nesumnjivo su zadali smjer daljnjim 
izučavanjima i analizama biblijske psalmodije. Fokus njihovih studija i radova na biblijskoj 
psalmodiji, uglavnom se usredotočuju više na formu i manje na sadržaj. Stoga se u tim 
                                                             
2 Usp. Gillingham,91-140 
3 Naslov izvornika na njemačkom jeziku: ‘Einleitung in die Psalmen: die Gattungen der religiosen Lzrik Israels’ 
(1933, 1985) 
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analizama posvećuje studijama: strukture psalmodijskog teksta, literarnih formi i literarnoj 
povijesti Psaltira. 
Tek kasnije, pojavom kognitivne lingvistike, događa se odmak u naglasku i povijesti 
istraživanja psalmodijskih tekstova. Pečat proučavanju kognitivnih procesa u jeziku svakako 
su dali George Lakoff i Ronald Langacker. Lakoff je svojim radom 'Cognitive Grammar: 
Some Preliminary Speculations' (1975) zakotrljao lavinu radova i studija na relaciji kognicija-
jezik-gramatika. Štoviše, Lakoff je i iskovao pojam 'kognitivna lingvistika' (1987). 
Ovime na scenu nastupa interes za životno usađenu problematiku koju nalazimo u 
Psaltiru. Za razliku od dotadašnjih analiza literarnih formi i religijsko-povijesnog konteksta, 
sada nadolazi cijeli niz autora psalmodijskih studija Robert Alter ('The Book of Psalms; a 
Translation with Commentary' (2007); Susan Gillingham ('The Poems and Psalms of the 
Hebrew Bible') (1994). Svakako tu je i nezaobilazni Walter Brueggemann, sa cijelim nizom 
stručnih ali i popularizacijskih radova o Psaltiru: 'The Message of the Psalms' (1984), 
'Praying the Psalms' (2007), 'From Whom No Secret are Hid: Introducing the Psalms' (2014). 
Ovim pomakom u fokusu proučavanja biblijskog Psaltira, interes radova i autora je 
jedan novi skup tema i motiva. Sada se u žiži interesa analiza i proučavanja nalazi iskustvo 
psalmiste; naravno i nastojanje identifikacije onoga što tradicionalno zovemo 'psalmista'. Uz 
ove kognitivne aspekte, novo i važno mjesto zauzima i psiholingvistika. Neki autori sada se 
usredotočuju u proučavanju ne-verbalnih komunikacija u tekstovima Psaltira. U tome svakako 
treba spomenuti, sada već referentno djelo, koje u tom području daje Mayer Gruber, 'Aspects 
of Nonverbal Communication in the Ancient Near East' (Rim,1980). Jedan od trajnih izazova 
u ovom novom pristupu Psaltiru jest i redovita pojava na koju nailazimo a to je da se unutar 
jednog istog psalma raspoloženje psalmiste radikalno mijenja, od tužaljke do hvalospjeva. 
Ovaj rad više traga za tim životnim kontekstom psalmista u Psaltiru. Obzirom da su 
literarni aspekti forme u Psaltiru do sada veoma dobro istraženi, ostaje podosta široko polje 
istraživanja upravo u pitanjima i aspektima onog osobnog i privatnog kako to nalazimo 
izraženim u Psaltiru. 
Biblijska psalmodija i Psaltir 
Psalam je biblijski literarni žanr i kao takovog ga treba respektirati. Psaltir kao 
biblijska knjiga psalama, svojevrsna je kompilacija biblijske psalmodije. Od presudne je 
važnosti biblijsku psalmodiju prepoznavati kao literarni žanr pa je uočavati u svim biblijskim 
tekstovima, bilo starozavjetnim ili novozavjetnim. Evo nekoliko primjera psalmodije i 
psalama izvan biblijske knjige Psaltira. 
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Mojsijeva pjesma i zahvala za izbavljenje naroda iz egipatskog ropstva (Izl 15) po 
svojoj je strukturi i formi jedan od prvih psalama. Pobjednička pjesma Debore, jedine žene 
među Sucima, (Su 5) pobjednički je psalam. Hvalospjev Ane, majke suca i proroka Samuel 
(1Sam 2) nije samo njena pjesma zahvalnica, to je psalam, po sadržaju i formi, kao oni psalmi 
u Psaltiru u kojima se veliča snaga i slava Jahvina. Kako su pali div-junaci jedan je od prvih 
psalama Davida, povodom pogibije kralja Šaula (2Sam 2) sa svim karakteristikama 
psalmodijske tužaljke.  U Novome zavjetu također nailazimo na psalmodiju. Hvalospjev 
Marijin (Lk 1:46-56), po sadržaju i formi sasvim nalikuje na Hvalospjev Ane, u svojoj 
zahvalnici i slavljenju Jahvine moći. Hvalospjev Zaharijin (Lk 1:68-79), za razliku od 
Marijina hvalospjeva, u svoj sadržaj unosi i dodatni motiv kojim se naglašuje mesijanska crta 
u tom psalmu. 
INTERPRETACIJA I APROPRIJACIJA 
Pri identifikaciji psalmiste kao subjekta pojedinca, naznačili smo eventualne 
neizvjesnosti oko poetske virtuoznosti psalmiste. Ukoliko su biblijski psalmodijski tekstovi, 
unutar i izvan Psaltira, autobiografskog karaktera, kolika je vjerojatnost da su svi 'psalmisti' 
bili poetski virtuozi u stanju osmisliti i ostvariti poetska virtuozna djela dostojna Psaltira i 
biblijske psalmodije? Primjerice, jesu li onodobne biblijske žene, kao što je Ana majka 
Samuela (1Sam 2) ili Marija majka Isusova (Lk 1), uopće bile osnovno obrazovane u čitanju i 
pisanju ili su ? Je li Zaharija (Hvalospjev Zaharijin) (Lk 1) bio literarno kompetentan da 
kompilira ovakav mesijanski psalam? Postavlja se pitanje, da li je 'psalmista' kao pojedinac, u 
svojoj individualnosti bio autor svog autobiografsko-poetskog djela? Ili je psalmista 
svojevrsna konstrukcija identiteta i literarni konstrukt? Tradicionalno i uobičajeno, u Psaltiru 
se govori o ‘psalmistu’. Kadgod se rabi ovaj termin, misli li se pri tome o psalmistu kao 
profesionalnom pjesniku, možda o kompilatoru uredniku i sakupljaču psalama ili pak o 
'izvođaču' (public spokesman or liturgy leader). 
No, možemo li u psalmistu ipak prepoznati i pojedinca kao subjekt u svojim osobnim i 
privatnim iskustvima? U takvom scenariju, psalmista ne bi bio samo literarni konstrukt kao 
mimetički lik, sa ‘simboličkim posredovanjem iskustva vremena’ (Biti,227) nego i konkretan 
čovjek. U odnosu pak na mimezu, ona je u povijesti umjetnosti i literature, svojevrsno 
oponašanje, odraz i prikazivanje, koje dočarava stvarno ljudsko iskustvo i djelovanje; bilo 
kako pojedinca ili cijele zajednice.
4
 Psaltir bi se možda trebao promatrati i kao mimetička 
                                                             
4 Mimeza, od μιμεῖσθαι (= imitirati) i mimos (= imitator). Kroz povijest umjetnosti, u začecima mimetičkog 
prikazivanja stvarnosti, Platon se usredotočuje na tzv. inertne umjetnosti (slikarstvo, kiparstvo), Aristotel pak 
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literatura u kojoj 'psalmista' (= interpret-pjesnik) u svojoj poeziji jednakomjerno predstavlja i 
pojedinačni subjekt ali i cjelokupnu zajednicu. Kako bismo bolje razumijeli cjelokupnu 
složenost oko identifikacije psalmiste kao subjekta i privatne osobe, treba nam razmotriti 
pojmove: interpretacija i aproprijacija (vidjeti: 2.3. Appropriation and interpretation). 
Interpretacija 
Interpretacija je svakako najstarija metoda suočavanja s nekim tekstom. S njome su se 
služili biblijski egezegeti, nekada i danas. Interpretacija nekog teksta, bila je ili jest (?) 
gramatičko-tehnička-analitička disciplina. Ona nema nužno prioritetni zadatak uživjeti se u 
tuđi doživljajni svijet, nego ga bolje razumijeti. Interpretacija postaje 'komprehezivna znanost' 
(verstehnde Wissenschaften), samo s potencijalnom nakanom uživljavanja u 'tuđi doživljajni 
svijet' (usp.Biti,149-153). Interpretant nastoji povezati i posredovati u tekstu i 
komunikacijskom kontekstu, ali to čini više logičkom nego kognitivnom dinamikom. Unatoč 
dobrohotnosti interpretacije kao metode, ona najčešće ostaje u području jezika i jezičnih 
značaja i značenja, a daleko manje u području kognicije i (s)uživljavanja. Nije stoga slučajno 
da su se početna psalmodijska proučavanja usredotočila na analize literarnih formi u Psaltiru 
(Formgescichte). Mada su neki već i tada upozoravali da bi se analiza forme mogla pretvoriti 
u analizu formula (usp. Martin Noth, u Broyles,1989:18). Ovime bi se, bez ikakve dvojbe, 
učinio korak unazad u možebitnom nastojanju oko suživljavanja sa psalmistom-pojedincem.5 
Aproprijacija. 
Interpretacija je analitička metoda, koja teži razumijevanju teksta (jezičnom, 
povijesnom, religijskom) ali se najčešće izdvaja iz dinamičkohg procesa suživljavanja. 
Aproprijacija je kognitivno preuzimanje i samoidentifikacija. Naime, interpretacija, kao 
interpretativni tekst, opet je tekst koji bi se dalje mogao interpretirati. Oko takvih 
interpretativnih nastojanja, Vladimri Biti, to sažimlje ovako, 
ubrzo se pokazalo da ni psiha ni kultura ni povijest ne mogu ponuditi nikakva 
nepobitna uporišta interpretaciji književnih djela jer su i same tekstovi koji se mogu 
razumijeti na više načina (Biti,151) 
Nema sumnje da su mnogi psalmi mimetičke naravi, ali isto tako nema dvojbe kako je 
veliki broj psalama u Psaltiru zapravo vrlo osobni kao i privatni čin empatijskog preuzimanja 
                                                                                                                                      
polazi od tzv. progresivnih umjetnosti (poezija, glazba). U oba slučaja u svojoj osnovi mimeza u svojoj temeljnoj 
dimenziji ima prikazivanje ili dočaravanja stvarnosti. 
5 Neizbrisiv trag u 'značenjskom opsegu pojma' interpretacija, ostavili su H.G. Gadamer (Istina i metoda) i 
P.Ricoeur (O interpretaciji). Obojica su nasljedovatelji i učenici F.Schleiermachera (koji postavlja temelje 
hermenutike) i M. Heideggera koji naglašeno predstavlja jezik kao temelj čovjekova bitka (Na putu k 
jeziku,1959). 
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i samoidentifikacije. Aproprijacija podrazumijeva i opisuje usvajanje kao pod svoje, i ne kao 
krađa tuđih ideja, već bliskog i osobnog poistovjećivanja. Aproprijacija je 'čin empatije, 
odnosno uživljavanja u tuđi doživljajni svijet' (Biti,149), a dodali bismo ovdje, da u procesu 
aproprijacije, 'preuzimanja', taj svijet prestaje biti 'tuđi svijet'. U tom slučaju ono 
interpretacijsko i kolektivno 'ja', odjednom postaje vrlo osobno 'ja' pslmiste, kao subjekta-
pojedinca. U tom slučaju i mimeza prestaje biti imitacija, a postaje snažno i osobno 
'posvojenje' iskustva, u kojem slučaju i nije od presudne važnosti da li je 'psalmista' kao 
subjekt poetski virtuoz ili je 'samo' apropriator u samoidentifikaciji. 
Interpretacija je metoda, u svojoj naravi analitička, ona  analizira jezik, literarne 
forme, sadržaje, uvid u religijsku-povijesnicu itd. Aproprijacija je u svojoj osnovi kognitivne 
naravi. Utoliko ona prelazi interpretaciju, obzirom da je osobni čin usvajanja teksta kao samo-
identifikacije s tekstom. Najprikladnijih primjera aproprijacije i samoidentifikacije s tekstom 
nalazimo kod Isusa iz Nazareta, ali ne u odnosu na njegovo interpretativno referiranje na 
psalmodijske tekstove (usp. 'pisano je u Psalmima'). Isusova aproprijacija psalmodijskih 
tekstova, njegovo je poistovjećivanje sa biblijskim psalmistom. Ono posebno dolazi do 
izražaja u njegovim smrtnim mukama (Ps 22) i umiranju na križu (Ps 31). 
TKO JE UOPĆE PSALMISTA? 
Već se u uvodnom djelu sažetka ovoga rada napominju neke opcije oko toga tko je 
zapravo taj 'psalmista', kako se taj termin već tradicionalno rabi (vidjeti: 1.2. Who is the 
psalmist). U uvodnom djelu (1.2) stavljamo u kontekst povijesnih tumačenja i istraživanja 
biblijskog Psaltira pitanje identifikacije psalmista kao jedinke i subjekat u svojoj osobnosti, pa 
i privatnosti. Prethodno kognitivnim studijama biblijske psalmodije, uglavnom prevladava 
mišljenje da je psalmista samo jedinka u kolektivu izraelskog naroda, bez svoje naglašene 
individualnosti. Poneki autori, u čemu prednjači već spomenuti Sigmund Mowinckel, 
smatraju da bi onovremeno isticanje osobnosti i individualnosti smatralo se svojevrsnom 
arogancijom. Shodno tom viđenju, ono osobno 'ja' u prvom licu jednine, kao npr. u Psalmu 
23: 'Gospod je pastir moj', zapravo se odnosi na kolektivno 'ja'. 
U pitanjima identifikacije 'psalmista', ili tko je uopće taj 'psalmista', nude nam se tri 
opcije. Prva je mogućnost da se u psalmistu i Psaltiru zapravo prepoznaje poetsko-religijska 
kompilacija. To je svojevrsna pjesmarica-molitvenik, koja je izrađena kao kompilacija iz 
raznih tradicijskih izvora. U tom bi slučaju 'psalmista' bio urednik takvoga Psaltira koji je 
danas pred nama. Taj psalmist-urednik, osim što je vrlo vjerojatno bio jedan od hramskog 
osoblja, imao je ne baš jednostavan zadatak da izabire one psalme iz raznih tradicijskih 
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kolecija, po prilično strogo zadanim kriterijima literarne i teološke izvrsnosti. Druga je 
mogućnost koja se nudi u identifikaciji pojma 'psalmista' ona koja u njemu prepoznaje 
'izvođača' u javnim hramskim i liturgijskim nastupima. U tom bi slučaju 'psalmista' vrlo 
vjerojatno bio netko iz hramskog klera, svečenik ili pak predvoditelj liturgijskog slavlja. 
Treća od opcija prepoznaje 'psalmistu' kao pojedinca, koji istina nije nužno autor i poetski 
virtuoz pjesnik, nego pojedinac pobožnik koji, ne u vidu interpretacije, nego aproprijacije 
(vidjeti prethodno: Interpretacija i aproprijacija), svojim osobnim i privatnim iskustvom 
poistovječuje se i uživljava s likom pojedinih psalama. Ovome u prilog ide nekoliko tema i 
motiva unutar Psaltira. U tom procesu aproprijacije, redovito ćemo naći na motiv pojedinca 
pobožnika, veoma često prikazanim kao siromah (anawim) koji biva ugnjetavan od zlikovaca 
i bezbožnika. Ovi 'bezbožnici', kako su prikazivani u mnogim psalmima, nisu nužno svi ne-
Židovi, ovi su najčešće portretirani kao 'nominalni vjernici' koji ne živesvoju vjeru. O tome u 
svojoj 'Teologiji Psalama' svjedoči već spomenuti Hans Joachim Kraus, kada razmatra Toru 
(Zakon) ne samo kao jurisdikciju i legislativnu zbirku propisa i zakona (vidjeti: 'The psalmist 
and the Torah'). Kraus stoga upućuje, temeljem psalmodijskih tekstova, kako je Torah 
zapravo usađena u srce psalmiste, ona postaje 'radost srca' (Ps 19; Ps 119) a ne tek 
legislativno breme. 
OSOBNO I PRIVATNO 
Autor ovoga rada, prvotno na definicijskom planu upozorava kako se pojmovi 
‘osobno’ i ‘privatno’ nikako ne mogu promatrati kao sinonimi. Na ovu nas dist inkciju 
upozorava već i sama uporaba jezika; osoba može doživjeti ‘osobnu povredu’, ali rijetko 
ćemo govoriti o ‘privatnoj povredi’. Psalmista će svoju ‘osobnu pobožnost’ iskazivati i 
prakticirati i u javnom bogoslužju, ali će poneka osobna iskustva itekako zadržati u 
‘privatnosti’ svoga doma. Iako hebrejski jezik u svom vokabularu ne poznaje izraz ‘privatan’ i 
‘privatno’, mnogi tekstovi kao i kontekst u mnogim pslamima sasvim jasno upućuje i na 
privatnost iskustva psalmiste (vidjeti: 2.1. Person and personality i 2.2. Subject and 
subjectivity). 
Zanimljivo je, obzirom na psalmistu i njegova iskustva, primjetiti i jednu usporednicu 
sa pojmovima ‘theoria’ i ‘theoros’. Oba pojma dolaze nam iz drevne grčke metafizike, a 
označavaju ovlašteno promatranje kojeg javnog zbivanja (theoria) i promatrača (theoros). I 
psalmista je svojevrsni ‘theoros’ (promatrač) koji participira u promatranju (‘theoria’), kako u 
događanjima u javnom životu tako i u osobnom životu. U slučaju psalmiste, Psaltir ga 
prikazuje kao theoros-promatrača, i njegova razmatranja (lat. specto, speculatio), a 
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istovremeno je i sudionik koji na ovaj ili onaj način participira (vidjeti: 2.2.2. The self and 
‘theoria’). 
RELIGIJSKA TIPOLOGIJA 
U koliko bi biblijski Judaizam bila elitna religija koja se ne obazire toliko na pojedinca 
pobožnika, u Psaltiru ne bismo mogli evidentirati toliko emotivne i emocionalne uključenosti, 
kako to nalazimo kod psalmiste (vidjeti: 3. Religious typology). Zaključujemo stoga, da u 
religijsko tipološkom smislu Judaizam nije elitistička religija klera i javnih liturgijskih 
događanja (vidjeti: Religious typology). Ona je u osnovi ‘religija srca’ koje je pak opsluživano 
hramskim bogoslužnim događanjima. Izražena osobna pobožnost u psalmima, potka je i 
spiritus movens kolektivitetu kulta. Osim toga, naglašena je povezanost između emotivnog i 
emocionalnog i religioznosti psalmiste. Hans Schilderman u 'Religion and Emotion' (2001) 
religijsko tipološki klasificira religije na one transcendentne i one koje su literalnog pristupa. 
On zaključuje da se u onih transcendentnoga tipa više manifestiraju pozitivna stanja i emocije, 
dok su, po njemu, literale više povezuju sa negativnim emotivnim reakcijama i stanjima (usp. 
Schilderman,85). Kako se svaka religija evolutivno razvija, tako i kod Judaizma zamjećujemo 
stadije od animističkih do monoteističkih i osobnih svojstava. U tom pogledu, ono što 
nalazimo u Psaltiru, teško je kvalificirati jednoobrazno kao transcendentu ili kao literalnu 
religiju. Ovo tim više što kroz psalme stalno nailazimo na promjene i cijeli dijapazon 
emotivnih stanja ili emocionalnih reakcija. 
U prilog tom zaključku da biblijski Judaizam, kako ga nalazimo u Psaltiru, nije 
moguće pojednostavljeno religijski klasificirati. Psalmista svoje vjersko iskustvo lokalizira i 
veže za prostor (numen locale) posvećenih mjesta i mjesta nadnaravnih iskustava, ali isto tako 
svoje vjersko iskustvo psalmista naglašeno poosobljuje (numen personale) (vidjeti: Numen 
personale and numen locale i Centralisation and personalisation). 
RELIGIJA MESNATOG SRCA 
Čak će i površni čitatelj biblijskih psalama lako uočiti sveprisutne aspekte i elemente 
antropologije kao i navezanost osobne antropologije psalmiste u vjerskom iskustvu psalmiste 
(vidjeti: 4.1. The heart of flesh). Iako se sam idiom 'srce od mesa' (leb basar) ne pojavljuje u 
Psaltiru već ga se koristi u proroku Ezekielu (Eze 11; 36; 44) nedvojbeno je da Psaltir inzistira 
na srcu koje treba biti: čisto (Ps 24;51 itd), srce neka ne oteža (qašah) pa da bi otupilo i 
postalo bezosjećajno (Ps 95). Sve ovo i još mnogo drugih antropoloških aspekata (vidjeti: 
Heart and soul i Eyes, face and hands), evidentno povezuje pojedinca, njegovu antropologiju 
sa njegovim vjerskim iskustvom. Iako upozorava na eventualno pojednostavljivanje u uporabi 
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antropoloških elemenata u Psaltiru, Hans Walter Wolff  ipak koristi pojam 'antropologizacija 
teologije'. S druge strane teško je prihvatiti prosudbu koju daje von Rad rješivši da, 'u Starom 
zavjetu ne postoji objedinjujuća ideja o antropološkoj naravi čovjeka' (von Rad,1962:152). 
Ovome se usprotivljuje Pedersen koji pak zaključuje kako starozavjetna antropologija ostavlja 
jasan pečat i način kako razmišlja biblijski Izraelac (usp.Pedersen, vol.I:99). 
Tijelo, dijelovi tijela i udovi evidentno zauzimaju posebnu ulogu u manifestacijama i 
vjerskom iskustvu psalmiste. Istina, uz nesumnjivo osobnu antropologiju, koja se lako 
evidentira u Psaltiru, ne smijemo smetnuti s uma da paralelno opstoji i antropologija kolektiva 
ali i dijelovi tijela kao metafore, ili bolje kao metonimije. Pa imamo 'srce naroda' (Br 32; Iz 
6; Iz 61) (vidjeti: Communal anthropology). Oči i osobito lice, razotkrivaju osobno stanje 
pojedinca i cijelog naroda. Ruke se peru u nedužnosti (Ps 26). 
Tsadiq i Anawim: psalmista kao pobožnik 
Kako možemo u Psaltiru identificirati pobožnog psalmistu? (vidjeti: 6. The pious 
man). U hebrejskom biblijskom vokabularu pojam pobožnoga neposredno se i sinonimijski 
povezuje sa pojmom pravednika (tsadiq). Ali treba odmah apostrofirati da pojam tsadiq ne 
spada primarno u kategoriju legislative. Dakako, tsadiq-pravednik poštuje i obdržava Božje 
zapovijedi i zakonodavstvo Tore, no njegova se pravednost primarno definira njegovim 
osobnim odnosom ljubavi spram njegova Boga: 'Tebi se, Jahve, utječem, o, da se ne postidim 
nikada: u svojoj me pravdi izbavi!' (Ps 31:2). Johannes Pedersen, u njegovom referentnom i 
voluminoznom djelu: 'Israel: its Life and Culture', razlaže pojam tsadiqa-pravednika oko 
nekoliko nezaobilaznih pojmova. Osim njegova ispravnog postupanja tsadiqa krasi: integritet 
osobe, čistoća srca i duše (usp.Pederesen,vol.I :336 i dalje). Cjelokupni koncept tsadiq-
pravednika, kao pobožnika, nije legislativno statični, nego dinamički i relacijski. 
Uz pojam tsadiqa, u Psaltiru i pobožnosti psalmiste, nailazimo na još jedan, pomalo 
intrigantan pojam, to su često spominjani oni koji su potrebiti, siroti i ponizni (anawim). Tko 
su onda ovi, u Psaltiru, često spominjani, anawim?6 Jesu li to sirotinja, društveno- 
ekeonomskih izopćenika ili, kako neki sugeriraju, pijetistička grupacija svojevoljnih 
izopćenika, kao poznata sekta Esena? Primjeren je oko ove teme tekst iz Psalma 22: 'Siromasi 
će jesti i nasitit će se, hvalit će Jahvu koji traže njega: nek' živi srce vaše dovijeka!' (Ps 
22:27). Dodatno će se zatim pojaviti i upit oko toga a tko su, u ovom kontekstu, bili ugnjetači 
ovih poniznih pobožnika? I na koncu, sasvim je intrigantan tekst iz Psalma 37:29, na koji će 
se mnogo kasnije refefrirati i sam Isus iz Nazareta, koji kaže: 'Zemlju će posjedovati 
                                                             
6 Usp. Ps 10:17; 22;27; 25:9; 34:3 itd 
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pravednici i živjet će na njoj dovijeka'. Hans Joachim Kraus tako]er primjećuje da su ovi 
anawim opisani kao ni koji su 'skršena srca' i 'klonulog duha' (Ps 34:19). Sve ovo navodi nas 
na zaključak da se radi o pobožnicima kojih je osobno vjersko iskustvo ukotvljeno u 
najdubljoj njihovoj unutrašnjosti. 
MUK I VAPAJ 
Pobožnika u Psaltiru i biblijskoj psalmodiji, dakle biblijskom materijalu literarno 
poetske naravi, karakterizira borba, čak i sukob s Bogom (vidjeti: 8. Silence and the uttered 
cry). Radi se o situacijama u kojima pobožnik proživljava svoje pobožnosti, pitanja i sumnje, 
baš kao njihalo koje kreće iz jedne krajnje točke do druge krajnje točke. Psalmista u svojoj 
dezorjentiranosti otvoreno progovara, bez zadrške (vidi: parezija), čak ulazi u konflikt (rib) s 
Bogom (Ps 43:1; Ps 73; Ps 74:22). Ali onda isto tako, pod pritiskom (vidjeti: Silence is a 
pressure cooker) on odlučuje zašutjeti i umuknuti (usp.Ps 38) jer ga snaga ostavlja i osjeća se 
bez nade, a vapaji kao da više ne pomažu. 
O problematici, muka i vapaja, na izuzetan način diskutira Bernd Janowski u svojem 
opsežnom radu naslovljenom:‘Arguing with God:a Theological Anthropology of the Psalms’ 
(2003. i eng.2013.).
7
 
Bog je zašutio 
Osim što psalmista-pobožnik u svojoj muci zamukne, teži mu je i pogubniji izazov 
kada Bog zamukne i postane deus absconditus, 'Bog skriveni' (Iz 45:15) (vidjeti: 9.1. The 
silence of God as punishment). Za pobožnika zastrašujuće su situacije kada Bog prestaje 
odgovarati i reagirati na vapaje psalmiste. Njemu to može značiti samo jedno, Bog je krenuo u 
kažnjenički pohod, jer Božja šutnja redovito se poistovjećuje s kaznom koja slijedi na njegov 
narod: 'Dokle ćeš, Gospode? Zar ćeš se skrivati zauvijek? Zar će kao oganj plamtjeti tvoj 
gnjev? (Ps 89:47; usp.Ps 83:2). Osim toga, u psalmodijskom tekstu i kontesktu, tišina 
(dumiah) nije uvijek spokoj, štoviše, u Psaltiru muk se najčešće odnosi na grobnu tišinu i 
smrt. 
  
                                                             
7 ‘Konfliktgespache mit Gott: Eine Anthopologie der Psalmen' (2003) 
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POBOŽNOST I PRIVATNOST 
U uvodnom je dijelu rada bilo već naznačeno da se pojmovi 'osobno' i 'privatno' ne 
mogu smatrati sinonimijskim pojmovima. Ovdje se ukazuje na 'vokabular privatnosti' 
(solitude vocabulary) koji u starozavjetnom tekstu ukazuje na osobnu pobožnost pojedinca 
(vidjeti: 11. Realms of piety and privacy). U biblijskom starozavjetnom tekstu cijeli je niz 
poetsko-narativnih situacija u kojima se osobnost i privatnost jasno naznačuju kao pobožnost 
pojedinca u svojoj privatnosti ili napuštenosti, kao u Psalmu 102: 'uzdišem k'o samotan (bdd) 
vrabac na krovu' (Ps 102:8) (vidjeti; 'solitude vocabulary' i 'solitude narratives'). 
U biblijskom je vokabularu korijen glagola bdd (= odvojiti, biti samotan) referentan za 
samoću, privatnost i odvojenost. U mnogih je biblijskih likova ovo povezano sa osobnim 
vjerskim iskustvom (usp. 1Sam 21:2; 2Sam 17:2). Bez sumnje, neke od najboljih biblijskih 
poetsko-narativnih situacija iskazivani su u kontekstu osobne i privatne pobožnosti.8 Ovdje 
navodimo tek nekoliko biblijskih narativnih primjera osobne i privatne pobožnosti (Mojsije, 
Jakov, Danijel, Ilija, Jeremija, Jona). 
PODRUČJA PRIVATNOSTI 
Antroplogija 
U privatnosti psalmiste područja pobožnosti omeđena su dimenzijama: antropologije, 
lokacije i vremenskim određenjem (vidjeti: 12. Realms of privacy). Pažljivija analiza 
psalmodijskih tekstova ukazuje na to da se anatomski idiom u Psaltiru ne može percipirati 
samo kao literarna figura ili kao sinekdoha, gdje pojedini ud ili dio tijela predstavljaju 
svekoliku ljudsku osobu. Takvo je tumačenje u dijelu razumljivo i djelomično prihvatljivo, ali 
ne i kao generalizacija koja bi isključivala pažljiviju analizu teksta u svojoj antropološkoj i 
anatomskoj dimenziji. Bez sumnje, postoje anatomski idiomi i dijelovi tijela koji upućuju na 
metonimiju/sinekdoh, primjerice: glava (roš), duša (nefeš) ili kosti (ecem) kao reprezenti za 
cijelu čovjekovu osobu. U Psalmu 6:3-4 stoji: 'dršću moje kosti' ili 'duša mi je potresena', 
jasno je da su ovdje 'kosti' i 'duša' metonimije čime se predstavlja stanje psalmiste kao osobe. 
No, isto tako postoje i aspekti antropologije, kao što je primjerice abdomen, gdje se ne može 
niti se smije preolako metonimijski generalizirati (vidjeti: 12.1. Anthropological dimension). 
Abdomenalni organi (bubrezi, jetra, trbuh) vrlo često ne predstavljaju metonimiju nego 
konkretno emotivno i emocionalno stanje psalmista. Štoviše, pokazalo se da je nerijetko 
zapravo riječ i o psihobiološkim stanjima psalmiste u traumatskom iskustvu straha i 
anksioznosti. Detaljne analize takvih psihobioloških stanja posebno su u svojim radovima 
                                                             
8 Narativna poezija u biblijskom tekstu, kao literarni žanr, još uvjek je uvelike zanemareno područje biblijskih 
istraživanja. 
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obradili: Mayer Gruber (1978, 1980, 1983, 1987); zatim Godfrey R. Driver (1953), Terence 
Collins (1971) i drugi. 
Lokacija 
Mnogi psalmodijski tekstovi jasno upućuju na činjenicu da se psalmista u svojoj 
osobnoj pobožnosti i vjerskom iskustvu ne nalazi u javnom prostoru, hramskoj liturgiji ili bilo 
kojem drugom događanju u kolektivu. Njegovo se iskustvo lokacijski događa i odvija u 
privatnosti (Ps 6, Ps 63; krevet, postelja). Štoviše, postoje cijeli narativni tekstovi koji opisuju 
stanje samoće, napuštenosti i osamljenosti pobožnika u njegovu/njenu vjerskom iskustvu i 
emotivnim stanjima u privatnosti doma (vidjeti: 11.2. Solitude narratives). Zapravo, čini se da 
postoji trajna tenzija između javnog i privatnog (vidjeti: 12.4 Ritual acts and private piety). 
Vremenski aspekti 
Osobno i privatno religijsko iskustvo psalmiste jasno je određeno i temporalnom 
dimenzijom (vidjeti: 13. Temporal aspects). Učestalo ćemo u psalmodijskim tekstovima naići 
na takve temporalne odrednice njegova/njena vjerskog ili emotivnog iskustva – uvijek, dan i 
noć, sve dane, i sl. Na primjer: 'Danju dariva Gospod svoju milost, a noću pjevam mu pjesmu, 
molitvu k Bogu mojega života' (Ps 42:9) ili 'Da, već sam blizu propasti i bol je moja svagda 
preda mnom' (Ps 38:18). 
Ono 'uvijek' ima dvojaki aspekt, uvijek ili stalno, za života psalmista čezne biti u 
Božjoj blizini; ali ima i ono eshatološko 'uvijek' (olam): 'Za život te molio, i ti mu dade 
premnoge dane - za vijeke vjekova' (Ps 21:5). 
Ima jedan psalam, Psalam 16, u kojem samo u nekoliko redaka nalazimo cijeli 
dijapazon aspekata u kojima se opisuje i osobno i privatno iskustvo psalmiste. Ovdje ćemo 
naći i antropologije i anatomskih idioma i temporalnu dimenziju, 
'Blagoslivljam Gospoda koji me savjetovao. I noću me moje srce opominje. Uvijek 
pred sobom imam Gospoda. On mi je zdesna i zato nikada ne posrćem. Zato se raduje 
moje srce i veseli moj duh, i moje tijelo počiva u sigurnost' (Ps 16:7-9). 
Jasno je da ovdje pjesnik ima za cilj posebno istaknuti narav privatnosti u iskustvu 
psalmiste. 
ANTROPOLOGIJA 
Za bolju i sustavniju percepciju biblijske antropološke dimenzije, u kontekstu Psaltira, 
odlučili smo identificirati i podijeliti četiri anatomske grupe. Ova bi četiri područja ljudske 
anatomije bila: udovi, abdomen, glava i prsište. Svi dijelovi iz ova četiri područja anatomije u 
Psaltiru predstavljaju ili metonimijski aspekt, ili stvaran psihobiološki u konkretnog čovjeka 
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pojedinca. Prvu skupinu sačinjavaju udovi (ruke, stopala, noge); u drugoj skupini, abdomena 
nalaze se (bubrezi, jetra, maternica, trbuh, utroba); treću skupinu sačinjavaju dijelovi glave 
(oči, uši, usta, nos); i konačno četvrtoj anatomskoj skupini, prsište pripadaju (srce, pluća). 
(vidjeti: 14. Anthropology). 
Abdomen 
Što se tiče istraživačkih napora u domeni abdomenalne anatomije, i značaja koji 
zauzima u biblijskom tekstu i Psaltiru, povijest istraživanja najviše se usredotočuje na srce, 
najmanje, i nedostatno, na abdomen. Unatoč činjenici da se abdomenalni dio čovjekove 
antropologije vrlo često pojavljuje u tekstu Psaltira. U uznemirenosti psalmiste, njegovim 
traumatskim iskustvima, emocionalnim borbama, psalmodija to redovito prikazuje referirajući 
se na organe abdomena. Na žalost, izostaje opširnija i dublja analiza tekstova u kojima organi 
abdomena igraju važnu ulogu. Osobito u Psaltiru, najčešće se antropološki elementi žele 
svesti na sinekdohu i metonimiju. Na taj se način zapravo izostavlja mogućnost stvarnih 
osobnih psihosomatskih poremećaje kod psalmiste, u njegovim kriznim situacijama (vidjeti: 
14.2 Biblical gastroenterology). Unatoč činjenicama da se u povijesti religija dovoljno pažnje 
posvećivalo, pa i dokumentiralo, povezanosti abdomenalnih smetnji s emocionalno-vjerskim 
iskustvima vjernika (vidjeti: 14.2.1. Intestines and religion).
9
 
Uvriježeno je, a ponekad i netočno, mišljenje da je u biblijskoj antropologiji najvažniji 
organ srce, čime se ignoriaju izuzetno važni organi abdomena. Štoviše, biblijski prevoditelj 
vrlo često, i sasvim neispravno, prevodi organe abdomena (bubrezi, jetra, utroba) kao srce? 
To se, istina, može pravdati literarno-stilističkim razlozima, ali nikako religijsko-povijesnim 
ili teološkim. Abdomenalni organi u biblijskom tekstu, a osobito u Psaltiru, igraju izuzetno 
važnu ulogu, u vjerskom-religijskom, teološkom i osobnom pogledu. 
Primjer metaforičkog teksta iz Ezekiela 3 jasno ukazuje na važnost abdomenalnoga. 
Izvorni se pisac koristi snažnom metaforom ‘probavljanja’ poruke koja proroku dolazi od 
Boga. Proroku nije dopušteno otići svome narodu, s riječima proročke poruke, ukoliko i sam 
nije ‘probavio’ predanu mu riječ. U tom se tekstu proroku daje svitak/knjiga da je konzumira 
(pojede): ‘Sine čovječji, nahrani trbuh i nasiti utrobu svitkom što ti ga dajem!" I pojedoh ga, i 
bijaše mi u ustima sladak kao med’ (Eze 3:3). Dakle, ovdje nema riječi ni naznaka da bi 
prorok trebao uzeti što 'k srcu'; ono što mu se poručuje jest da isporučeno treba postati dio 
njega samoga, kao hrana koja se konzumira i postaje dio tijela. Probavni trakt, dakle 
abdomen, a ne srce, zauzima mjesto gdje se procesuira ono najneposrednije iskustvo koje 
                                                             
9 Ebers Papyrus, jedan je od takvih drevnih spisa koji nam ukazuje na razvoj drevne medicine, ali i nekih 
aspekata koji povezuju čovjekovu anatomiju sa njegovim vjerskim doživljavanjima. 
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konzument doživljava s Bogom. Slične konotacije nalazimo i u Psalmu 17. (vidjeti: 14.2.2. 
Stomach, womb and guts) 
S druge strane, tekst Jeremije 12, opetovano pokazuje kako se iz literarno-stilističkih 
razloga kompromisom izvorni tekst razblažuje i kompromitira. Tamo mladi prorok propitkuje 
‘Zašto je put zlikovaca uspješan?’ (Jer 12:1)? U svojom meditativnoj molitvi on pred Bogom 
ovako zaključuje: ‘Ti si ih posadio, i oni se ukorijeniše, rastu i plod donose. Al' si blizu samo 
ustima njihovim, a daleko im od srca’ (Jer 12:2). Najveći broj prevoditelja, stilistički 
elegantno dakle prevode:‘daleko od srca’. Izvornik naime ima:‘daleko si od njihovih 
bubrega’. Dakako, ovakav doslovni prijevod bio bi jedva razumljiv, moguće čak djelovao i 
komično. Zaključno; ako je srce, barem u hebrejskoj misli, najbliže racionalnom čovjeku, 
abdomen je za hebrejski corpus mentis ono najdublje, najintimnije, najtajnije i najsnažnije u 
čovjekovoj antropologiji. Stoga, primjerice, u 'bubrezima' najviše boli, ne u srcu. Jeremija u 
svojoj tužaljki, misleći da ga Bog kažnjava, kaže: 'Probo mi je bubrege strijelama iz svojega 
tobolca' (Tuž 3:13). Slično razmišlja i psalmista kada se nađe u nezavidnoj i nejasnoj situaciji, 
misleći da iza svega stoji Svevišnji: 'gorčina je izjedala moje srce i bol probadala moje 
bubrege' (Ps 73:21) (vidjeti: 14.2.2. Kidneys). 
Lice 
Lice se smatra ogledalom duše; u licu se isčitavaju i čovjekove nakane, raspoloženje. 
Ono može ‘svjetliti’ (Ps 31:17) ili se u raspoloženju 'spustiti' (Post 4:6). Lice je također 
reprezent osobe i osobnosti. Stoga psalmista u težnji prema Bogu, i drugima govori: ‘Tražite 
Gospoda i njegovu snagu! Tražite uvijek njegovo lice!’ (Ps 105:4). 
Iz teksta Aronova blagoslova: 'Neka te Jahve licem svojim obasja, milostiv ti bude!' 
(Br 6:25) evidentna je naklonost Božje osobe. Smrknuto lice lako odražava neku potencijalno 
urotničku namjeru. Stoga je Nehemija bio ozbiljno zabrinut kada je pred kralja dolazio 
zabrinuta i žalosna lica (Neh 2:2). Psalmista u nevolji moli: ‘Molim lice tvoje iz svega srca, 
budi mi milostiv po svom obećanju!’(Ps 119:58) (vidjeti: 14.3.4. Face lifted up). 
LOKACIJA 
Lokalizacija božanstva iskonska je karakterisitka velike većine religija. Teofanijska 
iskustva (ukazanja) poistovjećuju mjesto teofanije sa samim božanstvom, tako lokalizirani 
bog ili božanstvo postaje numen locale, bog teofanijske lokacije (vidjeti: 15. Location). Takva 
teofanijska mjesta s vremenom postaju mjesta hodočašća. Lokacije biblijskih mjesta kao što 
su Betel ili Penuel, lokacije su teofanijskih iskustava patrijarha Jakova. Lokalizirana božanska 
prisutnost takva mjesta čini 'svetim mjestima' (שדק תמדא) (usp. Izl 3:5). U religijskoj povijesti 
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takva mjesta postaju zaštićena mjesta; ponekad pravo na isto mjesto polažu i različite 
religije.
10
 Bog tako dobiva zemaljsko boravište i zemaljsku boravišnu adresu. Jahve, Bog 
Izraelaca, prebiva na Sionu, psalmista kliče: 'U Šalemu je Šator njegov, na Sionu boravište' 
(Ps 76:3). Hodočasnici iščekuju, putuju i: 'snaga im raste dok ne ugledaju Boga na Sionu' (Ps 
84:8). Kada pojedinac nije u mogućnosti pohoditi 'sveto mjesto' i participirati sa bogoštovnom 
zajednicom, u svojoj privatnoj pobožnosti on usmjerava svoje lice i pogled prema lokaciji 
svetišta. U babilonskom sužanjstvu Daniel obavlja svoje pobožnosti okrenut prema 
Jeruzalemu, 
'Daniel otiđe u svoju kuću. Prozori gornje sobe bijahu otvoreni prema Jeruzalemu. Tu 
je on tri puta na dan padao na koljena blagoslivljajući, moleći i hvaleći Boga, kako je 
uvijek činio' (Dan 6:11) 
Privatnost psalmiste 
Pažljivi čitatelj Psaltira uočiti će da za psalmistu nema 'svetog mjesta' hodočašća. 
Istina, psalmista propitkuje: 'Tko će uzići na Goru Jahvinu, tko će stajati na svetom mjestu 
njegovu?' (ושדק םןקמב םוקי ימו) (Ps 24:3), ali on se s Bogom susreće i sastaje (ponekad i 
sukobljava) još intenzivnije i neposrednije u privatnosti svojeg boravišta. Dok je nazočiti na 
'svetom mjestu', javnom hramskom bogoštovlju pretpostavljalo ili zahtjevalo od hodočasnika 
ritualnu čistoću (usp. Ps 24), za psalmistu u privatnoj pobožnosti takvog preduvjeta nije 
bilo.
11
 Dojmljivo je da mogućnost, kojom bi pojedinac mogao nesmetano i legitimno 
prakticirati svoju pobožnost u privatnosti, podupire čak i jedan Hereman Gunkel, uz 
Sigmunda Mowinckela, jedan od najvažnijih istraživača literarnih formi i zagovornika onog 
kolektivnog 'ja' u Psaltiru (usp.Gunkel, par.6:3, str.122). 
Na sličan način psalmista prakticira ritualnu rutinu u svojoj privatnosti. To će tim više 
biti osobnije i intenzivnije što on biva više pritisnut u svojim životnim i emotivnim stanjima: 
'Uvečer, ujutro i o podne tužit ću i jadikovati, i on će čuti moj glas' (Ps 55:18). Kralj David, 
na vijest o pogibiji svoga sina Abšaloma, potresen, povlači se u privatnost svojih odaja da 
tuguje i moli: ‘kralj zadrhta, pope se u gornju odaju nad vratima i zaplaka’ (2Sam 19:1). 
Na postelji 
Krevet je svakako jedno od mjesta na kojem čovjekova privatnost najviše dolazi do 
izražaja. Štoviše, intima i privatnost postelje kao da posjeduje svojevrsne karakteristike 
'svetog mjesta'. Oskvrnuti postelju nerijetko znači snositi i vrlo ozbiljne posljedice. Biblijski 
                                                             
10 Primjerice u abrahamovskim religijama (židovstvo, kršćanstvo i islam) na Jeruzalem, ili preciznije na goru 
Moriah, polažu pravo i Židovi i Muslimani. 
11 Usp. Weiser,1962:167 
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Ruben, gubi svoje prvenstvo među braćom, 'jer na ležaj oca svog se pope, moj tad oskvrnu 
krevet' (Post 49:4). 
U takvoj intimnoj privatnosti svog ležaja, psalmista u nevolji i besanim noćima 
doživljava svoju pobožnost u meditativnoj molitvi: 'Na postelji se tebe spominjem, u 
bdjenjima noćnim mislim na tebe' (Ps 63:7). Bog mu tada postaje pomoć, a on se osjeća kao 
zaštićen 'u sjeni krila' (63:8). Svoju osobnu pobožnost, u privatnosti svojega bića, psalmista 
dodatno kvalificira time što ispovijeda koliko je duboko predan svome Bogu: 'tvoj Zakon ja 
duboko u srcu nosim' (Ps 40:9). 
Ključne riječi: psalmista, psalmodija, Psaltir, subjekt, privatnost, aproprijacija, 
interpretacija, theoria, tehoros, antropologija, abdomen, metonimija, sinekdoha, metonimija, 
religijska tipologija. 
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PERSONAL AND PRIVATE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE IN THE 
BIBLICAL PSALMS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Interpreting the Psalms 
The theme of the psalmist’s personal and private piety is a subject which challenges 
and embarks on issues such as the nature of Israelite religion, anthropology and the concept 
of the Hebrew person, and most of all the identification of the pious man of the Psalms as an 
individual experiencer of personal devotion. 
Firstly, the issue of identifying the psalmist as a pious man must be addressed. Who do 
we mean when refering to ‘the psalmist’? Do the existing superscriptions to individual psalms 
resolve the issue, as some may suggest? Can ‘the psalmist’ just be a private worshipping 
individual? Let us assume that there are three stages in the process associated with every 
psalm: production, performance and experience (cf. Chapter 2). As we seek to identify ‘the 
psalmist’ it will also reveal the need to identify the pious man of the Psalms. How does the 
individual Israelite relate to the Torah, and is it only in the context of public worship and the 
cultus? 
Secondly, there is the question of the essential nature of the Hebrew religion in terms 
of religious typology. That is to say, what is the relationship between religion and emotion? 
And what is the nature of religious and emotional experience of an Israeli individual?
12
 To be 
able to examine this relationship, all we have at our disposal is language as an attire of the 
devotees experience. Psalmodic language has a powerful capacity to articulate and express the 
experience. Variety of religious experiences is markedly conveyed and articulated in poetic 
forms. The poetic forms and types are not ornamental literary embellishment, they are 
instruments of conveying a message and not an end in itself. Such language is here to decode 
and understand the nature of the devotees experience. It is that language becomes our servant 
and not the lord. However, it would be a mistake not to utilize the tenets of form critical 
method, though one ought to be careful of that risk that form criticism becomes formula 
criticism. 
It is only with the development of cognitive theories and processes, in the latter half of 
the 20th century, that cognitive linguistics opened up this freedom for language and literature 
                                                             
12 An investigation into the background and history of development of religion, in particular Israel’s faith 
(Religionsgesichte) will not be in the focus of this work. Cf. Osterley & Robinson (1937). 
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to treat emotions with respect, rather than just being a „nagging source of hot noise“ (cf. 
Eich,2000). 
The psalmodic literature and versatile poetic compositions clearly reveal all the vigour 
of the psalmist’s experiences, and particularly in distress. In fact there seem to be a common 
consent that the lamental Psalms , which become the core of personal piety the psalmist 
reaches the point of being speechless, he was “dumb and silent”, and decided to “refrain 
from any speech” (Ps 39:3).13 For him it is a freightening experience, when God goes silent 
(Ps 30:8b), signifying the punishment of distancing himself from his people. This leads not 
only to national laments, but also to demonstrations of private and personal piety.
14
 Why the 
personal and private piety of the psalmist has not been given a more notable treatment 
deserves a brief note. 
    In the 1920-ies to 1950-ies the primary interest of traditional psalmodic form critical 
scholarship was how the psalms originated as religious poetry. Even when deemed as 
“private religious poetry” or “private individual lyrics”, the psalmist was still looked on as 
professional poet composing ritual texts. The chief concern was the Psalms in Israel’s 
worship, focusing on the Psalms as “cultic songs”, finding their place in the liturgical life of 
Israel (cf. Mowinckel, 1955, 1962). It was of lesser concern to focus on the private ‘space’ of 
the individual psalmist. Its primary interest was the ‘historicizing’ and ‘particularizing’ of 
Psalms as literature and ancient texts.
15
 Essentially it was reconstructionist in nature, 
attempting to reconstruct the history. Striving to discover the historical events, background 
and dates behind a particular psalm, and if possible even the historical person who wrote it, 
the scholarship of the day just didn’t have ‘time’ to deal with the individual. Identity of the 
Israelite individual only served its purpose to show that the individual’s identity only exists in 
the manifestation of the collective.
16
 In his superb survey of the form-critical tenets of 
psalmodic studies, in his Psalm criticism between 1900 and 1935 (VT 1/1955) Mowinckel 
calls the historicizing a“mania” for fixing the date of every single Psalm. 
Second reason why, in the days of the ‘fathers’ of psalmodic critical scholarship, the 
individual was somewhat neglected, is in language research of the day, which was then 
largely in the ‘pre-cognitive’ stage of linguistic studies. It was the form and type(s) (Gunkel’s 
                                                             
13 Cf. 1 Sam 1:7-9 
14 In relation to the pious, in a distant land far from the Temple and the homeland, during the Exile, the Lord God 
says, “I have been to them as a little sanctuary.” טעמ שדקמ (Eze 11:16b). 
15 Gillingham calls this: ‘historicizing’ and ‘particularizing’ the Psalms (Gillingham, 1994:186f). By 
‘particularizing’ she refers to setting each Psalm in a very specific, individual, communal setting. However, she 
notes that there have also been attempts, radical proposals to see the Psalms only as private, non-cultic prayers 
(cf. Quell, G and Szorenyi, A.). 
16 Cf. S. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship (Ch.III): The I and ‘we’ in the Psalms. 
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Gattungen) that mattered more than the meaning. Even when which also contributed to the 
whole picture of how a text was to be read and examined. (cf.Berlin) 
Psalmodic scholarship has lately moved forward towards a “postcritical reading of the 
Psalms” (cf. Brueggemann, 1984:18). This however does not mean disregarding the past 
achievements of critical psalmodic scholarship. 
Walter Brueggemann puts it this way: 
We shall try to take full account of the critical gains made by such scholars as Gunkel, 
Mowinckel, and Westermann, without betraying any of the precritical passion, naivete, 
and insight of believing exposition. Specifically there is a close correspondence 
between the anatomy of the lament psalms (which Westermann as a critical scholar has 
shown to be structurally central for the entire collection) and the anatomy of the soul 
(which Calvin related to his discerment and presentation of biblical faith) 
(Brueggemann, 1984:18-19) 
As the transitions in understanding of the Psalms and linguistic developments took 
place, the reading of the Psalms was moving towards redefinition and openning up to the 
posibility that the Psalms may refer and be read more personally and independent of liturgical 
activity (cf. Gillingham, 1994:184). 
A key question here to be asked becomes a whole issue. That is to say, when an 
appelation the,‘psalmit’ as it is commonly being used brings us to the question: who is really 
that ‘psalmist’? Presumably, the psalmist should be the one who composes a psalm? Thus, he 
is the he one who compiles the psalmodic material (producer)? Alternatively, he may be the 
one who in public liturgical performance enact the psalmodic material (performer).
17
 Finally, 
the psalmist may be the one who testifies his very personal experiences (experiencer)? Who 
do we then conceive that the paslmist may be? 
1.2. Who is the psalmist? 
The inventory of the key issues in psalmodic studies endorse the identity of the 
individual in an important place. Within the range of key psalmodic issues there is a term 
frequently used, that of the ‘psalmist’. Whether it is employed as generic term or simply as 
terminus technicus, it is to be seen. It does seem that it is being used almost habitually. Who 
then is the psalmist ? There are three proposed possibilities as to the identification of the 
psalmist in the scholarly usage. It is that of the (i) producer, (ii) the performer, or (iii) the 
experiencer. 
  
                                                             
17 cf. the sons of Korah 
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Producer 
Refering to the ‘producer’, which alludes to the way a psalm or a composition of the 
whole Psalter came about. A producer is a poet, professional or popular, an author or compiler 
of an individual psalm or the corpus of the whole Psalter. Croft (1987) suggests that what we 
have as the Psalter is a selection “deliberately chosen from a wider body of material” (Croft, 
1987:133). He further suggests that this selection (the Psalter) follows a well defined criteria, 
with two principal aspects for chosing a psalm to be included in the body of the Psalter. 
First criteria is that which will include a psalm to be a piece of work used in public 
worship. As well, “many of the psalms which do mention an individual were delivered by 
public spokesman in the cult” (id). Second criteria is that of excellence. Croft maintains that 
“the efforts of the poets would be concentrated upon the psalms for public use”(id). However, 
one has to note here that according to the excellence criteria, for a psalm to be publicly 
presentable, some of the psalms may indeed not be appropriate. 
Performer 
The appellation ‘the psalmist’ may allude to a ‘performer’, either as the priest 
performing the cult liturgy or a public spokesman. This would be a professional liturgical poet 
attached to the Temple. Perhaps also an itinerary priestly officer providing liturgical services 
for local sanctuaries; or even for more personal needs.
 18
 
Finally, and inevitably there is a question how is a psalm being internalized by the 
pious, in his personal faith or private piety, that is the ‘experiencer’. The experiencer, here 
designated as the paslmist, i.e. the individual devotee, that is a centre of our attention. An 
experiencer is a person engaged in mental or emotive acitivity. Here, the Psalter provides a 
striking portrait of the pious man in his personal and private devotion, faith and reliance on 
Yahweh (within or without existing cultic practices). 
As for the identity of the individual, and the pious, some commentators conclude that 
the superscriptions to individual psalms point to authorship, thus also resolving the identity of 
the psalmist. For example, if the superscription reads ‘lišlomo’ (a Psalm of Solomon) (Ps 72; 
127), or the very frequent designation ‘ledawid’ (a Psalm of David), or ‘lemošeh’ (a Psalm of 
Moses) (Ps 90) the author’s identity is designated, and consequently the identity of the 
psalmist.
19
 The circumstances in which a psalm was written, or its stated purpose, also 
                                                             
18 Cf. Gillingham,184 
19 The grammatical issue and ambiguity of meaning of the inseparable preposition le (‘lišlomo’, ‘ledawid’, 
‘lemošeh’) should be accounted for. It is sometimes referred to as lamed auctoris, i.e. a designation of authorship. 
Others consider it a lamed of ‘destination’, i.e. the object of reference. Cf. Kautzsch, 1910:419, par. 129c;  
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contribute to identification. In the cases of David and Solomon, this is supported by the 
understanding that both were poets. In his Introduction to the Old Testament, Georg Fohrer 
concludes: 
Among the names mentioned in the superscriptions, ‘Moses’, ‘David’ and ‘Solomon 
are clearly intended to designate the authors of the Psalms, while the mention of guilds 
of temple singers like Asaph and Korah should probably be understood as denoting 
particular collections (Fohrer, 1976: 282). 
In identifying the psalmist as a private individual, the earlier discussion in Chapter 2 
took into account the three stages that encompass the process; composition (of a psalm or 
psalter), public performance, and participation or the experiential aspect of any given psalm. 
These stages were described as production, performance and experience. 
All three are important and demand the attention of any student of the Psalter. 
However, for obvious reasons related to the task and the interest of this work, the third phase 
concerns us most. The traditional understanding of the psalmist has been of a professional 
poet attached to the Jerusalem cult, a ‘producer’. The poet-producer may also have been 
entrusted indirectly to some extent in public performance. The psalmist, if this signifies the 
poet, and the worshippers all participated in the group experience of the worshipping 
community.
20
 Such an almost exclusively liturgical understanding of the Psalms may be 
considered a rigid “cult-functional reading” of the Psalter (cf. Gillingham, 1994: 184). 
This traditional understanding and interpretation of the Psalter has been re-evaluated. 
The cult-function aspect of course cannot be neglected or ignored, but some revision and 
redefinition of the role of the cultus is necessary. Susan Gillingham, in her work The Poems 
and Psalms of the Hebrew Bible, in the section The Psalmist as Liturgical Poets Serving a 
Private Cultus, discusses the shift in views and interpretations (cf. Gillingham, 1994; 184-5) 
in the redefinition of the psalmist. Though The Psalter is still understood as “composed poetry 
which served as prayers for individuals” it has now been redefined, firstly along the lines of 
the relationship between the reader-listener, and secondly as a matter of personalisation and 
appropriation. What the worshipper hears and takes hold of for himself then becomes an 
appropriation, through which the hearer also becomes the experiencer. In other words, he 
ceases to be a mere listener but an individual who speaks for himself. 
  
                                                                                                                                      
Jouon, (1991) 1993:474, par 130bN. Fohrer, on the subject, notes that in Ugaritic texts this le does not specify the 
authorship but the protagonist or designation of a poem (cf. Fohrer, 1976:282). 
20 Cf. Broyles, 1989:16; Croft, 1987:133 
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1.3. The psalmist and the Torah 
Hans-Joachim Kraus, in his Theology of the Psalms, dedicates Chapter 6 to the theme 
of the individual in the presence of God (pp. 137-162). In his concluding remarks, in 
reference to Psalms 19 and 119, Kraus maintains that there has been a misconception in the 
understanding of the term “law” (torah). 
The misunderstandings, however, begin, as has been said, with the translation of the 
term.  הרות is not ‘the law’, but ‘instruction’, the gracious expression of the will of 
Yahweh as experienced by the individual.” (Kraus, 1992: 161).21 
Several things which will reappear later should be noted here. First, how is the Law to 
be understood and described under new circumstances, and secondly, how does it relate to the 
personal experience of the psalmist? 
As Kraus argued, the term (torah) is not a legalistic set of cult-orientated regulations, 
but a far more dynamic concept, an ‘active word’. If God can be “heard to speak through the 
‘instruction’ then one’s life is ‘revived’.” (Kraus, 1992: 161).22 
The Torah then ceases to be ‘law’ in the sense of a mere collection of legal material, 
static and legalistic. It becomes a dynamic body of personal instructions. It moves from ritual 
and cultic performance to the personal appropriation of God’s Law. The Torah moves beyond 
a sacred written scroll; if it is to be written anywhere, it is on the worshipper’s heart. The 
prophet announces a divine ‘novelty’, a new covenant written on a different writing material 
than tablets of stone (cf. Ex 34:1). The most suitable writing material for this new covenant 
(השדח תירב) (Jer 31:31,33a) is the human heart: “I will put my law within them, and I will 
write it upon their hearts; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people” (Jer 31:33b). 
The knowledge of God will now be founded on personal experience rather than the mere 
repetition of legal codes. The experience, initially and primarily, will be rooted in and grow 
out from knowledge of the forgiveness of sins (31:34b). Moreover, this new appropriation of 
Torah goes as far as to declare that, “No longer will they have need to teach their friends and 
kinsmen how to know the LORD” (31:34, NAB). 
The psalmist concludes that the law of the Lord is perfect, “reviving the soul” and 
“rejoicing the heart” (Ps 19:8).23 The law then becomes the word (רבד), which shows the way 
(cf. Ps 119:105). Clearly, a person’s relationship to the Torah goes beyond rigid religiosity; it 
                                                             
21 Particularly see Kraus’ discussion on page 162 in relation to understanding the Torah, and in relation to some 
of Gunkel’s comments, such as the ‘dominance of the law’ in the Psalter, but also the observation that the spirit 
of the prophets was living in the “pious circles among the laity”. 
22 Kraus then discusses the matter of life and death as viewed in the life and faith of the Israelite individual in the 
context of the Psalms (ibid. pp.162-168). 
23 שפנ בוש and בל חמש 
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is marked by joy and refreshment. This is repeatedly confirmed in the so-called Torah psalms 
(sometimes categorized as didactic or wisdom psalms). In them, over and again, the emphasis 
is on personal devotion and the experiences of the individual, i.e. torah piety.
24
 
1.4. The Psalter in Croatian scholarship and history 
This work is thematically focused and written in english language. However, it is also 
presented to Croatian scholarly and public audience, which prompts us to give some note, if 
only a brief overview of the psalmodic studies and the history of Psalms’ translations in 
Croatian biblical scholarship. 
There we note some fascinating and intriguing situations. While the historical heritage 
of the translations of the Psalter in Croatian language is admirable, it is not equally followed 
by further psalmodic studies. If only briefly and partially we really need to give some 
overview of the translation and research history. In this, beyond any doubt, we risk to omitt 
some authors or projects. 
As for the translations of the Psalter in Croatian history, it was quite a vigorous times 
since 15
th
 cent to 20
th
 cent. These translations were composed and made in a wide varieties of 
the Croatian language idiolects.
25
 Lately there are attempts to resucitate some of this rich 
psalmodic Croatian history.
26
 As for the present, there are only several authors who either 
focus on the Psalms or in part include an overview of the Psalter in their works. 
Among these are, Celestin Tomić with his ‘Psalmi: kratak uvod i komentar’ (Psalms: 
a short introduction and commentary) (1973). Tomić being a friar and an Old Testament 
scholar is perhaps the only one who actually produced a commentary to the Psalms in 
Croatian biblical scholarship. In his commentary, Tomić, does not follow consecutively the 
Psalms 1-150, he groups them in nine ‘hymns’, according to their focus (thanksgivings, 
Psalms of trust and confidence, royal Psalms etc). This is a traditional, even if somewhat 
conservative overview of the Psalter, but useful to a student of the Bible. 
Stipe Botica, croatian literary scholar, though not a theologian, in his ‘Biblija i 
hrvatska tradicijska kultura’, (Bible and Croatian traditional Culture) (2011) (p.90-100), 
                                                             
24 Cf. Brown, 2002:16. One also wonders how some of the understandings and interpretations of the Law in the 
times of the New testament will fit such pictures of Torah as a dynamic concept. It seems that aspects of personal 
and private piety has lost its edge in the NT times. 
25 These Croatian idiolects (dialects) include such as the: kajkavian, čakavian, štokavian and some other 
linguistic concoctions of the ‘standard’ Croatian language. 
26 Centre for Biblical Research (Centar biblijskih istraživanja), department of the Biblical institute in Zagreb in 
the past several years works on reviving and publishing of the neglected Croatian psalmodic translations within 
the project named ‘The Croatian Psalter’. The project includes six volumes of old and somewhat forgotten 
translations of the Psalter in Croatian history. 
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gives us an overview of the biblical books, and the Psalter, in the context of the Croatian 
popular culture. 
Dean Slavić in his ‘Biblija kao književnost’ (Bible as Literature) (2016) (p.241-257), 
gives an insightful, concise and an enlightening view of the Psalms. Though he was aiming to 
focus on the literary aspects of the Psalter, Slavić actually and inevitably gives us also an 
invaluable theological touch to his overview of the Psalter. 
In this very brief, no doubt only a partial overview of the psalmodic studies in 
Croatian biblical scholarship we ought to mention p. Aleksa Benigar, a friar whose rich and 
an eventful life also included his (not yet published) extensive meditative comentary on the 
Psalms, ‘Razmatranje o Psalmima (Meditationes super Psalmos)’. This is an extensive 550 
pages, detailed, meditative as well as critical commentary on the Psalms. 
To sum it all up, the future research of the Croatian psalmodic studies faces plenty of 
work and further research in the area of the historical translation heritage, and on the other 
side, some revival in the theological and scholarly work in the psalmodic studies. 
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2. PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ASPECTS OF THE SUBJECT 
The demarcation between the personal and private is significant in examinig the 
Psalmist’s individual piety. The two notions may easily be overlooked and regarded as 
synonymous.
27
 As we will be noting, the distinction between the personal and private in the 
life of biblical psalmist will be more evident in its anthropological aspects. 
Psalmodic critical scholarship has not paid adequate attention to this distinction, 
resulting in a further lack of insight into the psalmist’s personal and private piety. The issue 
has been neglected at the expense of “more scientifically founded criteria”. However, 
‘scientific criteria’ and ‘religiosity’, are almost oxymoronic. That is why manifestations or 
expressions of the personal are deemed subjective, while the impersonal is considered 
objective (cf.James, 1936).
28
 In the dichotomy between the subjective and the objective, the 
subjective seem to be at a losing end. It is often followed by such reasoning, which is plain 
syllogism, that that what is subjective is not objective. This anteriory puts the subjective in the 
inferior position. 
The issues of personal and private will make us at least to tackle the subject matter of 
the subject and subjectivity. Although this subject of the subject has been one of the central 
ideas throughout the history of literature, literay theories, philosophy, psychoanalysis, 
hermenutics. 
2.1. Person and personality 
The word person is not known in BH vocabulary. The closest to our understanding 
and the concept of ‘person’/‘personality’ is the hebrew noun שפנ (‘nefeš’) (= soul). But even 
the ‘nefeš’ as the individual is hardly ever seen as an isolated unit. It always seem to be in 
interaction with the community rather than the individuality per se. It seems to be only an 
“indefinite extension” of the corporate personality (cf. Johnson,1961:7-8). 
Apart from the hebrew ‘nefeš’ (=soul), even closer to our idea of a person is the 
hebrew idea of the‘face’ הנפ ('pana'). By the look of it, the ‘face’ seems to be a common 
denominator for the person-personality idea between the semitic and the indo-european mind 
                                                             
27 In the langue as we use, we may have ‘private property’ but we do not speak of ‘private injury’, but rather of 
‘personal injury’. The injury is refered to be personal, but not private. Privacy considers higher degree of 
confidentiality.Privacy is an antonym for the official. The psalmist’s personal piety may be publicly (‘oficially’) 
manifest, but in the most intimate experiences and his emotional or emotive states he withdraws into the privacy 
of his bedroom (cf. Ps 6:7). 
28 William James, The varieties of religious experience (1936), in his final, 20th lecture, present certain 
conclusions relative to religiosity and personality. Religiosity belongs to personal and personal destiny, while the 
scientific approach by and large excludes the personal factor. While religion revolves around the “interest of the 
individual in his private personal destiny”, science, on the other hand, “catalogues her elements and records her 
laws indifferent as to what purpose may be shown forth by them, and constructs her theories quite careless of 
their bearing on human anxieties and fates”(James, 1936). 
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set. Etymologically, the bond between the face and the person, is a fascinating one.
29
 Aubrey 
Johnson, when speaking of the face and personality, well points out saying that the face: was 
found to be extraordinarily revealing in respect of man’s various emotions, moods, and 
dispositions (Johnson, A. 1949, 1964:40). Yet, it is not only the expressivness of the face that 
is so revealing of the person. It is also its various ‘fixing’ or ‘turning’ in particular direction 
that serves for indications of purpose or intentions of the whole person. For example, God 
will in punishment and retribution ‘set his face against’ his people (Lev 26:17).30 
The face then ceases to be a mere metaphor and metonymy; the ‘prosopon’ becomes 
“an external aspect of an object, whether personal or impersonal” (ib). In the Aaronic 
blessing (Nu 6:24-26) the prosopon, the person and personality is in the face (הנפ) of the Lord 
that shines upon his people. The face of God, that is God himself in person turnes towards 
man, providing his support and life. On the other hand, God can hide his face (Himself) from 
the psalmist, which makes him panic stricken (Ps 30:7; Ps 13:1). God or God's face hiding 
from the psalmist has the effect of mortal threat: 'Do not hide your face from me, lest I 
become like those descending to the pit' (Ps 143:7). 
2.2. Subject and subjectivity 
One of major concerns of literature, particularly narrative literature, relate to identity 
and function of the subject. Hence, the dramatis personae (lit. ‘the masks of the drama’) or 
the main character in a drama. As a literary genre drama primarily and commonly refers to a 
theater. However, in a wider sense drama and dramatis personae may also apply to general 
situations where an individual subject, or a member of a group, plays a crucial role in an 
episode. In this the psalmist in the Psalter is also a dramatis personae. And, though the term 
the ‘psalmist’ is widely being used as terminus technicus, it also ought to be identified in 
individual terms as the subject (see here: Who is the psalmist). 
The interest in the subject and the individual, apart from literary theories, perists in 
psychoanalysis, hermenutics, literary criticism, feminist criticsm, marxist criticism etc. May 
we be allowed to take as an example from contemporary history how the subject and the 
individual are determined in the Marxist theory. Jonathan Culler puts it this way, ‘Marxist 
                                                             
29 The word ‘person’ comes from the original Latin noun ‘persona’ (f.) and/or Greek pro,swpon (n.) meaning 
‘face’. Originally the gk. 'prosopon' was a mask covering the face. In the ancient Hellenistic and Roman 
theatrical performnces, there were masks for covering the dead; 'death-masks'. Just as there were a great number 
of masks to represent every posible, character, emotion, age and sex (cf. Peck,1897:1218) 
30 Representative is how the linguistic, and then the theological face-person pair provoked a major division in the 
history of the Western world. It is indicative that in the Christian patristic times the Trinitarian controversies 
started with the conception of God’s face and Christ as the ‘prosopon’ of God. The face was an obvious 
“medium of self-expression, or presenting character” (Prestige,1952:55). 
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theory sees the subject as determined by class position: it either profits from others’ labour or 
labours for others’ profit’ (Culler,109). In somewhat comparable fashion, biblical subject can 
be determined by class position, but it is by far more determined by religion. This is where the 
psalmist as an individual, in his personal and private aspects, needs to be defined and 
determined.  Throughout the psalmodic studies the subject and the individuality of the 
individual (psalmist) was one of the key issues. This serach for the psalmist as a private 
individual, against the bias that an individual in the Scriptural context is only an anonymous 
part of a corporate personality in biblical scholarship has been around for quite a while. 
2.2.1. The self: given or made? 
Before we say some more about the issue of the psalmist as an individual, his 
personality and privacy, we ought to give at least some attention to general discussion over 
various approaches and theories of the subject, not as a grammatical part of a sentence, but 
rather as an idea of the individuality of the individual. It is a question, whether the subject is 
‘the self  something given or something made..and should it be conceived in individual or in 
social terms’ (Culler,108). Culler continues and proposes four threads or issues in 
comprehending of the individual as a subject. Let us briefly outline his scheme. 
Firstly, the individual can be viewed as the self as something ‘inner and unique’. 
Secondly, Culler portrays the subject as that which is ‘made’, meaning that the self is 
‘determined by its origins and social attributes’. Thirdly, it is a combination of the previous 
two points. It combines the individual as ‘unique’ (‘inner and unique’) and the individual 
which is ‘made’ (‘determined by its origins’). This then emphasizes the changing nature of a 
self. Fourth, and final point, emphasizes that the subject becomes the individual through 
‘various subject positions’ which one occupies.31 Observing the Culler’s scheme, it strongly 
directs us to the etymology of the term ‘subject’. This may impart some oxymoronic shades. 
Namely, the term ‘subject’ comes from latin subjectio and subjacceo. Both terms convey the 
same idea: subjectio (= submit, come under) and subjaceo (= lie underneath, at the foot). As 
we had it so far, the subject comes across as that which is ‘inner and unique’ of the 
individual. But then the etymology of the term ‘subject’ gives us completely different picture, 
as that which is in submission and not of uniqueness.
32
 
  
                                                             
31 Cf. Culler,108 
32 Culler provides some theories and models regarding the position and the role of the self and the subject. Culler 
particularly lists, Michael Foucault's portrayal in psychoanalysis; Marxist   theory; the Queer theory (Cf. 
Culler,109) 
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2.2.2. The self and ‘theoria’ 
As we aim to portray the psalmist in his personal and private life, discerning between 
the subject and the object is very much needed.
33
 For the differentiation between the subject 
and the object a notion of theory (gk. qewroi) from the ancient Greek metaphysics comes 
crucial.
34
 
Primary meaning of theoria is ‘to observe’or ‘to look at’. In ancient Greece theoros or 
theoroi were official delegates-observers of cities’ festivals and theoria was their duty. They 
were ambassadors from other cities, in diplomatic mission for truce between the cities. 
Theoroi were spectators and witnesses, which made theoria not only a duty and the event, but 
also a stage which not merely an oversight and observation point, but also an observation 
point wherefrom the observer acquires knowledge. The subject (theoros) as an observer, 
cannot subject an object to himself, if he is in any way subordinate to the object of his 
observation; thus the theoros had to distance himself from the object of his observation (cf. 
Biti,385). 
However, there is another, somewhat different understanding of the theoria as an 
observation and the affiliation between the subject and the object. Namely, the latin 
translation of greek theoria is speculatio (from lat. specto, to observe, to re-search). Here, the 
one who is observing, the observer, is called the spectans, just like the theoros in theoria. But 
the spectans is also the speculator, i.e. the one who lie in wait, as a researcher. But now 
comes a significant difference between the observer (theoros) and the latin observer 
(spectans). Here comes an etymological play on words, from latin verbal root specto also 
comes speculum, mirror. That is to say that while the spectans is the observer, he is also 
performing an act of intro-spection. Indeed, as Biti sums it up, 
‘speculatio as Latin translation of the Greek term theoria involves also the final 
abolishing in the separation between the subject and the object, while and instead they 
mirror each other’ (Biti,385) 
In this understanding of the ancient Greek theoria we now have both aspects included, 
that of the observation (theoros), where the subject is distanced from the object, and a 
dimension of the introspection and self-reflection, a mirroring between the subject and the 
object. Both of these understandings and interpretations of theoria is fully congruent with the 
psalmist’s experiences, where he played a role as an observer as well as the experiencer. We 
                                                             
33 In his Summa Theologiae, Thomas Aquinas differentiates between subiectum and obiectum and the 
relationship between the subject and the object. Whereas the object has this capacity (ratio) to evaluate the 
subject. 
34 Theoria is a compound word consisting of: thea (= a view) and horan (= to see). 
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then may conclude that the so called ‘theoretical truth’ may not be so ‘theoretical’ but rather, 
on the basis of observation and self-reflection, a phenomenon of life and living.
35
 This is well 
witnessed in the psalmist’s personal and private living as we have it in the Psalter. 
2.2.3. The self and the psalmist  
For quite a while in biblical scholaship, particularly in the psalmodic studies, the 
individual as the subject was predominantly treated merely as a piece in a puzzle, rather than 
recognizing  individuality of the individual. Some eminent psalmodic researchers would claim 
that individual personality in biblical culture would be equal to arrogance, thus one of the 
fathers of the psalmodic studies will conclude, 
'To be original, someone apart, a personality, whose right of existence depended on 
being different, would not to the ancient Israelites have appeared as an ideal or an end 
to attain, but on the contrary, as a madness, an arrogance, something abnormal, or, in 
their own words, an unrighteousness and a folly (Mowinckel, ch.III:p.43) (italics 
mine). 
As one goes through the biblical texts, there seem to be quite a number of the 
'abnormal' biblical individuals. To name but two ‘arrogant’ biblical characters, Hannah and 
Job. Hannah, Samuel's mother, was proclaimed a drunkard; while in her bitterness (תרמ שפנ) 
she poured out her grief before God, which resulted in the priest imploring her to sober up 
(1Sam 1:10, 14). On the expression (הרמ שפנ), ‘bitterness of the soul’, see the discussion by 
Dermot Cox (1978) in The Triumph of Impotence. Unless such individuals are to be viewed 
simply as a record of general traditions or a thematic prototypes. However, even then, as we 
shall demonstrate there is a case in point of personal anthropology vs. collective 
anthropology. In the matters of personal anthropology, particularly in the cases of the 
abdominal idioms, it may prove difficult to put it in the framework of the collective 
anthropology. Surely, one cannot speak of kidneys, liver, innards or wombs in the context of a 
collective anthropology. 
2.3. Apropriation and interpretation 
An attentive reader of the Psalter will note that comprehension or interpretation of the 
psalms may not be his ultimate goal. For the attentive reader of the psalms the ultimate goal is 
appropriation of the psalmodic texts. It is a step further and beyond the neccessary intelligent 
comprehension and interpretation. In this case, the reader is not only to adopt the text in 
                                                             
35 Cf. Hans Jonas, Phenomenon of Life. 
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comprehension, competent interpretation or appraisal of its authoritative value. Appropriation 
is the reader’s adoption of the text as if it is one’s own, it is a matter of self-identification.36   
Perhaps the best example of appropriation is Jesus’ self-identification with the 
psalmist. It is a powerfull display of his last weeks of his life, in Gethsemane experience (cf. 
Ps 22) and finally in his death  on the cross (Ps 31). For better and more adequate perception 
of the Psalter and the psalmist, we propose that appropriation of the psalms is a better way of 
mastering and understanding of the Psalter.
37
 We acknowledge that the Psalter is an editorial 
collection, composed and compiled for liturgical purposes, but we also recognise that it aims 
to be an appropriation material. This brings us to tackle the issue of the the psalmist as a 
private individual and the subject matter of appropriation. 
2.4. Personal piety and privacy 
2.4.1. Personal piety 
Personal refers to everything that that is immanent to a particular person, whether 
material (property) or immaterial (emotion). The personal is a combination of each 
individual’s emotional and behavioral patterns. The consciousness and self-consciousness of 
all that is personal, includes forms of public expression. The psalmist often yearns to exercise 
his personal devotion and piety in public worship. One such example is Ps 27 (cf. 61:4) where 
in his heartfelt yearning for the nearness of God, the psalmist seeks to affirm his faith and 
exercise his deep-seated personal piety in public worship : One thing I ask of the LORD; this I 
seek: To dwell in the LORD'S house all the days of my life, To gaze on the LORD'S beauty, to 
visit his temple (Ps 27:4 NAB) 
Some commentators call this kind of psalmodic poem a ‘spiritual song’. Gunkel 
categorizes the psalm as the “spiritual cult-free psalm” and assembles a collection of 12 such 
psalms.
38
 However, it is not quite clear why he concludes, oddly, that the collection has “no 
relationship to the worship service” (cf. Gunkle, 1998:346). Others insist that the psalm 
should be interpreted in the context of liturgy (cf. Craigie, 1983:231). 
                                                             
36 cf. Schokel,1998:90f 
37 We agree and concur with Alonso Schokel saying that biblical psalms are “an extreme, and almost inevitable 
case of appropriation” (Schokel,1998:90). 
38 Pss 7,16,17,25,26,27,28,32,33,34,35,37 
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Gunkel concludes that this collection of spiritual songs or spiritual cult-free psalm is 
“suitable for private use because they consist of genres for the individual” (ib.). Others, 
however, do not recognise the earthly exercise of personal piety, but rather consider it as  
“eternal bliss with YHWH in heaven”, where the “Lord’s house” designates a divine heavenly 
habitation (cf. Dahood, PSS I:167). Whichever of these interpretations we accept, the psalmist 
clearly and powerfully demonstrates his personal piety, which he wishes to show publicly (cf. 
27:6b). 
2.4.2. Privacy 
On the other hand that which is private is confined to the person concerned, and not 
publicly expressed. It requires private space, ‘taken away’ (lat. privatus) from public eyes. In 
BH there are two concepts of the awareness and perception of what is strictly private. One is 
to do with the verb   שוב (= to be ashamed) which designates something to be kept strictly to 
oneself, that what is the intimate. Sometimes it refers to the “private parts” of human body (cf. 
De 25:11). 
The other is verb is טול (or טאל) (= to cover, hide, to be secret or keep in private).39 
Privacy is a matter of seclusion and secrecy (טלב).40 Jesus of Nazareth, the Jewish rabbi, urged 
his pious compatriots and followers to exercise genuine personal piety in private.
41
 Such as 
we find in the Gospel of Matthew: when you pray, go to your inner room (tamei/on), close the 
door, and pray to your Father in secret (krupto,j). And your Father who sees in secret will 
repay you (Mt 6:6). The NT Hebrew rendering of Mt 6:6 (krupto,j) is  בבס (= to surround) and 
 רתס (= hide) (cf. HNT Salkinson-Ginsburg Hebrew NT).42 By using a compound expression 
of the two verbs (וביבס רתס) conveys this privacy even in the more intense way than the 
original Mathean Greek.
43
 
The psalmist’s personal piety is often exercised in such privacy. For him this can be 
designated spatially and temporally. Spatially, on his bed or a couch, his room (cf.Pss 6, 63). 
Temporally, it can be at all times or day and night (cf. Pss 6, 16, 17, 42, 63, 77, 88). 
  
                                                             
39 cf.2 Sam 19:5. The טאל  is hapax legomena. 
40 cf. “Saul commanded his servants, "Speak to David in private..” ( לא ורבד-טלב דוד ) (1 Sam 18:22). 
41 Such ‘private meeting’ with their God involves seclusion - entering into private space and closing the door 
behind. 
42 Gk. krupto,j = secret, hidden, private. Cf. Rom 2:29 “He is a Jew who is one inwardly (evn tw/| kruptw/|) , and 
real circumcision is a matter of the heart, spiritual and not literal”. 
43 This  also echoes the enclosures of monastic foundations (Lat. claustrum, Eng. cloister) which separate and 
seclude the pious from the outside world. 
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2.5. Concluding remarks 
Although it may seem as being a contradiction, but while the collective is being 
recognized as a rulling social organization, at the same time and that point the individual is 
being recognized as a subject to be concerned with. In the words of Andre Lacocque this can 
be summed up in his commentary to the Book of Daniel, 
man became a citizen of the world, of the oikoumene. And in a paradoxical, yet 
comprehensible way, this enlarging of men’s horizons to universal dimensions had the 
consequence of atomizing society into individuals. In the process of the disintegrating 
of social structures which had been second nature to him, man found himself alone, 
hence unique, with particular problems which could no longer be resolved by 
collective solutions (Lacocque,1979:235) 
Following Lacocque’s summary of how the collective and the individual interact, we 
conclude that the collective ‘I’ and the collective personality of biblical Israel, is in 
coexistence with that which is personal and private. We cannot accept, that the Israelite 
individual in his/her individuality is to be viewed as arrogance, madness and something 
abnormal (cf.Mowinckel,Ch.III:43). We shall demonstrate in this work that the the two, the 
collective and the individual in his/her individuality are not mutually exclusive but rather, 
being complementary.
44
 
Let us first investigate and look into some characteristics of the Israelite religion and 
early Judaism to observe what type of faith is it and what is the nature of Hebrew religion. Is 
it more of a transcendent type or a literal type of religion? Is it the community a ruling factor 
or individual religious experience? 
  
                                                             
44 Cf. Lacocque,235 
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3. RELIGIOUS TYPOLOGY 
If ancient Judaism was an elitist, clergy-centred religion, with the cult and liturgy 
thoroughly shaping its religiosity, has it ruled out any form of personal and private piety? Was 
Judaism also a religion of the heart; whereas the heart of the pious may also be serving as a 
metaphor for the Temple (cf. Eze 11:16b)? Although this is not the occasion to tackle the 
subject of the origins, history, and development of religion, some knowledge of early Semitic 
religion is in order to place an individual in the wider perspective of personal and public 
piety.
45
 Of course, this question of the nature of Hebrew religion can be, and should also be 
viewed from the perspective of the general history of religion (Religionsgeschichte). But our 
task here is to deal with religious experience as encountered in the canonical book of Psalms. 
Particularly expressions of ‘personal religion’ and its private expressions. In the Psalter, quite 
an advanced stage in the development of the history of religion is evident in the intense 
synergy between faith (religion) and emotion. The relationship between religion and emotion, 
which has been traditionally well attested, is markedly present in the Psalter. This also implies 
typical features in terms of the religious typology found in the Psalter. 
In his study Religion and Emotion, Hans Schilderman investigates the subject of how 
emotion and religion relate, by asking why and how distinctions of religious types cohere 
with emotional states. He begins his investigation with the hypothesis that, 
transcendent religion tends to be associated with positive moods and emotions, 
whereas a literal approach to religion is more often associated with negative moods 
and emotions. (Schilderman, 2001: 85) (italics mine) 
In the case of the psalmist’s religiosity and piety, this conclusion presents certain 
dilemma, as the psalmist’s emotional display spans a range of emotional states; and this seem 
to be one of major issues in psalmodic studies in general (see Chapter 2). 
A detailed analysis of Schilderman’s investigation is not appropriate here and more 
detailed discussion will be furnished while considering the psalmist emotions. However, two 
alternate views should be taken into account now. One is the so-called ‘emotional 
interpretation of religion’ (EIR), in other words, blind faith steered by emotion (cf. 
                                                             
45 In rudimentary form, we can at least sketch the basics of the earliest stages of religious beliefs as found in the 
history of religion, some of which are evidenced in the Hebrew Old Testament religious context, from the 
earliest animistic stages and objects of worship, to later polytheism, or ancestor worship, and finally to 
monotheism. Here are some of the religious history elements found in the Old Testament: trees (dendolatry; cf. 
Gen 21:33; Is 1:29; Hos 4:13); holy hills or high places (‘bamot’, elements of polytheistic tendencies, cf. Lev 
26:30); stones (erected at the spots of theophanic events, cf. Gen 35:14; De 4:28); ancestor worship (as an 
expression of the human need for continuity, cf. Sir 44:8-15; 2 Sam 18:18, cf. Sheriffs, 2004:1-16); necromancy 
(cult of the dead, a desire to know the future, cf. 1 Sam 28) (cf. Oesterly & Robinson, 1937: 3-107) 
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Schilderman: 87).
46
 The other is the so-called ‘religious interpretation of emotion’ (RIE), 
which fundamentally sees religion in terms of specific emotions, not based on knowledge, 
metaphysics or morality. This view is upheld and particularly well explained by Rudolf Otto 
in his opus, Das Heilige-uber das Irrationale in der Idee des Gottlichen und sein Verhaltnis 
zum Rationalen. Otto’s understanding of religion is rooted in human ability to sense the 
‘numinous’ (‘mysterious’), which is purported by the ‘mysterium tremendum’, sometimes 
translated as ‘ominous fear’, or fear of God. There is also ‘tremendum majestatis’, or that 
which is awesome and inaccessible (cf. Otto, Chapter 4). This awesome experience of God 
and his holiness is certainly one of the key experiences of the psalmist. The experience of the 
tremendum even in the lamental psalms are evident. Many aspects of the RIE understanding 
of religion are applicable to the psalmist’s experiences. 
3.1. Israelite religion 
Moving on to examination of the religious typology of the Israelite religion, some 
general remarks are necessary. The issues of Old Testament theology methodologies are not 
at stake here. The ‘history-of-religion‘ (Religionsgeschichte) approach be considered here. Of 
course, the historical development of any religion, including that of Israel, cannot be ignored. 
Religion and the study of the history of religion (more specifically the Israelite religion) need 
not only be viewed as or significantly reduced to a purely historic discipline, which “records 
impartially the beliefs of the religious community” (cf. Kaiser, W. 1978: 4-11), however 
important, useful or influential a particular approach may be, it should not be taken in 
isolation. 
For quite some time the Psalms were considered almost exclusively through the study 
of the forms (Formsgeschichte). Accordingly, the key in understanding of the biblical 
literature was not so much in dividing it and grouping of the sources of different traditions 
(documents), but rather a study of the (literary) forms, which had its origin in the prewritten 
and preliterary stages. Both, the documentary and the form critical approach is 
reconstructionist in nature. They are concerned with the attempt to reconstruct either the 
sources or the literary types in the literary development of the OT. The literary types were 
meant to be a solution in the interpretation strategies, following the similarities and analogous 
forms of the religious forms of the surrounding peoples around Israel. 
If the methodologies which study forms have had such a sweeping influence, 
potentially even reductionist in understanding the Psalms, the actual religiosity and individual 
                                                             
46 “Emotion - as the dark unexplainable motive of action - competes with reason” (Schildeerman: 87), whereby 
religion becomes the shelter and master of emotion. 
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piety of the psalmist easily become of lesser or only incidental importance. To repeat Martin 
Noth’s warning, the danger is that form criticism and its apparatus simply become formula 
criticism.
47
 
There are fundamental sets of rudiments regarding Israelite type of beliefs and 
religion, which ideally strive to remain unchanged, and encourage either the collective 
manifestation of religion or individual private piety, as in the case of the psalmist. 
So the Israelite religion should be discussed in terms of religious typology, not only 
the history-of-religion tradition. What kind of predominant traces of religious experience 
(piety) can be observed in religious practice, whether collective or individual?  The answer 
will naturally also touch on the psychology of religion, experience and emotion, rather than 
just the cultus and religious institutional organisation. For piety is exactly that - a step beyond 
formally organised religion.
48
 
3.2. Numen locale and numen personale 
Religious experience and experience of God are often perceived in conceptual terms as  
numen and the numinous, experience of the divine or supernatural which invokes fear and 
trembling (mysterium tremendum).
49
 This is not a type of panic fear (dread or fright), though 
to tremble and tremor is initially associated with that type of fear. It is most intimate 
expereince of awe. In biblical Hebrew for such experience of the tremendum we have (המיא) 
or (דחפ) both terms refer to the “terror of JHWH” (cf.Ex 23:27; Jb 9:34).50 Such awesome 
experience of the transcendence blends with another, that of the majestas (majesty), that 
which is of a superior other-worldly power. 
                                                             
47 Walter Kaiser (1978) presents types and methodologies in approaches to studying the Old Testament. These 
are the following four types or methods: (i) the structural type, which approaches Old Testament in terms of 
structures borrowed from systematic theology, (ii) the diachronic type, which is basically representative of the 
Religionsgeschichte method, i.e. looking through successive time periods and religious development, (iii) the 
lexicographic type, often called the word studies, focusing on vocabulary and use of words, and (iv) the biblical 
themes type, which searches a key term in the Old Testament which may cover or create a cluster of theological 
focus for the whole of Old Testament (cf. Kaiser:1978:9-10). 
48 In his study of religion and emotion, Hans Schilderman classifies religions as transcendent and literal. The 
former participate more in divine realities (personal experience), while the latter are more limited to the realm of 
the immanent (the cultus and the collective). Schilderman relates emotive states and emotional experiences to 
these two classificatioins. The conclusion seems to be that transcendent religion is more associated with positive 
moods and emotions, while literal religion is more associated with negative moods and emotional states (cf. 
Schilderman, 2001:85). 
49 The idea and the meaning of numen (Lat. numen, -inis, n.) essentially refer to divine, efficacious and sovereign 
ordinances; it also can mean ‘a wink from gods’ or a personal divine commandment. e.g. “inimica Trojae numen 
magna deum” or “numine Italiam petere” 
50 English language for such experiences has few terms which well describes the feeling. Certainly first it is the 
awe and awesome, then there is the adjective aghast (stunned,dismayed). German Grauen is close to English 
verb terrify. The experience may also be described as uncanny (unearthly,other-worldly,ghostly,strange). 
Cf.Otto,ch.4 
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Finally, the experience of the numinous is not only tremendum (Lat. tremere, to shiver; 
tremendus, awesome), and majestas. The numen is also experienced as that of the fascination, 
the fascinans, i.e. as being fascinated and amazed. It is a wonder that befalls the experiencer 
or the observer (cf.Ps 48:6). 
There are two valuable works on the subject. One introductory and the other more 
exhaustive. In his Einfuhrung in das Christentum (Introduction to Christianity), Joseph 
Ratzinger articulates numen by drawing a basic distinction between numen locale and numen 
personale. The former refers to localising a deity following personal religious experience, 
simply equating the location with the deity. The latter relates to a very personal, non-localised 
experience of God. So numen locale is a very localised god; while numen personale is a very 
individual, personal experience of God. Another work, which is more detailed and extensive, 
a great classic on the subject, is Rudolf Otto’s: Das Heilige: uber das Irrationale in der Idee 
des Gottlichen und sein Verhaltnis zum Rationalen.
51
 
3.3. Centralisation and personalisation 
According to the above discussion, can the Israelite religion, without going into a 
general discussion of the history of religion, be classified as numen personale type? The 
witness of the biblical texts provides sufficient evidence for assessing the Israelite religion, in 
its more primitive religious developmental stage, and during the later stage. There seem to be 
a common denominator shared by, posibly, contrasting developmental stages. 
Two rival strategies can be identified. One is the tradition of the centralisation of 
worship (De 12:5), which might seem to be an exemplary model of localising a deity, though 
this was clearly not its primary aim. Other texts positively wrestle with 
centralisation/localisation endeavours, pleading for the personalisation of faith and piety (eg. 
2 Sam 7:5f). Brueggemann is right when he says that the call for Yahweh’s presence among 
the Israelites was in itself “endlessly problematic” (cf. Brueggemann, 1997:675). The 
rationale for such a statement rests in the programmatic tensions between the two schemes or 
theologies found in the Old Testament. One side was held by the priestly tradition, with its 
agenda for centralising the cultus, while the other was represented by Deuteronomic theology 
and Deutereonomistic circles. They supported the sovereign freedom of Yahweh, while 
encouraging and even demanding individual piety, as advocated strongly by the prophets. The 
prophets were themselves disciples of the Deuteronomistic tradition, acknowledging that, 
                                                             
51 See J. Ratzinger, ch.2 (Biblical faith in God) and R. Otto, particularly ch. 2 on the definitional level of the 
numinous; then ch. 4 on the experience of the numinous termed the mysterium tremendum, and then ch. 5 on 
expressions of the experience of the numinous in the numinous hymns, essentially biblical psalmody. 
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“particular communal practice (immersion in and influence of a tradition and perspective) and 
inexplicable, originary personal experience”. (Brueggemann: 624)52 
The centralisation manifesto instructed the Israelites not to worship or seek the Lord 
anywhere and everywhere they thought fitting, but only in “the place which the LORD your 
God shall choose.” (De 12:5). They were to put his name and there seek his dwelling (ןכש) 
only there. Though this may seem like a blatant localisation of the deity, its rationale was not 
to make Yahwism the numen locale type of religion. It was more to do with preventing the 
people from adopting the religious customs of the surrounding nations (cf.12:4).
53
 The 
intention was to prohibit Israelites worship at sites where pagan shrines were already being 
used. The Yahwistic place of worship was to be determined by Yahweh. In fact, it could be 
argued that no single place was to be chosen,  but places which “Yahweh shall choose in any 
of your tribes” (cf. Nicholson, 1967: 53-54). Thus the Israelites were confronted with the 
same question as other religions, i.e. can the deity only be revealed in a particular place or 
places?
54
 The difference between public worship and personal piety does not seem to have 
been an issue in the early days after the Exodus. 
On the other hand, while the plans for building a dwelling for Yahweh, the House of 
the Lord (הוהי תיב), were under way, the vox dei replies in the form of a rhetorical question: 
“Should you build me a house to dwell in?” (2 Sam 7:5). It is a question which implies a 
negative reply. Moreover, Yahweh overturns the plan and affirms his freedom and 
sovereignty, by introducing his own plan and design and establish a royal house. King David 
was then informed, “The Lord will make you a house.” (7:11). There is parallel narrative 
regarding King David’s designs to build the Temple to Yahweh in 1 Chronicles 17. In that 
account, there was no rhetorical question, but a clear statement: “You shall not build me a 
house to dwell in” (17:4). Only after Yahweh establishes the royal house will he decide and 
choose the person to build him a dwelling (cf. 1 Chr 17:2). 
Consequently, there was a constant dilemma, exhibited in the tension between Israel’s 
expectations of having Yahweh’s presence with them at all times in his divine, but earthly 
                                                             
52 In reference to the prophets of the Old Testament, Brueggemann concludes that “the emergence of individual 
persons who speak with an authority beyond their own is indeed an odd, inexplicable, originary happening in 
Israel” (Brueggemann,1997:622). It ought to be said that the Deuteronomistic tradition did not foster ‘spiritual 
lone rangers’, for no other reason than that such individuals did not and could not live in a social or religious 
vacuum. 
53 The centralisation theme was already proffered in Ex 20:24 within the Book of the Covenant where the people 
were commanded to worship “in every place where I cause my name to be remembered I will come to you and 
bless you” (Ex 20:24) 
54 The Israelites went through this experience during the desert wanderings, when apart from the Ark and the 
Tent, there was only inaccessible Mt Sinai as a sacred site of the divine presence. 
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dwelling (clearly localized in the Temple in Jerusalem), and Yahweh’ nature as the sovereign, 
free God of the wilderness, who “moved about in the tent” (להאב ךלהתמ) (2 Sam 7:6), and 
“walked with all the children of Israel” (7:7). In one sense, they did not need to go to 
Yahweh’s place of residence, since he was always with and among them, providing 
immediate and lasting access to his presence. On the other hand, the Priestly tradition’s 
strategy was to localise Yahweh’s presence and integrate it into cultic, sacramental practices. 
Walter Eichrodt observes well the dangers of tensions between institutional religion and 
personal piety: 
The more emphatically a religion becomes tied to the sacred sites, the more dangerous 
are their inevitable effects on the idea of God and on his worship. The holy place, 
especially when it is also thought of as the dwelling-place of the divinity, leads to the 
localisation of the Godhead and the limitation of his sphere of influence (Eichrodt, 
1961: 103). 
According to the biblical text, this tension indicates possible incompatibility between 
where Yahweh dwells and where Yahweh manifests himself.
55
 In other words, the sacred 
localities where Yahweh dwells are not necessarily where Yahweh manifests himself. 
The tension between a localised God (numen locale) and a free God of the people 
(numen personale) is clearly exhibited throughout the Psalms. At times, the psalmist is eager 
to experience Yahweh in his dwelling in Zion, while at others he longs to have Yahweh with 
him day and night. Yahweh dwells in Zion (ןויצ בשי) (Ps 9:12). His title may be even rendered 
as: “Yahweh of Zion” (ןויצמ הוהי), or according to the parallel expression of Ps 135:21 as the 
“resident of Jerusalem” (םלשורי ןכש) (cf. Ps 76:3).56 From his sanctuary on Zion, Yahweh 
sends help and support from (Ps 20:3). Therefore Zion becomes a metonymic association for 
Yahweh. The captives of Ps 137:1, who “sat mourning and weeping when we remembered 
Zion”, were not just experiencing homesickness because of their physical and geographical 
separation from Jerusalem, but felt deeply the separation from their God, his presence and his 
help. The Israelite religion clearly included certain fundamentals relating to religious 
experience in terms of numen personale, and hence strongly developed personal and private 
piety, while the cultus and theophanic experiences, though highly personal, led to the 
institution of organized religion which knew the divine as numen locale. The features of 
Israelite religion were thus neither predominately numen locale nor numen personale. In any 
case, the two are not mutually exclusive. But how can a balance be found between tradition 
and personal experience?  
                                                             
55 Cf. Eichrodt, 1961:103 
56 Dahood translates this, “Blessed be Yahweh of Zion, the Resident of Jerusalem” (Ps 135:21). cf. Dahood, III: 
262-263 
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4. THE RELIGION OF THE HEART OF FLESH 
Israelite religiosity has close association to its anthropology. Biblical and psalmodic 
piety is closely related to the Hebrew view of the man’s constitution and his constitutional 
parts.
57
 There are a number of psycho-physiological terms, such as: ‘heart’, ‘soul’, ‘spirit’, 
‘body’, ‘bones’, ‘feet’, ‘hands’, ‘face’, which are not only anthropological constituent parts 
but frequently play an important part in conveying emotional/religious experience, as means 
of non-verbal communication (Gruber, 1980,1983; Barre, 2001; Labarre, 1947). Thus, the 
anthropological dimension must be given serious consideration in relation to the psalmist’s 
piety (or for that matter even when discussing human religiosity in general). 
In religious practices different parts of the body need refering to, this shall be assesed 
in the forthcoming chapters, but for now our base is set with the very core of (Israelite) 
religiosity, that of the heart. In the Israelite view of man, the heart is not only the seat of 
emotions or decision-making (though religion is almost without exception easily coupled with 
emotion). It is also the real location and the source of genuine religiosity and piety. But there 
are certain qualifying requirements for that to be so. 
4.1. The ‘heart of flesh’ 
The expression “heart of flesh” (רשב בל) clearly echoes the words of Ezekiel. The 
idiom is unique to that prophet, and as such it will not be found in the psalter.
58
 So, why we 
find it necessary to use this idiom and build on something which is textually absent from the 
Psalter ? How relevant and congruous is this to the matter of psalmist’s personal piety ? 
However, it would be a mistake of a literalist reading if the idiom as we use it here is being 
read only as Ezekiel’s phrase proper, with no connecting it to the psalmist’s piety. Namely, 
the nature of the psalmist’ religion (and equally so for Ezekiel) is the “fleshy” and “pure” (Ps 
24:4; Ps 51:12), also the “new” heart, as basic premises to genuine Israelite religiosity.59 The 
phrase(s) we opt for here we take as conceptual in nature, refering to the very foundations of 
genuine Israelite religion. 
                                                             
57 Biblical anthropology of the Hebrew person is a complex subject covered in many in-depth studies, essay and 
scholarly works. Some outstanding, referential studies include: Hans W. Wolff, Anthropology of the Old 
Testament; major sections of Johannes Pedersen’s Israel: its life and culture; and Aubrey Johnson, The Vitality 
of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel. On various aspects of anthropology as it relates to Hebrew 
psychology and expressions of emotion, a number of studies published in periodicals are available. There is the 
issue of ‘corporate personality’; cf. J. R. Porter, The Legal Aspects of the Concept of Corporate Personality in 
Old Testament (in VT, 15 1965) or H. W. Robinson, The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality (in 
BZAW 66 1936). See also S. Mowinckel’s ‘I and we’ in the Psalms (in The Psalms in Israel’s Worship, ch.III). 
58 cf.Eze 11:19;36:26; so is the phrase “new heart” (שדח בל) (cf.Eze 18:31). 
59 cf. רב-בבל   and   רוהט בל  
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Actually, the concept of the fleshy heart is not inherent and unique to Ezekiel. The idea 
of the fleshy heart as opposed to the stony heart (or the heart which is hardened) is typical for 
the Psalms. The admonition of the worship leader in Ps 95 calls upon the gathered pilgrims: 
‘’Do not harden your hearts as at Meribah” (Ps 95:8). The hearts need to be ‘fleshed’ (cf. 
Eze 37:6) and the stone broken, the”broken hearted” (רבשנ בל) (Ps 51:19) are not only the 
ones who are emotionally disturbed and desperate, they are the ones  whose hearts are 
fleshy and ready to be responsive and sensitive to God. There is also this idea of a new heart. 
Furthermore, it has been instructed that they, the people, should ‘get yourselves a new heart’ 
(שדח בל מכל ושעו) (Eze 18:31).60 or as the psalmist have it the new spirit (Ps 51:31), denotes 
spiritual renewal and personal devotion widespread throught the OT, and so it is in the 
psalter.
61
 The psalmist’s soul longs and his heart and flesh yearns for God (cf.Ps 84:2). 
In terms of psychobiology, the heart is made of flesh, i.e. being sensitive, rather than 
an irresponsive as stone, which becomes a constant reminder for a genuine piety for the 
Israelites.  
At this point, Hans W. Wolff provides some useful pointers and cautions. Firstly, 
regarding methodology, he cautions the use of the “anthropologisation of theology”. That is 
to say, anthropological problems should not be resolved simply by “screening off” theology 
(cf. Wolff, 1973: 3). Anthropological conclusions should not be brought about on the basis of 
theologically preconceived ideas. While agreeing on the dangers of theologising biblical 
anthropology, it is hard to agree with von Rad’s passing remark that there is “absolutely no 
unity in the ideas of the Old Testament about the nature of man” (von Rad, 1962:152). It is 
even more difficult to agree upon since he draws on A. R. Johnson and J. Pedersen, who 
actually both insist on the unity and totality of the Hebrew person (cf. Pedersen,vol. I: 1 00;  
A. R. Johnson,1949: 3ff.). Following A. R. Johnson and Levy-Bruhl it would be more correct 
to argue for a variety of “extensions of the personality” (cf. Johnson: 3; Pedersen: 100).  On 
the other hand, von Rad acknowledges that there is an underlying conceptual idea and unity in 
the Hebrew anthropology of the concept of nephesh (the soul) (von Rad, 1962: 153ff).  In 
addition to that, Wolff also recommends caution regarding dichotomous or trichotomous 
anthropology, in which body, soul and spirit are set in opposition to each other (cf. Wolff, 
                                                             
60 cf. (Eichrodt, 246): ‘the imperative of the exhortation is a response to the indicative of God’s saving action; 
God’s gift of salvation does not leave a man alone, but calls upon him for a response to God’s offer, to enter 
upon the new potentiality of life’ 
61 Speaking of the Messianic salvation hope as the religious core of the Israelite religion, Eichrodt speaks of the 
“transforming power of the Yahweh religion” which seizes and spreads not only through the people as a whole 
but also ‘catches on’ to an individual devotee (cf.Eichrodt,1970:499-500). 
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1973: 3,7). Hans J. Kraus, who is an advocate of the form criticism approach, is right apropos 
Israelite biblical anthropology when he infers that it: “must have a theological orientation, 
that is to say, it must investigate how man in Israel is seen in the presence of God” (Kraus, 
1992:143). 
Kraus’ assertion does not contradict Wolff’s remarks on the ‘anthropologisation of 
theology’. It clearly alludes to the specific relational and situational points of departure of 
Hebrew anthropology. Kraus’ observation is along the lines of the argument here that the 
Israelite concept of the person (individual or corporate) is closely associated with God, thus 
an inherent part of both, corporate and individual piety. While the subject, as an individual, 
undsiputably assumes both apects, personal and private. 
Hebrew anthropology does not rest only on this relational element between the subject 
and the collective, its other anthropological prop is the undivided totality and unity of the 
Hebrew person.  According to the biblical myth of creation, the Creator shapes and forms the 
first human being from the earthly dust like a potter (cf. Gen 2:7). Although the description 
has counterparts in accounts and myths of cosmogonies of the time, the Israelite version 
“preserves the stamp of the Israelitic manner of thinking” (Pedersen, vol. 1: 99).62 
Yahweh, as a potter, moulded man of clay or earth, and into the moulded image he 
breathed his breath, in which manner man became a living soul…It is not said that man 
was supplied with a nephesh, a soul, and so the relation between body and soul is quite 
different from what it is to us. Such as he is, man, in his total essence, is a soul 
(ibid.).
63
 
Although the anthropological terminology varies, the totality and unity of the Hebrew 
person is often described by the somewhat elusive term ‘soul’, along with the ‘heart’ as a 
centrepiece of the Hebrew man.
64
 
  
                                                             
62 In the Sumerian myth, the creation of man is described in the Hymn to Eridu (i.e. the “mighty place”); Eridu 
was an ancient Sumerian city and still is regarded as the oldest city in the world. Eridu was where god Enki 
descended from heaven and settled. "When kingship from heaven was lowered, the kingship was in Eridu". In 
the same hymn, the emergence of man is described, as “the men had broken through the earth like grass” 
(Sumerian hymn to Eridu) (cf. Beyerlin, 1978: 76; Leick, 2002: 4-9). 
63 Aubrey Johnson, in his Vitality of the individual, following Pedersen, further expounds this awareness of 
totality or 'grasping of a totality' in ancient Israel's anthropology. 
64 For a discussion of anthropology in the Psalms, see Chapter 2. Various aspects of anthropology and piety in 
the Psalms are tackled in Kraus, 1992: 143-150. 
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4.2. Anthropology and psychobiology 
An examination of the psalmist’s personal experiences and individual piety ought to 
pay attention to two crucial, referential points of interest. One is biblical Hebrew 
anthropology and the other is psychobiology.
65
 The former looks at the human psyche, the 
non-material self and its composition (soul, spirit, and psyche). The latter is a kind of blend of 
physiology (the functioning of organ systems) and psychology (feelings, emotions and 
moods). Psychobiology interprets how the constituent parts of the human body, whether 
anatomical (internal organs, heart, liver, bones) or physiological processes, relate to human 
emotional states and feelings. Of particular importance is the psalmist’s psycho-physiology, 
relating to both internal organs, and visible, external parts of the anatomy. 
4.3. Heart and soul 
The heart demonstrates various emotional states. It can beat wildly, “My heart pounds 
(לוח) within me; death's terrors fall ( נלפ ) upon me” (Ps 55:5). What is more, he becomes 
heated and hot in his emotional condition: “I was dumb and silent, I held my peace to no 
avail; my distress grew worse, my heart became hot within me (יברקב יבל םח), then I spoke 
with my tongue” (Ps 39:4).66 Both descriptions cover physical and mental conditions.67 
The focal and referential points of Hebrew anthropology are the heart (בל) and soul 
(שפנ).68 Both terms, elusive as they may be, particularly the nepheš, imply an awareness of the 
totality or completeness of human beings. The heart is not merely a physical organ, and there 
is more to it than the contraction of its muscle. The writer long ago, anyway, most probably 
did not make a connection between the beating of the pulse and the heart (cf. Wolff, 1973: 
41).
69
 Two biblical stories illustrate the connection between the physical organ and personal 
emotional experience. 
The first story refers to the story of a rich man called Nabal, the 'Fool', as heb 
ethymology will have it, reported in 1 Sam 25:37f. After a very merry night, "he was very 
drunk” (25:36), the unpleasant character of Nabal, he was told some distressing news by his 
                                                             
65 Kraus rightly cautions against possible assumptions that “an abstract world of concepts lies behind the texts” 
i.e. that we attempt to concentrate on man himself as “the eternally unchanging human” (cf. Kraus: 143). That is 
to say that as far as anthropology is concerned, man cannot be viewed as non-relational and non-contextual. 
66 Rashi has here, “and in our thought it was aflame within us like fire and that is what was causing us to speak” 
(Gruber, 2007:323). Rashi takes here, as in Ps 38:11, the utterance as that of personified Israel. 
67 For more on medical and psychosomatic conditions of the psalmist, one ought to look up the outstanding 
discussions by G.R. Driver (Some Hebrew medical expressions, 1953) and M. L. Barre (Wanderings about as a 
topos of depression, 2001). 
68 Cf. Kraus (1992:145), Wolff (1974:10f;40f.), Pedersen (vol.1:99f.) 
69 Similarly, in modern discourse the heart is not merely a physical organ, but expresses the fullness or totality of 
experience. “Hearty thanks” or “from the bottom of my heart'”, etc. 
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wife whereupon "his heart died within him, and he became as a stone" (1 Sam 25:37).
70
 
Although in the religious language of the biblical texts the heart of stone is that which refers 
to what is numb and insensitive. Nabal was all that, but in this story, it also alludes to Nabal’s 
physiological condition which clearly refers to a heart attack, since ten days later after his 
heart of stone he died (1Sam 25:38). 
The second story (Jer 4:5-31) is that of the prophet Jeremiah’s experience what sounds 
like a heart attack upon receiving news of a forthcoming national catastrophe: “My breast! 
My breast! How I suffer! The walls of my heart! My heart beats wildly, I cannot be still; for I 
have heard the sound of the trumpet, the alarm of war” (Jer 4:19).71 We may not be able to 
learn much about the physiology of the heart from the ancients, but the heart and soul are the 
seats of the psychosomatic experiences and personal religious encounters as encountered in 
the Psalter.  The anthropological vocabulary of Hebrew personhood includes other words that 
cover the personality; particularly 'flesh' (רשב) and 'spirit' (חור).  However, the heart and soul 
constitute the centre of Jewish personhood and personality in its totality (cf. Wolff, 1973). 
Consequently, the piety of the individual and the piety of the community revolve around 
anthropologically conceptual ideas of personality, expressed through body parts, which also 
and particularly demonstrate personal and highly intimate experiences.
72
 Delineating between 
individual and the collective usage should enable the individual's piety to be portrayed. 
As already indicated, there are certain assumptions regarding ‘certified’ piety. The 
essential prerequisite of acceptable, true piety is a ‘clean heart’, that is, a ‘heart of flesh’ (as 
opposed to a ‘heart of stone’). Finally, God is to be sought with the ‘whole heart’. These 
prerequisites refer to either individual or communal godliness. The expression ‘whole heart’ 
evidently means eliminating calculated motives or interests (e.g. avoiding danger), rather than 
the devotion of the whole being (cf. Driver, 1978:73). 
                                                             
70 (ןבאל היה אוהו ןברקב ובל תמיו) 
71 Cf. Jer 23:9 “My heart within me is broken, all my bones shake; I am like a drunken man, and like a man 
whom wine hath overcome; because of the LORD, and because of His holy words.” 
72 Cf. Aubrey Johnson (1942,1949) and Johannes Pedersen (1926-1940). In the late thirties and early forties, 
Aubrey Johnson wrote a couple of volumes in reference to religiosity and the religious anthropology of ancient 
Israel (A. Johnson, The One and the Many in the Israelite Conception of God (1942) and The Vitality of the 
Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (1949). These relatively short volumes are extremely well focused 
and documented, and may serve as important referential works in the area of Old Testament anthropology and 
religious typology. Johnson published his work in the era of the fathers of Form criticism (Mowinckel, Gunkel) 
and at a time when Form Criticism scholarship introduced completely new approaches and methodology to OT 
studies, so biblical anthropology did not gain that much attention. However, at about the same time (1926-1940) 
Johannes Pedersen published his voluminous and influential magnum opus in two volumes (approx 1200 pages): 
Israel, its life and culture (Oxford University Press). The work is of a much wider scope, but also addresses the 
anthropological and religious topos of Israel (cf. Pedersen, vol.1, on: The soul, its power and capacity, pp.99-
181). Although Pedersen gives significant place to the Jewish soul, it is not quite clear why he omitted the heart 
which holds such an important place in Israel’s psychology and anthropology. 
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Westermann comments on the Deuteronomist's instruction on how to seek the Lord, 
“Seek the LORD, your God; and you shall indeed find him when you search after him with 
your whole heart and your whole soul” (De 4:29; cf. De 30:2).73 He concludes, "Evidently it 
is a matter of a very spiritual process, and not of a return to correct cultic forms" 
(Westermann, 1966: 50). This conclusion is very similar to von Rad's idea of the process of 
spiritualisation. 
4.4. Eyes, face and hands 
Other body parts, which we can group as facial, limbs or innards, are the bearers of 
very important anthropological motifs in emotional and religious expressions.
74
 Among other 
biblical examples, a verse in Lamentations (2:11) is intriguing for containing a number of 
body parts (eyes, soul, heart, internal organs), all used to express a very vivid emotional state: 
“Mine eyes do fail with tears, mine inwards burn, my liver (העמ) is poured upon the earth, for 
the breach of the daughter of my people” (Lam 2:11).75 This is a powerful description of how 
the internal body organs produce external manifestations. It is a two-way street. The external 
manifestations (eyes and tears) relate to the internal organs (liver) whose distressed condition 
results in the physical state of weeping. 
The ‘face’ and facial expressions are often used with idioms which designate mood, 
feelings or attitude. The face ‘lifted up’ denotes benevolent inclination or happiness (Nu 
6:26), or acceptance (Job 42:8; 9b), while a ‘fallen face’ denotes anger or resentment. Here is 
how Zophar from Naama instructs Job on how to re-establish his integrity and regain genuine 
piety. The text is one of many examples where the parts of the body are used as indicators of 
moods and attitudes. 
                                                             
73 In relation to an almost equivalent saying by the prophet Jeremiah (Jer 29:13), Westermann says that De 4:29 
resembles Jer 29:13 so much that a connection must exist. On the other hand, he asks “Is it so certain that the 
well-known letter of Jeremiah is quoted here? Is not the hypothesis just as likely that Jeremiah adopted a 
contemporary phrase used in sermons? The saying too in Jer 29:13, ‘with all your heart’, also sounds very 
Deuteronomic. A quite similar admonition (Isa 55:6) occurs also in the preaching of Deutero-Isaiah,” 
(Westerman, 1966:51). 
74 E.g. The facial body parts: 'face' (םינפ), 'eyes' (ןיע), 'ears' (ןזא); or the limbs: 'hands' (די), 'feet' (לגר) and the 
internal body parts: 'kidneys' (הילכ), 'belly' (ןטב), 'inward parts' (העמ). 
Angela Thomas, in her PhD theses, and many others, examine the role and place of Hebrew anatomical idioms in 
expressing emotional states (Anatomical idiom and emotional expression in the Hebrew Bible and the 
Septuagint: a comparative study (Roehampton University, 2008). The thesis is available at the Roehampton 
University Research Repository, http://roehampton.openrepository.com. See also, Gruber (1983), Collins (1971), 
Smith (1998), Driver (1953), Boyle (2001), Kruger (2005). 
75 The expression “my liver is poured upon the earth” (JPS) (ץראל ךפשנ יעמ), occurs nowhere else in the Old 
Testament. The liver here should not be equated with heart or soul, on the basis of some texts and translations of 
Ps 42:5; 40:9; Is 16:1 where יעמ  from  העמ is rendered heart (cf. Keil, in KD, vol. 8, Lamentations, p.392). On this, 
consult Smith (1998:427-8) and FN1 with Sasson’s explanations.  
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If thou set thy heart aright, and stretch out thy hands toward Him – If iniquity be in thy 
hand, put it far away, and let not unrighteousness dwell in thy tents – Surely then shalt 
thou lift up thy face without spot; yea, thou shalt be steadfast, and shalt not fear. (Job 
11:13-15). 
The Lord’s face ‘lifted’ denotes divine favour: “The LORD lift up his countenance 
(face) upon you (ךילא וינפ הוהי אשי) and give you peace”. (Nu 6:26). A ‘fallen face’ (םינפ לפנ) 
denotes anger and resentment. God asks Cain: "Why are you angry, and why has your 
countenance (face) fallen?” ( ווינפ ולפי ) (cf. Gen 4:5).76 
Also, the hands clean ought to be stretched towards God. Just like the heart, that is 
clean designate innocence. In his disappointment, the discouraged psalmist concludes, “All in 
vain have I kept my heart clean (הכז) and washed my hands in innocence (הקנ)” (Ps 73:13). 
The pious psalmist asserts his innocence by washing his hands: “I wash my hands in 
innocence (ןויקנב)” (Ps 26:6). Craigie suggests that the words themselves may have been 
recited while the actual symbolic washing of hands took place (cf. Craigie, 1983: 226). The 
gesture of hand-washing in innocence is attested as a liturgical precept in the ritual of 
cleansing blood-guilt (cf. De 21:6-9). It also suggests that the outward manifestation of clean 
hands symbolises the innocence of the inner being, the heart. Only the ‘innocent’ or ‘clean’ of 
hands can approach God (cf. Ps 24:4 (םיפכ יקנ). In the New Testament, we witness similar 
course of action during Jesus’ trial, when Pilate washes his hands (Mat 27:24), while the Jews 
accept the responsibility and thus assent to blood-guilt (Mt 27:5). The washing of hands apart 
from its hygienic aspect till this day has its moral and ethical bearing in distancing oneself.
77
 
Having clean hands (and hearts) for the pious and righteous man it also connotes growing 
stronger (cf. Job 17:9, (םידי רהט).78 When Job is discouraged by mockers and appalled by the 
unrighteous, in his disillusioned piety he concludes, 
Upright men are appalled at this, and the innocent (הקנ) stirs himself up against the 
godless. Yet the righteous holds to his way, and he that has clean (רוהט) hands grows 
stronger and stronger (Job 17:8-9) 
Job himself was not growing stronger and stronger here. On the contrary, his vitality 
was fading away (17:1-2), yet though disappointed, his personal piety impelled him to hold to 
his way and preserve his integrity (17:9).
79
 
  
                                                             
76 Cf. Gruber, 1983: 252f; Smith, 1998 
77 Cf. 2 Sam 3:28 
78 Note a variety in the lexicon of purity, innocence and cleanliness of heart or hands: הקנ (innocence, Ps 26:6; 
73:13), (הכז) (ררב) (רוהט) 
79 Cf. Clines, 1989: 396-7 
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4.5. All that is within me 
Another designation of an anthropological dimension close to emotional and religious 
experience is the term ברק (centre?). The noun refers to the innermost part of the human 
being. In his soliloquy, the psalmist reaches deep into the most central, innermost part of his 
being to give praise to God: “Bless the LORD, O my soul; and all that is within me” (יברכ לכ) 
(103:1).
80
 The centre may also be an actual point, as in the “the midst of the land” ( ברקב
ץראה) or it can designate all the land in its entirety (cf. Is 5:8; 10:23). In temporal sense with 
the prepositional ב (ברקב), it designates the middle of the year. The prophet Habakkuk pleads 
for the Lord renew and revive his works and the glory for his people “in the midst of the 
years” (םינש ברקב). In this context, the expression probably means ‘at the appropriate time’, 
the 'kairos', rather than a very specific, precise time (cf. Hab 2:3).
81
 
The verbal form   ברק carries the meaning 'coming close' or 'approach', whether in the 
sense of spatial proximity to the object, intimacy with the subject. In the story of Abraham 
and Sarah, as they sojourned in Gerar, Abraham presented his wife as his sister. Though 
Abimelech, the king of Gerar wished to incorporate Sarah in his harem, he had not 
"approached her" (הילא ברק אל), i.e. he had not had intimate relations with her (cf. Gen 20:4). 
The verb is used also to designate approaching the divine presence. When Moses approached 
the theophanic burning bush and the voice from heaven commanded him to "come no nearer" 
(םלה ברקת לא) (cf. Ex 3:5). Eventually it becomes a technical term in the cultic world of 
worship and relates to approaching the divine presence while presenting the burnt sin offering 
(cf. Lev 22:18, Nu 17:3).
82
 
For us it is more important to observe the anthropological dimensions of the phrase 
"all that is within me". Particularly when it designates the innermost part of a human being 
during a personal intimate religious experience. In that sense, ברק can be paralleled to the 
‘heart’ or ‘soul’. It experiences similar personal, emotional (Ps 39:3; 55:5) and/or religious 
                                                             
80 Similarly in Pss 5:10 and 55:16 the ברק designates the innermost part, the innards of the human being. The 
evildoers are corrupt from their very depth of their being (Ps 5:10), “evil is in their dwelling, and within them” 
(Ps 55:16).  
81 Cf. C. F. Keil, KD, vol. 10:95, Habakkuk, pp. 49-116. According to Keil, the prophet here also prays that the 
Lord’s saving intervention will not be delayed too long. 
82 The nominal form: qorban refers to the cultic offerings which consist of (personal) sacrificial dedication not 
only in the cultic context but also in relation to God. It occurs about 80 times in Old Testament, almost 
exclusively in Leviticus and Numbers, with the exception of one appearance in Ezekiel (20:28). In the New 
Testament korba/n is a transliteration of the Hebrew  ברק . In Mk 7:11 it describes how a gift (dw/ron) of support for 
the needy can be revoked by the process of sanctifying such gift, which then becomes holy and dedicated to God, 
i.e. “that which is offered to God as a korban becomes 'holy' and so is no longer available for ordinary use” 
(Cranfield,1959:237). In such or similar circumstances a korban formula was used, either as a dedication 
formula so that a person could benefit from a gift, or as means of preventing the gift from being used for a 
particular purpose. In the latter case, the formul would sound something like “May such-and-such be korban to 
you”. Cranfield points out that the formula was often used “hastily in anger” (cf. Cranfield:237). 
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(Ps 103:1) episodes. The prophet affirms, “My soul yearns for you in the night, yes, my spirit 
within me (ינקב יחור ףא) keeps vigil for you” (Is 26:9). 
In Psalm 39, the heart “became hot within me” (יברקב יבל םח) (Ps 39:4).83 The term brq 
(nominal or verbal form) describes and refers to the entire human being, giving it a very 
personal tone. The 'hot heart' in De 19:6 describes the almost uncontrollable anger of a 
vengeful person.
84
 The psalmist displays a similar emotional condition and reaction (Ps 39), 
bottling up his emotions for a while, then bursting into speech. In contrast to this 'hot heart', 
Psalm 103 describes a different intimate and personal experience. The psalmist addresses 
himself in a soliloquy of praise: “Bless the Lord, O my soul”; and “all that is within me” ( לכ
ינרק) (Ps 103:1). 
In the words of Artur Weiser this psalm is 
…one of the finest blossoms on the tree of biblical faith. Its roots reach deep down to 
where the most powerful springs of biblical piety flow. The man who speaks in this 
psalm is able to talk from personal experience. (Weiser, 1962: 657). 
Weiser appropriately notes and warns against assuming that such personal experience 
and expression are “a compilation of quotations taken from other sources" (ib.).85 Another of 
the psalmist's yearnings for God's nearness is portrayed in Psalm 73, which is traditionally 
categorised as a wisdom Psalm, though it clearly includes a complaint character. At the 
conclusion of the Psalm, the psalmist says, “As for me, it is good to be near God“ ( תברק
םיהלא) (Ps 73:28). The phrase ‘nearness of God' appears only once more, in Is 58:2, though 
here in a more cynical context.
86
 As for the expressions “I am always with you” (ךמע דימת) 
(73:23) and “It is good for me to be near God” (73:28), Dahood reckons these actually denote 
the future life and afterlife of the psalmist (cf. Dahood II: 196). 
If the first colon of verse 28 conceptually contrasts the lot of the Psalmist with that of 
the apostates who shall perish (yo'bedu, vs.27), we must conclude that the poet is 
referring to his future happiness in heaven. (Dahood II: 196) 
Though Dahood's reasoning has a certain inner logic, it does not account adequately 
for the remainder of the text (Ps 73:17-28) in order to justify such conclusion. The psalmist is 
still being guided by God's counsel (73:24) and only after that (רחא) will he be taken (חקל) 
                                                             
83 On the similar note, see Ps 38:11 “My heart shudders, my strength forsakes me”. There the רחרחס (from רחס = 
to go around) is a hapax legomenon (cf. Dahood, I: 236). 
84
  ןפ-יכ חצרה ירחא םדה לאג ףדרי-ובבל םחי .:“lest the avenger of blood pursue the manslayer, while his heart is hot” 
(De 19:6). 
85 Regarding this psalm, Weiser says that in this jubilant song of praise of fatherly love, the “poet is to be 
included in the great line of witnesses to God’s Kingdom of grace that leads from Moses and the prophets to 
Christ” (Weiser: 657). 
86 Delitzsch translates here, “They desire the drawing near of Elohim” (Delitzsch in KD, vol. VII: 384-5). 
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into God's glory.
87
 God is also near the psalmist even during trials of faith, doubts or 
sufferings; and throughout his earthly life. The psalmist, upon coming into God's presence 
(73:17), realises that even here and now it is better to be in the nearness of God and put his 
trust in him (73:28b). He is impelled to tell others of God's works (73:28c), for only then will 
the ultimate, final encounter with glory be accomplished. This is in fact an example of the 
psalmist regaining and refreshing his personal piety. After almost slipping and falling into a 
"spiritual abyss" (73:2), his "zest for living" has been renewed (cf. Terrien, 2003: 529).
88
 
4.6. Communal anthropology 
Israel as a collective noun employs the same anthropological references as the 
individual person. Body metaphors and parts play an important role in the Israelite experience 
of God, whether personal or corporate, though it is true to say that most references to internal 
body parts appear almost exclusively in personal emotional expressions (cf. Smith (1998); 
Collins (1971). The heart as a physical organ is traditionally also used with its metaphoric 
meaning beyond its fundamental anthropological designation. Essentially it relate and 
designate the core and the essence of things. For example, the phrase: “the heart of” may 
refere to natural elements like the sea. The “heart of the sea” (םי בל) will refer to the mighty 
waters or the sea depths (cf. Ex 15:8, Ps 46:2; Eze 27:4). Prophet Jonah was thrown into the 
“heart of the sea” (Jon 2:3). Particular group of people may have heart: nations (Is 19:1), 
prophets (Jer 23:26), warriors (Jer 48:41); or a distinct individual characters: humble (אכד) (Is 
57:15), brokenhearted (רבש) (Is 61:1), wise (םכח) (Ecc 7:4). 
With biblical authors, the phrase “the heart of the people” (םעה בל) (cf. Nu 32:7-9; Jos 
14:8; Is 6:10) in nearly all usages alludes to the popular sentiment or attidutes.
89
 It can be said 
to be sluggish, rebellious, stubborn or hardened. Isaiah is told by Yahweh to make the 
people's heart sluggish (fat) (Is 6:10).
90
 Their hearts will be "covered over with the grease of 
insensibility" (Delitzsch, vol.7: 200). In the powerful lament psalm of Isaiah 63, the people 
complain that their hearts have been hardened. 
Why do you let us wander, O LORD, from your ways, and harden our hearts so that we 
fear you not? Why have the wicked invaded your holy place, why have our enemies 
trampled your sanctuary?” (Is 63:17-18). 
                                                             
87 It is not necessary to translate as JPS (receive me with glory) and NAB (receive me with honour). 
88 Cf. Weiser, 1962: 514-516 
89 Cf. Josh 14:8; 1 Ki 12:27; Is 6:10; Eze 21:20 etc. There are equivalents in New Testament expressions of 
communal anthropology: “the heart of people” (kardi,a tou/ laou/) (cf. Mt 13:15; Acts 28:27). 
90 “Make the heart of this people fat (ןמש)” ( בל ןמשה-הזה םעה ) (Is 6:10). 
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These "whys" represent the charges brought against God, who has permitted their 
hearts to grow hard, or even worse, has tolerated his sanctuary being trampled by pagans (cf. 
Is 63:18). The psalm in Is 63 (63:7-19) is considered “probably the most powerful psalm of 
communal lamentation in the Bible” (Westerman, 1969: 392). The place of lament in Old 
Testament theology, or indeed in religion in general, stimulates and cultivates personal piety, 
as a basic attempt to establish a personal relationship with God. Throughout the Old 
Testament and Psalter, “…from beginning to end, the "call of distress,
 
the ‘cry out of the 
depths,
 
that is, the lament, is an inevitable part of what happens between God and man” 
(Westermann, 1974) 
This is probably why in Is 63-64 the people call upon God as their father. They request 
and yet question and divine compassion. “Where are … your surge of pity and your mercy? O 
Lord, hold not back, for you are our father." (63:15). Again, in their distress they call upon 
the fatherhood of God, "Yet, O LORD, you are our father; we are the clay and you the potter: 
we are all the work of your hands". (64:7). Likening God to a father is very rare in the Old 
Testament (Is 9:6; 43:6; Hos 11:1-5). These are the only two instances of calling upon God as 
a father. It should be remembered that the Israelites were surrounded by a pagan and 
polytheistic religious environment of myths, in which the physical fatherhood of gods was a 
common religious motif.
91
 
In Isaiah, the people were 'sentenced' to a sluggish heart, but in Jeremiah, the prophet 
is told that the heart of the people is stubborn (ררס) and rebellious (הרמ): "But this people has 
a stubborn and rebellious heart" (Jer 5:23). The heart of the people tremble in fear, as in Is 
7:2 (עונ). According to another report, the 'fainthearted', or rather 'the soft hearted' (בבל ךכר) 
(cf. De 20:8) were not required to go to war as they would have a demoralising effect on the 
rest of the community and army. Thus posing a potential danger. Von Rad notes that the soft 
hearted actually showed a lack of faith, endangering the whole nation. Commenting on De 
20:8, he states that this text is a 
“… specifically Deuteronomic concern that fear would be lack of faith. 
Discouragement, regarded as lack of faith, is not only a personal affair for the man who 
has been assailed by it; it threatens the whole army.” (von Rad, 1966:132). 
During the conquest of the Promised Land, the  Reubenites and Gadites, due to their 
particular interests, “discouraged (אונ) the hearts of the Israelites” from crossing the River 
Jordan and entering the land (cf. Nu 32:7).   
                                                             
91 Some commentators argue that in the post-exilic period, the danger of pagan religious influence diminished 
considerably (cf. Westermann, 1969: 393). 
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Along with the heart, it is the face that displays moods and feelings even more visibly 
as a matter of psycho-physiology. Like the perspiration of the face which may signify a hard 
labour. On the day of judgment in Gen 3:19, the first human couple were sentenced thus: “By 
the sweat of your face (ךיפא תעזב) you shall get bread to eat”. Some translate this as “in 
sorrow shalt thou eat it” (Keil in KD, vol.1:1 03-4).92 It was meant not only to apply to the 
particular human couple, but as a permanent disadvantage for the whole of humankind. 
Collective or social anthropology is in many cases evident in the Old Testament and 
the Psalms. It concerns not only individual’s identity but also his belonging to a group. For 
the ancient Israelites it was important to have a socio-cultural and religious construct which 
gave them a collective sense of communal identity.
93
 For the Israelite, it is not so much the 
individual that matters but the community. It is, in Mowinckel’s words, a matter of the species 
and the specimen. But he does not annul the importance of the ‘specimen’. 
The species was the original entity, which manifest itself in the single specimen. 
Likewise with human beings: the tribe-Israel,Moab,etc-was not looked upon as a sum 
of individuals who had joined together…it was the real entity which manifested itself 
in each separate member (cf.Mowinckel,vol.1:ch.3). 
And it is this ‘real entity’ and the ‘specimen’ that we are interested in the psalmodic 
piety. Although Mowinckel gives some concession to the Israelite individual, he also argues 
that individuality in its originality, as being unique, will not allow them on being different, in 
fact it is regarded as being abnormal. This individual in his individuality and personality is 
only to serve the higher causes; to be an ideal expression of their common good. In fact, 
Mowinckel observes the following: 
To be original, someone apart, a personality, whose right of existence depended on 
being different, would not to the ancient Israelites have appeared as an ideal or an end 
to attain, but on the contrary, as a madness, an arrogance, something abnormal, or, in 
their own words, an ‘unrighteousness and a ‘folly’ (Mowinckel,id.) 
It is true to say that such demonstration of originality, individuality, or simply being 
different, was not an ideal in the ancient Israelitic culture. On the other hand, it is difficult to 
agree entirely with Mowinckel’s observation. The OT witnesses a number of examples of 
individuals who are ‘different’ and ‘abnormal’ in their originality. To name but few. 
The ‘arrogance’ of Joseph the dreamer of dreams (תומלחה לעב), Gen 37:19); where 
even his loving father had to rebuke his ‘originality’ (Gen 37:10). Hannah, Samuel’s mother, 
                                                             
92 After ףא; = nostril, face, anger 
93 Identity should be regarded as an anthropological category, and this ‘collective self’ is an underlining mark of 
the autonomy and unity of an ethnic group (cf. Smith, 1991: 74-75). Since historically the Israelites had more 
than one problem with their homeland (autonomy) their collective anthropology focused on religion (cf. Smith: 
33). Only at a later stage there was a rise in Jewish nationalism. 
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was proclaimed to be a drunkard (1Sam 1:14). David acted abnormally for a king and his wife 
declared him a fool and a primitive man (קיר) (cf.2Sam 6:20). 
4.7. Individual anthropology 
When Kraus states that the Hebrew individual, rather than the individual in Israel 
ought to be investigated he is only partially correct (cf.Kraus,1992:138). If we endorse such 
point of departure to Hebrew anthropology it would seriously narrow and limit most of the 
religious and emotional experiences to corporate events.
94
 Israelite anthropology should be set 
in the context of the man-God relationship. And that, not exclusively in the context of public 
worship. The private individual in his piety is clearly portrayed in the role of both 
'experiencer' and 'patient'.
95
 The biblical texts include more than several accounts which draw 
a rather accurate picture of the individual in personal, mental, emotional, religious, and 
pietistic experiences. 
For example, in their discontent and despair, many individual biblical characters relate 
to God with great fervour.
96
 Their complaints are addressed to God, and are rarely the 
grumbling expressions of unbelief accredited to the rebellious people at large. Rather, they 
send out pleas for help, sometimes using embittered, desperate language. Moses, presents a 
serious ultimatum in his address to God: "If you are going to treat me like this, please kill me" 
(Nu 11:15). Elijah is weary of life and utterly depressed; he voices his desperation to God, 
wanting to die: "It is enough now, Lord, (הוהי התע בר) take my life”(1 Ki 19:4).97 Samuel's 
mother, Hannah, when expressing her troubles, is said to have been "pouring out her soul" 
(שפנ ךפש). In her bitterness (שפנ תרמ) she wept painfully ( כבו הכבת ) (1 Sam 1:10,15). These are 
just a few very personal experiences unconnected with any group or collective events. Indeed, 
most of these are taking place away from a public event or sanctuary worship setting. 
Let us consider some psalmodic texts with positively personal and individual 
anthropological vocabulary. 
                                                             
94 See here: Chapter 2 
95 “A person engaged in mental activity instantiates the ‘experiencer’ role…We can recognize different types of 
experiencer, based on the kind of mental experience involved (intellectual, perceptual, emotive)” (Langacker, 
1991:210). 
96 The distress and complaints of the Psalmist have long been the focus of scholarly interest in psalmodic studies, 
yet his personal piety has been somewhat neglected, probably due to the history of the prevalent methodology of 
Form criticism. Recently there have been more studies that significantly incorporate the issue of the Psalmist as a 
private individual. Cf. King, P.D. Surrounded by bitterness: Image Schemas and Metaphors for Conceptualizing 
Distress in Classical Hebrew; Broyles, C.C. The Conflict of Faith and Experience in the Psalms; Brueggemann, 
W. The Message of the Psalms: a theological commentary. 
97 The same phrase -  תא לאשי-תומל ושפנ  (“it is better for me to die”), as a request to die is found only once more 
in the similar state of mind of the prophet Jonah (Jon 4:8) 
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The psalmist prays for a ‘clean heart’ (רוהט בל) (Ps 51:12), or in his distress his heart is 
full of ‘sorrows’ (יבבלב ןוגי) (Ps 13:3). The prerequisite for finding the path to God is 
approaching him with ‘whole heart’ and ‘pure heart’ (cf. Jer 29:13; Mt 5:8). The prophet 
witnesses that this was not always the case; even when the people declared, “Let us press on 
to know the LORD" (Hos 6:3) they did not do so with their whole hearts. But, in the dire 
straits of persecution od suffering, the psalmist decides to seek the Lord with ‘all his heart’ 
(Ps 119:2) and glorify Him likewise (Pss 9:2; 86:12; 111:1; 138:1). While, in his distress his 
heart pounds madly in his chest (יברקב ליחי יבל) (Ps 55:5).98 
There are other, more visible anthropological and psychosomatic manifestations of his 
mental state. It is to do with the psalmist’s eyes (weeping), feet (wandering) or knees 
(trembling). When he is exhausted from crying, his bed is drenched with tears, “I am weary 
with sobbing; each night I soak my bed, with tears my couch I drench”. (Ps 6:7) (transl. 
Dahood). Some commentators think this too extravagant a metaphor and seek to tone it down 
(cf. Briggs, I: 50). Dahood is right when he comments that “exegesis must be governed by 
other criteria, as appears from similar extravagant language,” and provides similar examples 
(Dahood, I: 38). Agitated and disoriented, the psalmist wanders around in a gloomy mood, 
while he asks God: “Why must I go about mourning (ךלא רדק המל)?” (Ps 42:10). He then prays 
God to lighten his darkness (cf. Ps 43:3) (cf. Barre, 2001: 182-3).
99
 His knees tremble and as 
he awaits the outcome of his trials, he is exhausted by fasting (cf. Ps 109:24). He is agitated 
and afraid, yet not inclined to curse his enemies, for “though they curse, may you bless” 
(109:28). The psalmist’s psychosomatic state is the result of all these factors.100 
From the previous discussions, it is clear that Yahweh’s desire is to give all his people 
a ‘new heart’ (שדח בל) which will be a ‘heart of flesh’ (רשב בל) to replace their ‘heart of stone’ 
(ןבאה בל) (cf.Eze 11:19; 36:26). Only with a sensitive, feeling heart will they be able to walk 
with God and truly be his people. Such an experience of God penetrates right to the innermost 
being (b
e
qirbi) of all the people and the pious individual. 
The subject of collective anthropology permeates with that of the individual. While 
some of the features described could be ‘collectivised’, it would require great ingenuity to 
completely ‘collectivise’ the Psalms, transforming every individual ‘I’ into a collective ‘I’. In 
fact, it would be a serious mistake to reduce Israelite anthropology to communal for the sake, 
                                                             
98 Cf. Driver, 1953:257 
99 Pss 42-43 also in Ps 35:14 and Ps 38:7, as in Job 30:28, where there is a collocation of ךלה + רדק  /gloomy + 
walk, referring to a gloomy mood. 
100 Cf.  לשכ + ךרב. The verb  לשכ  usually relates to stumbling and physically falling or being brought down (cf. Ps 
64:9). Here it seems that the Psalmist was completely weakened by the charges raised against him and the 
uncertainty of the outcome, in addition to fasting and praying. 
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or in the interest of a particular methodology. In their insistence on collective personality, 
Form criticism scholars easily bypass or ignore the tenets of individual anthropology, 
particularly in the area of private piety. Mowinckel’s statement that the traditional Jewish and 
Christian interpretation “took for granted that the psalms were originally private, individual 
poetry” (Mowinckel,vol.1: ch.1, par.4) can be acceptable in part, as some of the mentioned 
traditions held a fairly low estimate of cult and liturgy.
101
 
We have come some distance further in finding the characteristics of the righteous and 
pious man who, though he is part of the community and corporate devotion, demonstrates 
aspects and modes of private, personal piety.  
                                                             
101 Further, detailed and valuable discussion on the 'I' and the 'we' in the Psalms can be found in 
Mowinckel,vol.1,ch.3,par.1. 
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5. THE PSALMIST AND HIS PRAYER 
Gunkel discusses communal complaints (cf. Gunkel, 1998: 82-98) before moving on 
to individual complaint psalms (ibid. 121-198), and in connection with the psalmist’s use of 
‘you’ when addressing God, says: 
The nature of the prayer as such, the God is addressed as ‘you’ (singular). This ‘you’ 
appears regularly throughout the entire complaint, no matter whether the complaint is 
communal or individual. This happens because the prayer is not defined (as one tends 
today) as a conversation (or dialogue) with God. Rather, the prayer is a speech to God. 
Even this venture of the heart in child-like trust, when one speaks to God and pours out 
one’s heart before him, is peculiar for the prayer of antiquity (Fr. Heiler, Gebet, 
pp.147f.). Here, the basic presupposition is that one can say something to God that can 
influence him. (Gunkel, 1998:86) 
Further to this, John Wevers notes that psalmist’s prayer is intended “to sway the deity 
to hear and answer the suppliant” (Wevers, 1956:81). In terms of literary structure, Wevers 
observes that the prayer itself is always in the “imperative mood, though its final 
recapitulation is often in the third person jussive” (ibid.). For example: “Hear my voice, 
LORD, when I call” (Ps 27:7) or “Hear the sound of my pleading” (Ps 28:2) (NAB). 
In his form critical study of individual complaint Psalms, Wevers is mainly concerned 
with cultic prayers, particularly the effects of invoking God’s name. He also notes and 
remarks on the sudden changes in the tone of the prayers, from complaint to the joyous 
certainty of being heard: 
The feeling of uncertainty suddenly disappears to be replaced by the joyous 
consciousness of being protected and hidden by the hand of a higher power. The 
suddenness of the change is apparently the result of the psychic impact of repeated 
petition and expressed longing for an answer. Such a psychological phenomenon is 
certainly not impossible; it, however, applies only to private prayer. (Wevers, 1956:81) 
Expressions in the language of the psalmist’s private prayer demonstrate his personal 
piety, as a consequence of his inability to ‘hide’ in the sacred institution, thus he prays, “Hide 
me (רתס) in the shadow of your wings” (Ps 17:8) and declares, “I have set the LORD always 
before me; surely He is at my right hand, I shall not be moved” (Ps 16:8).102 
5.1. The process of spiritualisation 
Personal invocation of the blessings of being hidden with Yahweh creates a ‘process 
of spiritualisation’ in von Rad’s words, it advances the psalmist’s personal spirituality, 
despite the lack of a place of cultic liturgy, sanctuary or sacred institution in which to practise 
his/her faith; therefore: 
                                                             
102 Cf. Pss 27:5; 64:2 
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If we listen to these Psalms with an ear directed to the question as to what these 
blessings of being hidden with Yahweh really consists in, we come upon expressions 
saying very much more about the bliss of spiritual communion with Yahweh. (cf. von 
Rad, 1962: 402-403) 
Naturally, a form critical psalmodic tradition which cultivates the temple and cult 
spirituality exclusively will not support such a view. The traditional tenets of this 
methodology may not embrace the prospective discovery of new spiritual realities, which may 
only indirectly be linked to the cultus and Temple. The function of the sanctuary was to be a 
holy place and also a sanctum, a protected enclosure, inviolable in all circumstances.
103
 Thus, 
when the psalmist is outside the sanctuary, the language of protection becomes symbolic, and 
the “epitome of all divine protection” (cf. Kraus, 1992: 159). Kraus then concludes that there 
is no need to speak of spiritualising the psalmist’s relationship with God, as von Rad does. He 
concludes: “…spiritualising is not a term that can be applied to this process. What is involved 
is a transposing into an analogous, but no longer institutional destiny of the individual.” 
(Kraus, ibid). This is a sweeping assertion and Kraus does not account for all the expressions 
of the psalmist who yearns for God, ‘always’ or ‘day and night’ (cf. Ps 16:7-8). In these 
instances and interpretation, he opts for solutions which point to the priestly life and joining 
the ranks of Levitical priests, so as to be in the divine presence and protection ‘day and night’ 
(Kraus, 160).
104
 
The very proclamation, “Your love (דסח) is better than life” (Ps 63:4) demonstrates the 
radical nature of the process of spiritualisation. Life itself becomes transformed into a 
continuous prayer.
105
 The continuous worship of the psalmist clearly goes beyond institutional 
religion. It reveals a profound, refreshing spirituality, such as in Ps 36, “With you is the 
fountain of life, and in your light we see light” (Ps 36:10).106 
5.2. Personalisation and appropriation 
The processes of spiritualisation and personalisation/appropriation are two sides of the 
same coin. If a process of spiritualisation is happening, as von Rad suggests, then it is 
accompanied by a growing sense of individuality and developing personal piety. It has been 
suggested on more than one occasion, that one of the major issues in psalmodic studies is the 
                                                             
103 See the above discussion on the numen locale and numen personale 
104 Interestingly Kraus ‘allows’ for the individual’s open relationship and personal piety which “does not display 
the traits of a rigid religiosity” when he speaks of (mis)understanding the term torah (cf. Kraus, 161). 
105 In the New Testament, this is echoed in Paul’s very personal meditation on life and death (cf. Phil 1:21) “For 
to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain.” (Phil 1:21) 
106 הארנ ךרואב-רוא  
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identity of the individual in Hebrew thought and the Hebrew Bible, no doubt it is also a major 
concern in this matter of personalisation and appropriation.
107
 
If there is an increase in personal piety outside organized religion, in which the 
worshipper communicates independently and spontaneously with heaven, why is his personal 
and private experience couched in such highly versified, skilful poetry, and the richness of 
imagery as we find it in the Psalms? Is the psalmist a professional poet, or perhaps a priestly 
group responsible for psalm production? There is no doubt that the Psalter is inspired poetry, 
central to public worship and composed for (?) this purpose. But, Bewer rightly notes that 
“many poets have contributed; some of them were geniuses of poetic power, others were 
common versifiers” (Bewer, 1962:360). 
As for the personal psalmist’s piety, it is generally accepted that a process of 
appropriation is in operation. What do we mean by this? The individual takes an existing 
psalm and in the appropriation process epitomize it for himself, making it his own 
experience.
108
 On the other hand, the view that in this it imposes upon the worshipper a kind 
of magical power through the use of a psalm and unifies models which direct a worshipper to 
articulate his faith and experience is implausible.
109
 Proponents of “generalized psalmodic 
language” (cf. Broyles, 1989:17) may easily become victims of what Martin Noth calls 
“formula criticism”, as opposed to Form criticism. They maintain that generalised psalmodic 
language can serve as a set of formulae to be imposed on worshippers in order to direct their 
experience. Craig Broyles, in The Conflict of Faith and Experience in the Psalms, explains 
this interpretation: 
… worshippers thus received these psalms as models through which they might 
properly articulate their faith and experiences. If a worshipper encountered distress and 
then took up an appropriate psalm, the psalm would have guided him in the 
interpretation of his distress… even if a worshipper came to a psalm with no immediate 
experience of distress, the psalm would have evoked in his imagination the sense of 
that distress. In worship the Psalms not only follow religious experience; they lead it.  
(Broyles, 1989:17) 
                                                             
107 The problem of the identity of the Psalmist and the individual in Hebrew thought and the Psalter has been a 
struggle since the modern beginnings of the psalmodic scholarship. is Sigmund Mowinckel’s contribution in ch.3 
of I and We in the Psalms in The Psalms in Israel’s Worship is particularly to the point. Mowinckel postulates 
that it is the species rather than the specimen that counts (“species was the original entity, which manifests itself 
in the single specimen” (p.42), thus the tribe is a “living personality”, so the individual’s personality is only an 
ideal expression of what is common to all. 
Johannes Pedersen (in Israel: its Life and Culture) discusses extensively the notion of the individual in a lengthy 
chapter, The Soul: its powers and capacity (pp. 99-181). “Every community forms a unity, but the unity is not 
mechanical; it does not consist in obliterating the individual, but in imbuing him with the common character and 
spirit of the community.” (Pedersen, 57) 
108 Modern hermeneutical understanding brings in another aspect, that of the reading process (cf. A. Berlin, 
1993) 
109 Cf. Priestly intervention 
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Such an approach may lead to religious ‘dictatorship’, whereby experience is imposed 
and interpreted at the same time. Though this may represent one kind of worship, it does not 
take into account the genuine personal piety of the individual, but rather provides him with 
generic, dictated, readymade experiences. Some of the deepest episodes of the psalmist can 
hardly be superimposed. The Psalter is a treasure-house overflowing with new discoveries of 
spiritual reality, and so it is no exaggeration to agree with von Rad that, “this faith no longer 
had need of anything external, neither the saving history nor objective rites, for Yahweh’s 
salvation appertained to it from within itself”. (Cf. von Rad, 1962: 403). 
5.3. The Lord is my portion 
In the context of the psalmist’s personal private piety it is particularly appealing to 
observe the frequent expression ‘the Lord is my portion’ (Pss 16; 119; 142). It occurs, for 
example in Psalm 16: “The Lord is my portion (קלה) and my cup you have made my destiny 
secure” (Ps 16:5) (NAB).110 
The ‘portion’ here designates the nearness of Yahweh and it is parallel to a similar 
expression used in Ps 73, “As for me the nearness (תברק) of God is my good” (Ps 73:28). The 
correspondence between ‘portion’ (קלה), ‘nearness’ (ברק) and ןברק (offering) are evident here 
in the spiritual content, though both expressions come to be also religious technical terms.
111
 
The word ‘portion’ echoes the legal and sacred apportionment to the tribe of Levi. God told 
the Aaronite priestly clan that, “You shall not have any heritage in the land of the Israelites 
nor hold any portion among them; I will be your portion and your heritage” (Nu 18:20). For 
the Levites, Yahweh was their ‘portion’ and ‘destiny’ and their livelihood came from 
fulfilling their cultic functions; they were to live “from Yahweh’s table” (cf.von Rad, 
1966:80).
112
 The same phraseology appears in Deuteronomistic (cf. De 10:9; 18:1) and 
priestly (Nu 18:20) traditions. Although initially it bore a purely material significance in 
                                                             
110 תנמ הוהי-ילרוג ךימות התא יסוכו יקלח  Here the NAB translates ‘destiny’, for לרוג with its primary meaning ‘lot’. 
This is appropriate to the actual performance of the throwing the ‘lot’. In Arabic the noun ‘garwal’ means 
‘pebble’. 
It comes with different verbs, with:   ךלש (Mic 2:5), לוט (Prov 16:33), לפנ (Jonah 1:7),  אצי  (Nu 33:54) (cf. 
Dommershausen, 1975: 450f). As for the etymology of the ‘portion’, the verb קלח, means primarily ‘to divide’, 
i.e. acquire by law an apportioned inheritance or a “portion in life determined by God”. In other words the term 
is used both in social and religious contexts. In De 32:8, Yahweh has apportioned Israel to himself (cf. Tsevat, 
1980: 447f). (cf. Tsevat, 1980 in TDOT, vol. IV: 447; on  קלה 
111 The phrase  םיהלא תברק (‘nearness of God’) uses the verb  ברק (to draw near), the verb and its various cognate 
nominal forms, apart from its primary meaning ‘to come close, near’, there are also more technical uses of the 
term, like qorban (‘offering’), which among other things can denote self-sacrifice as an acceptable act of worship 
(cf. TWOT). 
112 This phrase certainly also refers to the three basic (priestly) functions of the Levi tribe: (i) to carry the Ark of 
the covenant, De 31:9 (cf. Nu 3:31; 4:15); to (ii) stand before Yahweh, De 18:5 (also may refer to the phrase ‘to 
wait upon the Lord’, cf. Driver, 1978: 123) and (iii) to bless the name of Yahweh, De 21:5 (cf. Nu 6:23). 
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apportioning of the land, the phrase evidently carries a potential spiritual content. Indicatively, 
the religious and spiritual significance of the term ‘portion’ included naming a child’s name. 
Her von Rad comments on its theological significance, that is 
… in no way due to later attempts to find theological meanings, as can be gathered 
from the Levitical name Hilkiah (‘Yahweh is my portion’, 2Ki 18:37; 22:4), which is 
attested even in the pre-exilic period. How popular must the understanding have been 
even then when it could determine the name of a child. (von Rad, 1962: 404) 
Kraus disagrees, as earlier noted, with von Rad on potential spiritual contents and the 
‘process of spiritualisation’. He is inclined to assigns a symbolic or metaphoric character to 
such psalmodic language. In regard to the lack of a sacred institution and thus a cultic refuge, 
Kraus explains the psalmist’s language of prayer as “transposing into the analogous, but no 
longer institutional, destiny of the individual”, while the institutional sanctuary “becomes the 
epitome of all divine protection” (Cf. Kraus, 1992: 159-160). This may be true, but it 
certainly does not rule out the development of private piety. Kraus’ additional explanation 
that the psalmist’s passionate wish to “dwell in the house of the Lord” or “gaze on the Lord’s 
beauty” (Ps 27:4) is simply an ambition to join the priestly ranks does not seem very 
convincing, particularly when set against von Rad’s position on the process of spiritualisation. 
Not only that, but the Lord is the psalmist’s “portion for ever” לועלם  (Ps 73:26) and his 
dearest wish is the nearness of God (םיהלא תברק) (73:28).113 This phrase appears again only in 
Is 58, in relation to “they seek me day after day, and desire to know my ways” (Is 58:2). The 
latter, however, seems to be “a variety of attempts to hold fast to God” (Westermann, 1969: 
334) through the medium of a formal worship service (cf. Is 29:13), while in Ps 73 the 
‘nearness’ (ךמע) may refer to life after death, as some commentators would interpret.114 
However, there is no valid reason why, in the context of 73:23-24, the psalmist’s earthly life 
should not be understood as his re-newed dedication and a life of a devotee? Moreover, vv.23-
28, display the psalmist’s personal piety that reveal his plea and struggle between life and 
death, in dispirited context of the whole of Psalm 73. Though, there are indeed clear 
indications of the life to come (cf. von Rad, 1962: 405).
115
 
  
                                                             
113 “For me, the nearness of God is my good; I have made the Lord GOD my refuge” ( יל םיהלא תברק ינאו-בוט ) (Ps 
73:28). Dahood translates here: “Myself, the nearness of God will be my happiness” (cf. Dahood, I: 187). 
114 Cf. Dahood, II: 196. Referring to Ps 49:16 “But God will redeem my soul from the power of the nether-world; 
for He shall receive me” von Rad says: “This statement can hardly be referred to anything other than a life after 
death, for the thought of the whole psalm revolves, in the sense of the problem of theodicy, around the question 
of the grace of Yahweh in the life of the individual, and comes to the conclusion that the proud rich must remain 
in death. This then, death, is the last great separator.” (von Rad, 1962: 406). 
115 Dahood translates v.24, "Lead me into your council, and with glory take me to yourself”. (Dahood, II: 187). 
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5.4. Priestly intervention 
As for the suddenness of change in mood of the praying psalmist, there are various 
interpretations. Gunkel for instance, believes it is due to an external event.
116
 In relation to 
this swing in mood Gunkle argues that this is to do with priestly intervention: “In our 
opinion, they certainly lead to the conclusion that a priestly salvation oracle originally 
preceded the certainty of being heard” (Gunkel, par.6, 23: 183) 
He then insists that there is a fixed association between the cultic priestly oracle and 
the petitioner’s prayer. However, he then ‘fences himself off’ by saying that although this 
fixed style continued to operate widely, “the priestly oracle does not constitute the entire 
explanation for the certainty of being heard” (cf. Gunkel, par.6, 23, p.183).117 Gunkel 
actually follows Begrich’s explanation in reconstructing cultic priestly intervention as a 
matter of consolation to the one praying in distress.
118
 After the prayer of lament, the priest 
utters an oracle of blessing, which had an illocutionary effect and became so efficacious that 
the psalmist radically changes his mood (cf. Wevers, 1956: 81).
119
 On the suddenness of 
mood change in the psalmist’s prayer, Friedrich Heiler, on the other hand, in his masterly and 
now referential work on prayer (Das Gebet) suggests a psychological explanation for this 
phenomenon.
120
 
There are several things which should be noted in reference to the psalmist in prayer. 
We can agree with Gunkel and others that prayer is speaking to God in an endeavour to 
influence the divine mind. However, many of the psalmist’s prayers show a conversational 
nature and may not include any external intervention.
121
 The psalmist is heard and answered 
(הנע), the poor man cries and the Lord hears (עמש) him (cf. Ps 34:4,7).122 In the light of the 
psalmist’s prayer and priestly intervention as discussed above (cf. Gunkel, Wevers), Yehezkel 
Kaufmann presents a somewhat different understanding and interpretation. He introduces an 
idea of popular religion and the concept of the temple of silence. He argues that, for the 
                                                             
116 “How does one explain the sudden change of mood which is so noticeable in this motif? Does it concern an 
internal process of the one praying? After all of the turmoil of the internal struggle, after the despondency or the 
doubt, does the heart of the one praying finally find stillness and confidence?” (Gunkel,par.6,23:182) 
117 This hesitant explanation is probably due to the historical approach to the Psalter, i.e. that every Psalm was 
written for a particular historical occasion. This would then help to date each Psalm precisely. 
118 Cf. von Rad, 1962: 401f. 
119 Wevers here also suggests a more ‘magical’ solution, on the basis of the efficacy of the invocation and use of 
the divine name (cf. Wevers, 1956:82) 
120 Heiler’s work on prayer, Das Gebet, was his doctoral dissertation endorsed and defended at the University in 
Munich, 1917. The full title of Heiler’s work is: Das Gebet: Eine religionsgeschichtliche und 
religionspsychologische Untersuchung (Reinhardt, Munich, 1919) 
121 Cf. Rainer Albertz, Personliche Frommigkeit und offizielle Religion (Calwer Verlag, Stuttgart,1978), pp.24-
37; in Brueggemann, 1984:54 
122 Cf. Pss 34:4, 81:7, 118:5,21 
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psalmist, the individual prays for himself, so prayer belongs almost exclusively to popular 
religion. Although the professional singers of psalmody became part of the Levite class, 
according to Kaufmann, “psalmody is a creation of popular poets”. He goes as far as to state 
that the Psalms were not part of the sacrificial cult, or for that matter, any other priestly rite 
(cf. Kaufmann, 1960, in Knohl, p.18). Kaufmann then states: 
The priestly temple is the kingdom of silence. In Egypt, Babylonia and in the pagan 
world in general, word and incantation were integral parts of the cult; act was 
accompanied by speech. The spell expressed the magical essence of cultic activity. In 
more developed form, pagan rituals might be accompanied by mythological allusions 
relating to events in the life of the gods…Not only have spells and psalms no place in 
the priestly cult, even prayer is absent…Priestly speech is found only outside the 
Temple apart from the essential cultic act..This silence is an intuitive expression of the 
priestly desire to fashion a non-pagan cult… Therewith the Israelite cult became a 
domain of silence. (In Knohl, 1996: 17-18) 
This seems to indicate discrepancy with the traditional views presented above. 
Kaufmann makes the point that the cult in the “temple of silence could not contain the 
abundance of popular religious sentiment” and thus the individual “prays for himself” (ibid.). 
He actually wishes to prove that silence in the cult is rooted in the wish “to make a clear 
break from paganism” (In Knohl: 19-20).123 
  
                                                             
123 Kaufmann and Nahum Sarna on the social gap between elite priestly class and the circle of poets (cf. Knohl, 
p.18). 
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6. THE PIOUS MAN 
How can we identify the pious individual in the Psalter? In Israel’s thought, and more 
specifically in the Psalms, the pious man is essentially portrayed as the ‘tsadiq’ (קידצ), the 
righteous man. Though it is true to say that the ‘tsadiq’ is primarily identified as the one who 
keeps God’s commandments, this is notably his relationship to Yahweh, rather than merely a 
legalistic observance of the Law or perfection. That is why that this righteousness is so often 
found in parallel with compassion and grace. For God loves justice and rightgeousness ( הקדצ
טפשמו), but he is also steadfast in his love (cf.Ps 33:5), “In you, LORD, I take refuge; let me 
never be put to shame. In your justice deliver me… I will rejoice and be glad in your love” 
(Ps 31:2,8). What lies behind this complementary affinity of righteousness and grace (love) is 
a constant realization of (covenantal) fellowship. So that “the relationship of legal obligation 
has become the relationship of grace” (Eichrodt,1961:247). Because, “the mercy of the 
LORD is from everlasting to everlasting upon them that fear Him, and His righteousness unto 
children's children” (Ps 103:17). This is the point at which the Israelite individual and his 
piety ought to be addressed. 
Some commentators maintain that the identity of the individual and individual piety 
was a later development in Israel’s faith. In the course of the emancipation of the individual 
from the overpowering influences of the community. This was perhaps because the individual 
had a greater opportunity to speak for himself. So, von Rad writes: 
In the older period the individual was bound up with the life of the community, but in 
the course of time he clearly achieved independence of it. He became more conscious 
of himself and of his relationship to God and consequently felt a more urgent need to 
justify himself in his personal existence before Yahweh. (von Rad, 1962: 380) 
Although there may have been a novel consciousness of individual existence and 
worth, it is too strong to say there was a “severance from the community” or that the ‘tsadiq’ 
was "standing completely isolated in relationship to Yahweh". The ‘tsadiq’s’ relationship with 
the community may have been repressed to some extent, but it can hardly experienced a full 
severance.
124
 
6.1. The tsadiq 
In his Old Testament Theology (vol.1) a major section of G. von Rad’s work is 
dedicated to the individual and his standing before God.
125
 He elaborates the Old Testament 
concept of “righteousness” (הקדצ) on one hand, and on the other, the position of the 
                                                             
124 cf. von Rad, 1962: 380-381 
125 Cf. von Rad, Old Testament Theology: the theology of Israel’s historical traditions, (Harper & Row, 1962, 
vol. 1). The whole of chapter D (pp. 355-459) is dedicated to the subject. 
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‘righteous’ individual (the ‘tsadik’ (קידצ) in the sight of God.126  The term and concept 
‘tsedeq’ (קדצ) is not only a notion of righteousness, nor merely an abstract or theoretical 
consideration.  It always denotes a real relationship between two parties, rather than the 
“relationship of an object under consideration to an idea” (cf. von Rad, 1962:371). Israel lived 
and practised issues of righteousness and the righteous in every situation in life. 
It was only at a very late phase in her (i.e. Israel) existence that she made these ideas 
(i.e. of tsedaqah) the subject of theoretical consideration: for most of the time she lived 
with them uncritically and practised them in every situation of life. This life, in which 
Israel had to orientate herself with such basic presuppositions of faith, was a life of 
suffering and serious dangers for community and individual alike. What this means is 
that Israel took a supremely realistic view of life’s sufferings and dangers, saw herself 
as exposed to them vulnerably and without defence, and showed little talent for fleeing 
from them into ideologies of any kind. (von Rad, 1962:383-384).
127
 
Both von Rad and Kraus present their debates on the ‘tsedaqah’, following Pedersen. 
Pededrsen organizes the whole concept of the ‘tsadik’ around few essential terms which 
presupose the right action or a state of the person. Mostly it revolves around the wholeness 
and purity of the soul and the heart. Also it is to do with the firmness and the soul being 
straight, thus the psalmist speaks against those who are stubborn and wicked. They are the 
generation whose heart is not firm and upright (ובל ןיכה אל רוד) (cf.Ps 78:8).128 Therefore, the 
whole concept of righteousness and the ‘tsadik’ is strictly a relational concept, not a legalistic 
and static. In that sense the ‘tsadik’ is really and as long the righteous as he maintains his 
personal relationship to his God. 
6.2. Anawim 
How does this term anawim (the oppressed, the afflicted) correspond to the theme of 
the Psalmis’s personal piety? The term anawim (םיונע) is the plural nominal form from the 
verb הנע = to afflict, oppress, or humble (note here the homonymous verb  הנע = to answer, 
respond). The word appears in the following Psalms: 10:17; 22:27; 25:9; 34:3; 69:33; 147:6 
                                                             
126 Cf. von Rad, 1962: 355-453 
127 Now the renown Kraus’s statement (following Kohler) that it is not the ‘Hebrew individual’, but the 
‘individual in Israel’ the real subject of investigation. In other words it is a “question of the relationship of the 
individual to Israel” (Kraus, 1992:138), rather than the individual himself and his relationship to his God. This 
fully follows Mowinckel’s exposition of the position of the individual in Israel (cf. Mowinckel, “The Psalms in 
Israel’s worship”, and ch.III: “I and we in the Psalms”). Von Rad notes that even a personal prayer of the 
Psalmist is a matter of “conventionalised body of formulae” (von Rad, 1962). Von Rad’s conclusion is 
questionable that the Psalmist’s petitions or complaints are expressed in only few “typical and often very   faded 
concepts” (ibid.). 
128 Pedersen is listing terms around which he organizes the understanding of the concept of the tsadik. Such 
terms as: םמת (integrity, be complete or innocence, cf.1Ki 9:4); םלש  (be complete, cf.1Chr 29:19); ןוכ  
(establish,fix, cf.Ps 78:8); the soul which is complete, innocent and firm is also up-righ, רשי (leveled upright, 
being straight up). All of these and more, are concentrated in the very word and concept of tsedakah (justice) and 
the righteous (tsadik). Cf. Johannes Pedersen, Israel: its Life and Culture (vol.1:336ff.) 
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and 149:4. Translations of the expression shows certain inconsistencies; so it has been 
variously translated as to designate those who are humble, poor or oppressed (i.e. 
persecuted).
129
 Having in mind this ambiguity, as well as the discussion about the 
identification of anawim, it seems that an unequivocal designation of anawim is almost 
impossible. 
Several examples of the variety and inconsistencies in translating the term may 
provide an indication of the problem faced in identifying who the anawim really were. 
In Psalm 10 we read, “You listen, LORD, to the needs of the poor (םיונע)” (NAB). The 
same text according to the Jewish Publication Society (JPS) translates as, “LORD, Thou hast 
heard the desire of the humble” (Ps 10:17). While in Psalm 25, “He guides the humble in 
(his) justice” (Ps 25:9) (JPS), while the same text in RSV translates: “He leads the humble in 
what is right, and teaches the humble his way”(RSV). Though the most frequently consulted 
translations seem to be unanimous and content to translate anawim as the “humble”, the text 
of Ps 22:27 shows how the translations may vary: 
“Let the humble eat and be satisfied; let them praise the LORD that seek after Him.” 
(JPS)
 
“The poor will eat their fill; those who seek the LORD will offer praise.” (NAB), 
“The afflicted shall eat and be satisfied; those who seek him shall praise the LORD.” 
(RSV).
 130
 
So, who were the anawim (םיונע) (= poor, meek or humble) of the Psalms? Are there 
any posible hints in the Psalter that this may refer to an elitist pietistic party? Or simply a 
particularly pious sectarian group? But then, who were the enemies who persecute the 
anawim? These issues have been and still are the subject of discussion and interpretation. 
There are probably only three possible options left. Firstly, they may have been simply 
the poverty-stricken, economically deprived, socially ostracized class. Secondly, the 
psalmodic texts provide enough grounds for believing that they were the suffering people 
(through illness, or persecution). Finally, could it be that they were a kind of exclusive, 
pietistic, sect-like group, perhaps not so well organised, consisting of the humble and the 
pious. 
                                                             
129 In Ezra 9:5 there is a nominal form תינעת in the sense of humiliation (by fasting) 
130 JPS is consistent in translating anawim as ‘the humble. Other translations are inconsistent. In Ps 25:9, the 
translators are unanimous in using the ‘humble’ (in LXX praei/j ‘humble’). In Ps 34:3: “My soul shall glory in 
the LORD; the humble shall hear thereof, and be glad”, the translations are inconsistent: humble (JPS), poor 
(NAB), afflicted (RSV). Similar inconsistencies are found in Pss 69:33; 147:6. The alternative ancient 
translations have: in LXX pe,nhj (the poor/needy person); the Vulgate gives the adjectival form: ‘pauper’ (the 
poor). 
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What arguments are there for any of these suggestions? If for a moment we turn to NT 
the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth, especially in the Beatitudes, we will find an echo from Ps 
37:29: “The righteous (םיקידצ) shall inherit the land”. Jesus then quotes Psalm 37, but he 
alters it to the ‘the humble’ or ‘meek’ who will’ take over’ (inherit?) the earth (land) (cf.Mt 
5:5; Lk 6:20).
131
, This however may sound somewhat surreal statement, whether in the 
context of Psalm 37, or from the mouth of Jesus, or indeed from the point of view of modern 
outlooks. Regardless of alternative readings, i.e. the ‘earth’ (as humankind, or natural 
resources) or the ‘land’ (as a geographical, or political entity). It should be borne in mind that 
in more primitive cultural contexts, the land was/is a fundamental blessing. In the biblical 
context the possession of the land is linked to Yahweh who gives its governance and purpose; 
befitting the perspective and context of Gen 1:28b (to govern, subdue) and Gen 2:15 (to 
cultivate and care for).
132
 
Kraus well observes that the anawim are also described as those who are the 
“brokenhearted” (בל ירבשנ) (cf.Ps 34:18). In other words, whatever it was that brought them to 
be the anawim it affected their very being, the innermost part, the heart.
133
 Others will suggest 
that the “brokenhearted” are the ones who have lost their self-confidence, deep despair. As a 
result they then seek the nearness of God.
134
 The context of most of the texts where we meet 
with the anawim aims to show that the poor/humble is confident that God will accept him in 
his affliction and that only in the fellowship with God there is his fortune. 
6.3. The pious man 
In analysing Psalm 18, in the section entitled The integrity of the Pious Man, Samuel 
Terrien, draws a picture of the pious psalmist where he portrays the psalmist-poet as that who 
“parades and struts with the indulgence of a pious devotee”.135 
Briggs brings in the variance in the openings between 2 Sam 22:2 and Ps 18 (the text 
of Ps 18 is almost identical to 2 Sam 22); “The Lord is my rock” (2Sam 22:2) and Ps 18:2 has 
it: “I love you, Lord my strength”. He concludes that this line in 2 Sam 22 was intentionally 
omitted (cf. Briggs, II: 141) and maintains that the words for love and strength “are 
                                                             
131 “Blessed are the meek (praei/j) for they will inherit the land” (“maka,rioi oi` praei/j( o[ti auvtoi. klhronomh,sousin 
th.n gh/n) (GNT) (Mat 5:5). Cf. prau<j (= humble, gentle). Prior to this statement, Jesus utters a similar 
proclamation: “Blessed are the poor in spirit (ptwco,j), for theirs is the kingdom of heaven” (Maka,rioi oi` 
ptwcoi. tw/| pneu,mati) (Mt 5:3). Here (ptwco,j) clearly has the disposition of being weak in the sense of humble, 
rather than poor as materially deprived (cf. Gal 4:9). 
132 Commenting on the Beatitudes, R. T. France says that the possessing of the land is not so much a matter of 
territorial possession as the eventual endorsement of the meek and humble (cf. France, 1985 on Mat 5:5). 
133 Cf. Kraus,1992:154 
134 See also the expression: “look at my affliction” (יינע האר), Pss 25:18; 119:153). 
135 cf.Terrien,2003:200. 
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Aramaisms, and the conception of loving Yahweh is post-Deuteronomistic” (Briggs,I:141). 
However, most commentators focus attention on the theophanic elements and aspect of Psalm 
18 (8-16) (cf. Weiser,189f; Kraus,1992:38; Brown,2002:293; Craigie,1983:173).
136
  Terrien 
here emphasizes the integrity of the pious psalmist: 
The pious man is blameless, for he avoids committing an evil that would separate him 
from divinity. His keeping himself constantly attentive to prescriptions of the Law has 
freed him from a sense of guilt…the pious man is perfect. (Terrien, 200).
137
 
It should be noted that this is not so much a matter of the psalmist’s moral self-
evaluation, but more a case of his reliance on God, confirming and building up his 
relationship with Yahweh. He waits on the Lord the whole day long (cf. Ps 25:5); he praises 
God and speaks of his righteousness all day long (71:8, 15). Then, when he is at his lowest 
ebb, he declares, “I keep my faith even when I am downcast (הנע)” (Ps 116:10), and he then 
concludes: "And now, what do I wait for? You are my only hope” (Ps 39:8). Such psalmodic 
language is often, directly or indirectly, a declaration of the innocence of the devotee and 
cleary points towards his personal and private piety.
138
 
  
                                                             
136 Craigie elaborates and suggests that the whole thing in Ps 18 has taken on “cosmic dimension” and uses 
language rooted in NE mythology, which has been “transformed to express the Lord’s deliverance of his human 
servant”. He parallels the poetic language of Babylonian Marduk and Tiamat, as well as the Canaanite myths of 
Baal, Mot and Yam. Craigie then concludes that in Ps 18 we are “dealing with adaptation, not simple borrowing” 
(cf. Craigie, 173). 
137 Cf. Ps 18:23 “All His ordinances were before me, and I put not away His statutes from me”. 
138 Also Pss 39; 64; 88. The self imprecatory psalms (Pss 6;7;16;38) are fine examples of protestations of 
innocence. 
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7. CULT-FREE PSALMS 
In the chapter entitled “The Collection of Psalms” (sections 10 and 14) in his 
“Introduction to Psalms: the genres of the Religious Lyric of Israel”, Hermann Gunkel deals 
with what he calls “cult-free poetry” or “spiritual, cult-free psalms” (Gunkel, par.10-14).139 
These are Psalms or psalmodic sections which belong to the individual’s personal pietistic 
practice. Most often, they are individual complaint songs as Gunkel states: 
Undoubtedly, psalmody held significance for the Temple service. This usage hardly 
needs proof. But what is the situation with respect to cult-free poetry and with respect 
to the non-cultic use of psalms originally composed for the cult? (Gunkel, par.13:10, 
p.342) 
He lists a number of examples of individual psalmodic types who have little or no 
direct connection to the Temple service, such as Jonah, Daniel, Jeremiah, Job.  The Psalm of 
Jonah is spoken from the belly of the fish (Jonah 2:2).
140
 Daniel went home and blessed the 
God of heaven, saying, “Blessed be the name of God from everlasting even unto everlasting” 
(Dan 2:20). Although this is presented as an original composition, it has a liturgical format, in 
common with the liturgy of the synagogue and there is no reason to use that in one’s private 
worship (cf. Lacocque, 43).
141
 Later on, Gunkel elaborates the idea of the Psalms which have 
no direct “relationship to the worship service”.142 What was the purpose of this particular 
collection of Psalms, which he calls “spiritual cult-free psalms” (Gunkel, par. 13:14, p.346)? 
He answers: “It was compiled with the intention of creating a devotional and home book for 
the pious laity”(ibid.). Spiritual songs were to inspire and encourage the pious and the ‘book’ 
for the pious was not composed for a cultic purpose. 
The subject of the psalmist’s sudden change of mood, from desperation to exuberance, 
which we tackled on few occassions ought to be considered yet again. Wevers here supports 
Gunkel’s explanation that the Psalms were a “book for the pious laity”.143 Wevers points out 
                                                             
139 Original title: “Einleitung in die Psalmen: die Gattungen der religiosen Lyrik Israels” (Gottingen, 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1933 and 1985) 
140 The actual cause and initial drive for Jonah’s psalmodic prayer are curiously explained by rabbinic 
interpretation of the use of the words “innermost part” (ךרי) and “belly” (ןטב) in Jonah 1:5 and 2:2: “It was a 
male fish, and since its insides were quite spacious, Jonah gave no thought to prayer. The Holy One, Blessed be 
He, gestured to the fish to vomit him into the mouth of a female fish which was heavily pregnant. Jonah was then 
uncomfortable and prayed. As it is said: And Jonah prayed from the loins of the fish” (Rashi, citing Midrash) 
(cf. Perry, 20-36) 
141 Cf. Ps 41:14; 106:48: “Blessed be the LORD, the God of Israel, from everlasting and to everlasting. Amen, 
and Amen”. Lacocque here gives some good examples of other biblical characters (Joseph, Jeremiah). In mortal 
danger, all experience the salvific and providential nature of divine actions (cf. Lacocque, 44). 
142At least these nine Psalms: 7;16;17;25;27;32;33;35;37 
143 In his study of individual complaint Psalms (“A study in the form criticism of individual complaint Psalms”), 
John Wevers aptly brings up the theme of the sudden change in the Psalmist’s mood, from utter discouragement 
to encouragement and a spiritual song of an individual (cf. Wevers,1956). 
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to two possible explanations of the pious swings in mood. One is the so-called psychological 
explanation, following Friedrich Heiler.
144
 
In the course of prayer, an unsought and unconscious metamorphosis suddenly takes 
place. The feeling of uncertainty suddenly disappears to be replaced by the joyous 
consciousness of being protected and hidden by the hand of a higher power (Wevers, 
81) 
The other interpretation for the psalmist’s sudden change of mood follows the 
explanations of Gunkel and Mowinckel, who proposed that after the complaint, the 
authoritative priestly blessing ushers in the change. And, although there is still complaint in 
the heart of the complainer, there is a sense of the certainty of being heard. It was an ipsissima 
verba Dei, hence fully efficacious, in the sense that the complaint was heard. So Gunkel: 
At the conclusion of the complaint songs, it is not uncommon to be able to observe a 
very noteworthy, abrupt change in the mood of the one praying. He still complains in a 
heart rending manner, and petitions importunely that he be heard and liberated. In the 
next instant he speaks with a comforting and happy soul like a person who no longer 
needs to petition”(Gunkel, par. 6:23, p. 180f). 
For example, after the fearful and prayerful petitions of Ps 13:1-4, the crux of the 
change we find in v.5 where the psalmist suddenly changes to his confessional mood, “as for 
me in your faithfulness I trust” (13:5). 
Gunkel here asks whether this sudden change of mood is to do with the “internal 
process of the one praying” or does this change depend “upon an external event”? If it is to 
be the latter, then it is due to a priestly oracle, for which some commentators believe it is 
associated with some kind of sacrifical offering of the petitioner. This interpretation then 
inevitably links the complainer to the cult and public office, rather than a private piety.
145
 This 
can hardly be supported for all the instances of the complaint psalms and the changes of 
mood. 
  
                                                             
144 Friedrich Heiler, Das Gebet (1923) 
145 Kuchler in Gunkel (Gunkel,par.6/23,p.182) 
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8. SILENCE AND THE UTTERED CRY 
8.1. The psalmist: his discontent and strife 
The psalmist’s discontent has been thoroughly discussed in the context of individual 
psalmodic laments or complaints. The psalmist’s potential strife with God, in the context of 
his piety, has been dealt with less. In the Psalter, we do not find the legal-judicial trial form, 
as in prophetic literature, yet the psalmist engages in confrontation and dispute with God in a 
similar manner. In his disorientation or self-defence (cf. the self-imprecatory psalms), the 
psalmist enters into dispute with his Maker.
146
 This is most evident in the imprecatory and 
self-deprecatory Psalms and/or generally when the psalmist protests his innocence (cf. Ps 
35:1, 23; 43:1). 
Only a few commentators have examined and recognised the psalmist’s 
contention/striving with God (ביר). There may be several valid reasons for this. Firstly, the 
root (ביר) with its cognates appears only rarely in the Psalter (Pss 35; 43; 55; 74; 103; 119), 
and mostly in the context of the psalmist appealing to God to defend him and his cause 
against his enemies. Thus, “Strive, O LORD, with them that strive with me; fight against 
them that fight against me” (35:1).147 Secondly, court procedures and debate between God and 
his people is linked to prophetic literature, particularly with the Isaianic writings (cf. Is 1:18; 
41:21; 43:26 etc). Thirdly, in the Psalter, the formal trial form of legal process between two 
parties, marked by lawsuit speeches, with the presence of the root ביר is not found.148 In his 
disorientation and discontent, the psalmist seems to be in an unenviable position (cf. 
Brueggemann, 1984: 51-122). Can his faith accommodate strife with his Maker? One typical 
feature is the psalmist’s protestation of his innocence (especially in the self-imprecatory 
psalms).
149
 There may be a mismatch between “our life experience of disorientation and our 
                                                             
146 The majority of studies of the Psalmist’s discontent focus on the Psalms which are generally categorised as 
Psalms of lament, “songs of complaint” or the “individual complaint songs”. Gunkel notes that affiliating the ‘I’ 
of the lament Psalms almost exclusively to the community is the “gravest mistake that the psalm research in 
general could have made”. (Gunkel, par.6,1; p.122). 
147 תא הוהי הביר-יבירי   
148 Surveying the lexicons to look for the precise (primary) meaning of ביר we find some variations and 
differences. e.g. the root ביר  in Is 3, הוהי בירל בצנ  (3:13): “The LORD standeth up to plead” (JPS); “The LORD 
rises to accuse” (NAB);”The LORD has taken his place to contend” (RSV). The same translations have 
different renderings of  ביר in the very similar text of the prophet Micah: םירהה  תא ביר םוק-  (Mic 6:1). Here, JPS 
gives ‘contend’, NAB ‘present your plea’ and RSV ‘plead your case’. I follow BDB, i.e. that the root ביר  has a 
common denominator, which could include bodily struggle (as in Ex 21: “When men quarrel ביר  and one strikes  
הכנ the other...” (21:18)) and verbal contention. Koehler-Baumgartner narrows down the meaning of the root 
almost exclusively to legal court procedures (cf. KB, 888). For a detailed discussion and literature on the root see 
James Limburg The root byr and the prophetic lawsuit speeches (JBL 88/3 1969). 
149 Cf. Is 1:18: “Let us reason together” (cf. “Let us set things right”, NAB). The verb here is חכי  (decide, 
settle). NAB is right to translate here ‘setting things right’, as the verb is used in a formal settlement of a matter 
in a reciprocal sense (cf. KD, vol. 7: 98). Similarly in Is 43:25-27, “Let us argue the matter together” - says 
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faith speech of orientation” (Brueggemann, 1984:51).150 Brueggemann observes that the 
minimal use of the lament psalms in the “serious religious use” is due to believing that faith 
“does not mean to acknowledge and embrace negativity” (ib.). Setting it all in the context of 
the psalmist’s disorientation and his piety he then brings in a community of faith: 
The use of these ‘psalms of darkness’ may be judged by the world to be an act of 
unfaith and failure, but from the trusting community, their use is an act of bold faith, 
albeit a transformed faith. (id.) 
Private piety of the psalmist is not to be divorced from the community of faith. The 
private and the communal are not exclusive of each other. In every respect, within the Psalter, 
we find the personal and the communal to be complementary. 
8.2. Silence and personal piety 
Silence is an important factor in the piety of any religion. Though the public worship 
is rarely silent, silence as a contemplative aspect of the individual’s worship, even within a 
communal liturgical events can be manifest.
151
 
Before tackling silence as a means of religious contemplation, other aspects of silence 
as found in the scriptural text and context must be considered. Silence may be the 
consequence of divine punishment (divine silence), the avoidance of pagan practices (priestly 
silence), personal crisis (boiling silence), or personal piety (contemplative silence). In general 
and in the Bible, silence is often an indication of personal crisis. It is a blockage in 
communication. But, silence may and usually does, speak more than thousand words. 
Mistakenly, silence is often thought of as mere absence of audible sounds or verbal 
communication. Sometimes, silence or being silent and speechless can be more powerful 
means of communication then verbalisation. The psalmist says; 'I am numb and utterly 
crushed; I wail with anguish of heart' (Ps 38:9). 
In fact, silence can represent the most intense and total communication. It may also 
enable a person to listen, hear, or simply rest. Deliberate, momentary silence in speech 
                                                                                                                                      
Yahweh; though here the verb used is  טפש But then there is also ’woe’ for those that want to argue with God: 
“Woe to him who contends with his Maker” ( תא בר יוה-ורצי ) (Is 45:9). 
150 An apt example of disorientation and (re)orientation is Habakkuk’s psalm in Hab 3. After Hab 3:3-17, with its 
terrifying theophanic demonstrations (3:3-15), the prophet is completely disoriented (“My inward parts 
tremble”) (3:16), then comes the full bliss of reorientation (“But I will rejoice in the Lord”) (3:18-19). 
151 In some modern religious traditions, e.g. Quakerism, worship is centred around silence, as an expression of 
waiting upon the Lord as well as touching the mystical. Communion in silence in this particular tradition extends 
to abstaining from outward religious practices (baptisms, sacraments, etc). Not only is personal piety fully 
internalised, but also communal piety and pietistic practice. An illustration is the so-called “inward baptism of 
the Holy Spirit”. 
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provides an opportunity for clarification or processing what has been uttered.
152
 This is why 
silence should not only be perceived as the absence of sound. It can also provide a space for 
listening. In biblical texts, silence is not a lack of communication, or an absence of speech. On 
the contrary, it seems that silence in the Bible is a dynamic concept and force. Silence 
‘speaks’ loudly, like an internal cry. The psalmist says, “My soul rests (םוד) in God alone” 
(Ps 62:1,6; Hab 2:20; Job 6:24; 33:1).
153
  However, there are challenges and fears when 
Yahweh goes quiet.
154
 In the face of great sufferings, a person one be dumb, like Job’s 
friends, who were unable to utter a word for a week, “for they saw how great was his 
suffering” (Job 2:13). 
Walter Brueggemann emphasizes not only the role of the psalmist’s personal piety in 
his discontent, but also his silence, which is broken as the words explode (cf. Brueggeman, 
1984, 1993). Such piety is not best exemplified in silence and Brueggemann continues to 
argue about the deadly power of silence. He rightly notices that the psalmist’s complaint is: 
“…not spoken by one who is a stranger to Yahweh, but one who has a long history of trustful 
interaction.”  (Brueggemann, 1984: 54)155 
8.3. Silence is a pressure cooker 
For the psalmist silence can be a kind of a ‘pressure cooker’, in which the ingredients 
boil and threaten to explode. While silence is threatening, one of the main terms for it is dmm, 
which is closely related to death. Being brought down to silence means descending to 
                                                             
152 Some religious traditions appreciate silence and contemplation as a way towards inner stillness. Silence is not 
merely an unpleasant absence of sounds, but making room for inner stillness and listening. In other traditions, 
silence causes discomfort, tension, disagreement, or even hostility and anger. The silence of one party is often 
filled by another party talking. In the tradition of the Roman church there was a notion of the so called ‘silent 
mass’, where a priest, without any presence of believers can say the Mass, silently on his own. This though is a 
long abandoned practice of the Church. 
153 Silence vocabulary: (םסח) in the sense of stopping a traveller or passer-by (Eze 39:11), also to muzzle an ox 
(De 25:4) or ceasing to speak, being silent (Ps 39:2) (cf. BDB: 340). סה mostly as an interjection in the 
imperative, as a command, such as “Hush!” When the people, gathered at the festive reading of the Law were 
sorrowfully grieving aloud, Nehemiah hushed them saying, “Be quiet, for this day is holy” (“Hush, for today is 
holy”) (שדק םויה יכ וסה) (Neh 8:11). The punishment of the idolatrous people, who were then inclined to call 
upon the name of Yahweh, includes the order: “Hush! We must not mention the name of the LORD.” (Am 6:10) 
(cf.KB:239) (השח). 
(טקש/  קתש in the sense of being calm, quieting down, as the stormy sea may quieten down (Jonah 1:11), also 
being at rest after the storm has passed (Ps 107:30), or keeping quiet and silent, rather than being afraid (Is 7:4). 
(םמד/םוד) In the biblical vocabulary of silence, the most powerful are derivatives of the verbal root dmm. The 
verb and its nominal derivative (המוד) (silence) almost unequivocally relates to annihilation and death. The 
nominal form dumiah (silence) refers to the place or land of silence, i.e. the grave. 
154 Paolo Torresan provides a short and introductory but useful study about the silence in the Bible (cf. Torresan, 
JBQ 31/3 2003). Also, Ernestine Schlant and her analysis of German literature and the silence in reference to the 
Holocaust, (cf. The Language of silence: West German Literature and the Holocaust) 
155 Cf. Ps 65:2 (ןויצב םיהלא הלהת הימד ךל) 
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destruction and the grave. Tyre will be lamented in the middle of the silence of the sea (cf. 
Eze 27:32). 
In Psalm 39 and Jeremiah 20, we find an excellent example of personal piety which is 
not fully lived or expressed in silence, thus as a pressure cooker it in boiling it ‘explodes’ in 
words.
156
 The psalmist initially resolves to sit in silence, lest he sins with his tongue and says 
something that he may later regret. Dahood translates 39:1, “lest I stumble over my tongue” 
(Dahood, I: 238).
157
 The psalmist muzzles his mouth םסח (39:1) i.e. keeps quiet (cf.39:10). 
But the silence kills him. It becomes unbearable and his heart and innards are like a burning 
fire (יברקב יבל םח) (39:4). Then the words start to flow. The NAB here translates, “I broke into 
speech”.158 The same pattern is found in Jeremiah’s inner struggles, especially in chapters 4 
and 20, which reflect the characteristic language of the lament Psalms. At the mere mention of 
God, Jeremiah would rather be silent. “I say to myself, I will not mention him, I will speak in 
his name no more. But then it becomes like fire burning in my heart, imprisoned in my bones; 
I grow weary holding it in, I cannot endure it” (Jer 20:9) (NAB). Jeremiah 4 contains even 
more powerful picture of this internal pressure on the verge of explosion. “My bowels, my 
bowels! I writhe in pain! The chambers of my heart! My heart moaneth within me! I cannot 
hold my peace! Because thou hast heard, O my soul, the sound of the horn, the alarm of war” 
(Jer 4:19). When the silence is broken, speech comes forth, perhaps one of the most powerful 
laments in the ‘Jobian’ style. “Cursed be the day on which I was born! May the day my 
mother gave me birth never be blessed! Cursed be the man who brought the news to my 
father, saying, "A child, a son, has been born to you!" filling him with great joy. Let that man 
be like the cities which the LORD relentlessly overthrew; Let him hear war cries in the 
morning, battle alarms at noonday, because he did not dispatch me in the womb! Then my 
mother would have been my grave, her womb confining me forever. Why did I come forth 
from the womb, to see sorrow and pain, to end my days in shame?” (Jer 20:14-18) (NAB). 
Yet, in all this struggle and distress, the speaking rather than the silence reveals the 
personal piety of the sufferer. On the other hand, maintaining silence and not speaking is the 
way to death, or eternal silence. Indeed, the psalmodic texts and biblical poetry recognise the 
realm of silence as death. Job contends that if he remains silent, it will be the assured way to 
death.  “If anyone can make a case against me, then I shall be silent and die” (Job 13:19).  
                                                             
156 See: Anger and fear. 
157 ינושלב אוטחמ יכרד הרמשא  (39:1) 
158 As Gunkel notes, often in such situations when the pious person seeks to “rouse himself to trust, the 
connection to YHWH in the form of the prayer is lost. Then the Psalmist speaks of God in the third person” 
(Gunkel, par. 6, 19, p.172). 
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9. THE SILENCE OF GOD 
9.1. The silence of God as punishment 
The motif of divine silence and hiddenness is common not only in psalmodic 
literature, either to portray the psalmist’s suffering and Yahweh’s distance from his troubles, 
or to denote divine hiddenness as the punitive action of God who hides from his people in 
response  to their wrongdoings (cf. De 31:17-18; Ps 30:8; Ps 89:47). In such situations the 
prophet calls Yahweh a ‘God of hiding’ or a ‘hidden God’ (deus absconditus).159 Yahweh is 
not only proactive in his punitive actions or manifestations of divine terror and majesty, but 
also simply withdraws (רוס), as in Is 2:10f and 3:1. “Get behind the rocks, hide in the dust, 
from the terror (דחפ) of the LORD and the splendour of his majesty!” (2:10) “The LORD of 
hosts shall take away from Jerusalem and from Judah support and all supplies of bread and 
water.” (3:1) 
God goes quiet, in the ultimate retributive action. In prophetic traditions, divine 
silence is described as a sealed book and a cessation of prophecies and visions. “And the 
vision of all this has become to you like the words of a book that is sealed. When men give it 
to one who can read, saying, "Read this," he says, "I cannot, for it is sealed. And when they 
give the book to one who cannot read, saying, "Read this," he says, "I cannot read.” (Is 29:11-
12).
160
 
There are times when a divine order comes to the prophets to keep silent and not 
prophesy.
161
 “Now, do not intercede for this people; raise not in their behalf a pleading 
prayer! Do not urge me, for I will not listen to you.” (Jer 7:16). 
The silence of punishment denotes God’s rejection of his own people. “I will cast you 
out of my sight” (Jer 7:15).162 The syncretistic habits of Yahweh’s people were now so 
widespread and customary that there was no point in praying any more. In fact, things had 
moved so far out of control that the Israelites had (i) started to practise syncretism at the 
household level and (ii) attempted to disguise idolatrous practices within the walls of the 
                                                             
159 In “indeed you are a God of hiding” (Is 45:15), this may be an expression of divine mystery, as many 
commentators have suggested. But, on the other hand, if God hides himself from his people in times of 
punishment of sins, why does He hide now in the salvific context of Is 45? Westermann and others note that the 
hiddenness of God may well refer to amazement at the way God has acted in choosing Cyrus as his “anointed” 
(45:1) (cf. Westermann, 1969:170). Similarly Delitzsch comments that the meaning here is that of a God “who 
guides with marvellous strangeness the history of the nations of the earth, and by secret ways which human eyes 
can never discern” (KD, vol.7; Delitzsch: 226). The same prophet (Isaiah) elsewhere concludes that God’s 
thoughts and plans may not match human ideas (cf. Is 55:8). 
160 Cf. Dan 12:9, Rev 5:1 
161 Similar examples can be found in the New Testament, particularly the Book of Acts, when the apostles were 
prevented by the Spirit of God from preaching (speaking) the gospel (Acts 16:6) 
162
 The language is similar when Saul is dethroned; because “you have rejected the word of the LORD, he has 
also rejected you from being king” (1 Sam 15:23). 
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Temple (cf.7:2-7). To them it seemed almost impossible that Yahweh would deny his own 
Temple. But this is exactly what Yahweh intended to do (cf.7:14-15). In other words, this 
sanctuary would not longer be a sanctuary for his idolatrous people. In effect, God closed both 
the door of the Temple and his mouth, retreating into silence (cf. Is 29:10). The frightening 
silence of God was not only present at the national level, but is also reflected in the psalmist’s 
fears in the midst of his suffering, above all the fear of being abandoned by God. 
Even more vivid pictures regarding the intensity of punitive silence are given to the 
prophets, such as that to Ezekiel. “I will make your tongue cleave to the roof of your mouth, 
so that you shall be dumb and unable to reprove them; for they are a rebellious house.” (Eze 
3:26). The prophetic silence lasted for a long time, and no one knew how long it would 
continue. The psalmist could only ask himself, “Until when?” (הנא דע) and “How long?” ( דע
המ) the silence would last before Yahweh would be merciful and show his grace again. He 
pleads,  “God of my praise, be not silent (שרח).” (Ps 109:1; cf. 39:13).163 
The punitive silence of God provokes not only the communal, collective desire of 
“returning to the Lord” (cf. Hos 6:1) but also gives rise to intense, personal pietistic 
reactions.
164
 For the psalmist, the fact that God has gone quiet is even more frightening than 
his active, retributive deeds. 
9.2. The silence of death and suffering 
The silence of God is also a perpetual theme of human suffering. The most familiar 
rationalisation follows the pattern, ‘where is God in my suffering?’ For the psalmist, already 
persecuted or suffering from illness, it is increased by fear of divine silence and the 
remoteness of God. More than personal disorientation, the absence of the divine voice, 
imparted through an authoritative prophet, was for the Israelites a religious-legal matter of 
serious concern in interpreting the Torah. For example, in matters of the Temple and altar 
arrangements there were times when issues remained unresolved until “a prophet should 
come and decide” (Cf. 1 Macc 4:44-46). 
The silence of Yahweh in the Psalms mostly denotes a mortal threat or a divine 
punishment in action. So, if God is silent towards the psalmist and his prayers, he fears he will 
“go down to the Pit” (cf. Ps 28:1). Silence as a response to the psalmist’s prayers is a sign of 
Yahweh being far away, thus he prays, “Be not silent and be not far from me”(Ps 35:22). In 
the crisis of suffering he says, “I am numb (גופ) and utterly crushed (הכד)” (Ps 38:9). This is 
                                                             
163 Dahood translates: “My God, be not deaf to my song of praise.” (Dahood, III:97). An identical phrase is 
found in Ps 39:13; “Do not be deaf to my weeping”. 
164 לא הבושנו וכל-הוהי  (Hos 6:1) 
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when the psalmist raises his voice and his prayer acquires an imperative mode. Whether by 
pleading to be heard: “Hear my voice!” (ילוק עמש) (Ps 5:3) or beseeching not to be silent: “Do 
not be silent!” (  לאשרחת ) (Ps 83:2; 8:1).165 In this he is very persistent and continues: “Listen 
to my prayer, LORD, hear my cry; do not be deaf (שרח) to my weeping!” (39:13) (NAB) (cf. 
Wevers:81). He cries and moans in the evening, morning and noon: “At dusk, dawn, and noon 
I will grieve and complain” (55:18) (המהאו החישא םירהצו רקבו ברע)166 
In his complaining (64:2) he pleads for mercy and awaits an answer. “Hear my voice 
when I cry to you, have mercy and answer me” (27:7). While Ps 28 is a personal cry, Ps 83 is 
an intercessory, national lament probably led by a priest or temple singer. In the former, the 
psalmist himself feels abandoned, but in Ps 83, God’s own people (83:4-5) who feel the 
silence of God. Apart from the help they seek for themselves, they raise the cause of God 
himself. For, these enemies are “your enemies” (v.3), they are “in league (תירב) against you” 
(v.6) (NAB). In effect the Psalm says: your enemies are our enemies and our enemies are your 
enemies. Therefore God must not rest (טקש) and be unmoved, or silent (ימד), or pretend to be 
deaf (שרח). 
9.3. Priestly silence 
In discussing the psalmist’s sudden change of mood, we noted the interpretation that 
this was due to priestly intervention (see above: The Psalmist and his prayer). Somewhat 
different explanation of the psalmist’s prayer personal piety must be faced. Now, instead of 
priestly intervention, there is priestly silence. Instead of prayer being firmly attached to the 
Temple, it belongs to popular religion (cf. Knohl, 1996: 17).   In the place of the psalmist’s 
prayer and the role of the priests in the temple service, Yehezkel Kaufmann and others argue a 
different case, the so-called “priestly silence” (cf. Knohl, 1996).167 In the case of the 
psalmist’s prayer, Kaufmann (et al.) argues that the priestly temple is the “kingdom of 
silence”.168 
This interpretation does not deny the Temple activities (liturgy, prayers and hymns), 
but argues against paganism and pagan priestly practices. In fact, Kaufmann argues that the 
                                                             
165 C.f. “God, do not be silent; God, be not still and unmoved!” ( לא םיהלא-ימד-לא ךל-לאו שרחת-לא טקשת ) (Ps 83:2) 
166 The two cohortatives here relate to the duration of this action as well as his resolution under compulsion (cf. 
GK, par.108g; Waltke/O’Connor: 171). 
167 See the works of Yehezkel Kaufmann, Israel Knohl, Menahem Haran, Nahum Sarna and Moshe Greenberg. 
Cf. “Texts, Temples and Traditions: a tribute to Menahem Haran”; M. Haran, “Cult and prayer” (in “Biblical 
and related studies”, 1985), N. Sarna, “The Psalm Superscriptions and the Guilds” (in “Studies in Jewish 
religion and intellectual history presented to Alexander Altmann on the occasion of his seventieth birthday”; ed. 
Stein, S. & Loewe, R., Univ. of Alabama Press, 1979) 
168 Cf. Kaufmann, 1960 in Knohl, p.17 
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priestly (temple) cult was performed in total silence.
169
 He maintains that not only psalms, but 
also prayers had no place in the priestly court. The priests wanted to avoid any magical 
elements associated with paganism, such as magical utterances. So the Israelite cult became a 
“domain of silence” (Kaufmann, 1960 in Knohl, p.17). 
The priestly temple is the kingdom of silence. In Egypt and Babylonia and in the pagan 
world in general, word and incantation were integral parts of the cult; act was 
accompanied by speech. The spell expressed the magical essence of cultic activity. In 
more developed form, pagan rituals might be accompanied by mythological allusions 
relating to events in the life of the gods. Speech thus articulated the magical-
mythological sense of the rites…P makes no reference to the spoken word in 
describing temple rites. (Kaufmann, 1960 in Knohl) 
There are some weak points in Kaufmann’s argument which deserve rejoinders. 
Firstly, he fails to account for the psalmist’s sudden change of mood. There are more than a 
few textual examples of priestly speeches set in the cultic context (cf. Lev 16:21; Nu 5:19; Nu 
6:24). Secondly, following Michael Fishbane’s criticism, it is unacceptable that most of 
priestly utterances verged on the magical, which is the starting point of Kaufmann’s priestly 
silence thesis.
170
 Fishbane points to certain difficulties in Kaufmann’s position, taking Nu 
5:11-31 as an example of priestly intervention. There, in the case of a woman accused of 
adultery, priestly intervention involved a combination of sacred acts (5:16-18, 23-31) and 
sacred words (5:19-22), which clearly form an example of cultic ritual, from which it may be 
difficult to conclude that psalmody was exempt from cultic events and accompanying priestly 
interventions. For example, when the people were ready to move on from an encampment and 
the Ark of the Covenant had to be made ready, Moses would perform a short ritual. 
“Whenever the ark set out, Moses would say, "Arise, O LORD, that your enemies may be 
scattered, and those who hate you may flee before you. And when it came to rest, he would 
say, "Return, O LORD, you who ride upon the clouds, to the troops of Israel“ (cf. Nu 10:35-
36).
171
 Clearly, Lev 16:20-22 (sending the scapegoat into the wilderness) is another example 
of a priestly ritual, accompanied by the priestly verba sacra. Similarly, in 1 Chr 15-16, the 
story of the bringing of the Ark to its rightful place in Jerusalem, the liturgy was accompanied 
by a psalm (cf.16:8-36). Thus, in his critique of Kaufmann, Fishbane rightly asks, “Were the 
Psalms totally divorced from cultic events in ancient Israel, in contrast to the rituals of 
Mesopotamia and the Second Temple?” (Fishbane, 1974: 28).  
                                                             
169 Cf. Knohl, 2007: 148 
170 Cf. M. Fishbane, “Accusation of Adultery: a study of the Law and Scribal practices in Numbers 5:11-31” 
(HUCA, 45, 1974), p.27-28. 
171 Fishbane also gives a resume of a number of difficulties with texts, such as here Nu 5:11-31 (see the 
discussion on pp.28-29). 
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10. SILENCE WILL BE BROKEN 
The psalmist concludes, “We do not see our signs; there is no longer any prophet, and 
there is none among us who knows how long” (Ps 74:9). There were great expectations that 
the divine silence would be broken by the arrival of a great prophet, as a precursor of the 
Messiah (though there was a degree of confusion as to how many prophets, or even Messiahs, 
were to be expected.
172
 
However, the Israelites of the New Testament days were still waiting for the 
reappearance of the prophets and prophetic ministry, which would be accompanied by 
supernatural powers and signs, particularly healing.
173
 When Jesus fed five thousand people 
by the Sea of Galilee and when those present witnessed it, they said, “This is truly the 
Prophet, the one who is to come into the world” (Jn 6:14). This re-appearing of the prophet of 
olden days would break the divine silence and be introduced in eschatological terms. The 
prophet Malachi foretells, “I will send you Elijah, the prophet, before the day of the LORD 
comes, the great and terrible day” (Mal 3:23). So the prophet Isaiah portrays God breaking 
his silence, “For a long time I have kept silent (השח), I have said nothing (שרח), holding 
myself in; But now, I cry out as a woman in labour, gasping and panting” (Is 42:14). 
Is 61 foretells the arrival of a prophet to “announce a year of favour from the LORD 
and a day of vindication by our God, to comfort all who mourn” (Is 61:2).174 Divine favour 
will return and the prophet’s task is to offer long-awaited comfort for “all that mourn”; part of 
the whole picture that perfectly fits with New Testament prophetic (and sometimes confusing) 
expectations. Commenting on Is 61, Westermann concludes that 
 … to the best of our knowledge, this was the last occasion in the history of Israel on 
which a prophet expressed his certainty of having been sent by God with a message to 
his nation with such freedom and conviction. (Westermann, 1969:367),  
This may conflict with his own remarks in relation to the comforter in question. He 
notes the unique character of this particular promise and the way it is presented, since it does 
not resemble the familiar form of a prophetic call, as in Is 6, Jer 1 or similar texts, though it 
resembles the forms of the Servant songs to a certain extent (Is 42; 49). Westermann 
concludes: 
A leading feature in this proclamation made by the messenger of salvation is the 
accumulation of meditorial functions, and of the qualities for it, that here heaped upon 
                                                             
172 Cf. Silberman, 1955; Brown, 1957; Brown, 1966: 49, 234; Burrows, 1952; Moore, 1911 
173 When a young blind man was healed by Jesus, he declared of Jesus, “He is a prophet.” (Jn 9:17). 
174  Since there is a juxtaposition of “year” and “day” Westermann comments that it shows “no particular event 
in mind, but a new era” (cf. Westerman: 367) 
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one person. This makes it very apparent that, at the time when these words were 
spoken, they had lost the clear co-ordination with definite functions which they once 
had, and in the process had also ceased to be precise. (Westermann, 1969: 365) 
This particular text poses several questions. Who is the comforter, and is he a prophet 
figure? Who is the person speaking and of whom is he speaking? Westermann may be right in 
saying that, at the time, the people “had lost the clear co-ordination with definite functions”. 
In the Isaian context, it can hardly be the prophet himself who speaks of himself in such an 
all-embracing way. Nowhere in Isaiah does prophet speak of himself at such length. A similar 
‘accumulation of functions’ is only found in such texts as in Is 9 and Is 11, where the prophet 
is not clearly identified. In (9:5) there is a (prophetic) child, and in (7:14), a “shoot from the 
stump of Jesse”. (11:1). 
10.1. Moses or Elijah ? 
Divine silence will be replaced by divine restoration and renewed communication. 
This comfort and the cessation of divine silence were expected for generations by the many 
pious in Israel. The report of the birth of Jesus of Nazareth and the events surrounding it are 
evidence of their existence.
175
 The expected prophet will be some kind of re-incarnation of an 
Old Testament prophet. Popular and religious expectations were expressed in terms of 
anticipation of Elijah, or Moses who seemed to rank somewhat higher than Elijah. John the 
Baptist, when cross-examined by the Jewish clergy, resisted being identified with any of the 
prophets.
176
 They asked him, "What then? Are you Elijah?" He said, "I am not." "Are you the 
prophet?". His answer was: "No” (cf. Jn 1:19-21).177 
There are several dilemmas to address here. One is the popular sentiment regarding 
John the Baptist’s ministry and his prophetic status, publicly supported by Jesus of Nazareth. 
The other is that while the Baptist resisted being identified as the reincarnation of an Old 
Testament prophet, he actually acted and spoke in exactly the manner of the awaited prophet. 
In fact popular opinion already considered John the Baptist to be a prophet, probably 
associated with Elijah: “They all thought John really was a prophet” (Mk 11:32). This 
                                                             
175 At the time of the events surrounding the birth of Jesus, there was a certain Simeon in Jerusalem. He was 
“righteous and devout (euvlabh,j)”; and “awaiting the consolation (para,klhsij) of Israel” (Lk 2:25). There was 
also a prophetess, Anna, who “spoke about the child to all who were awaiting the redemption (lu,trwsij) of 
Jerusalem” (Lk 2:38). 
176 Cf. Brown, 1966: 49,234. There are interpretations that suggest the Gospel of John emphasises the Baptist’s 
reluctance to be identified as a prophet because of the Johannine desire to avoid the following of John the Baptist 
(Richter in Brown: 49). 
177 Both Moses and Elijah traditionally appear in the anticipatory context of the coming prophet. On the Mount 
of the Transfiguration, it is Elijah and Moses who join Jesus (Mt 17:3; Mk 9:2-13; Lk 9:28-36). On another 
occasion, Jesus asks his followers about popular  perceptions regarding him, and they report that the people are 
divided, so some identify him as John the Baptist, others as Elijah (cf. Lk 9:19). 
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sentiment was supported by Jesus himself, who when examined about his own identity also 
spoke about John the Baptist. He endorsed John the Baptist as even “more than a prophet” (cf. 
Mat 11:9), adding to the mystification regarding which of the ancient prophets was to return. 
Jesus then answered to his disciples, when asked, “Why do the scribes say that Elijah must 
come first?” with the word: “Elijah will indeed come and restore (avpokaqi,sthmi) all 
things” (Mt 17:10-11).178 But then Jesus concludes with the enigmatic: “Elijah has already 
come, and they did not recognize him but did to him whatever they pleased” (17:12). This 
probably encouraged popular identification of John the Baptist with Elijah. 
John the Baptist himself, in word and deed, identified himself with Elijah and the one 
to come. While in Matthew and Luke he mainly behaves like a preacher of repentance and 
righteousness, in John, words he proclaims identifies himself as “the voice of one crying out 
in the desert, "Make straight the way of the Lord” (Jn 1:23). This is clearly a prophetic 
identification, by which he “declares his own ministry to be the immediate prelude to the 
great divine Event” (cf. Dodd, 1953: 292-93). Moreover, John the Baptist confirms his 
prophetic ministry by describing and hailing Jesus of Nazareth in Messianic terms: “Behold, 
the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world!” (Jn 1:29). 
What then of Moses and his stature? It seems Moses ranked somewhat higher than 
Elijah. So, in his Jerusalem speech, the apostle Peter, speaking of Jesus, cited the words of 
Moses from De 18:15, “A prophet like me will the LORD, your God, raise up for you from 
among your own kinsmen; to him you shall listen” (cf. Acts 3:22). In comparing the Israelite 
prophets with the pagan diviners of the surrounding nations, S.R. Driver concludes that this 
does not refer to a particular prophet, but rather an office (cf. Driver, S. R., 1978 rep: 227).
179
 
So, while Elijah would “restore all things” and in this way prepare the Messianic way, 
Moses would play a multiple role, as a re-incarnated legislator, judge and interpreter of the 
Law, who would be able to solve religious legal problems, as a (Ex 18), but also in the office 
of a prophetic intercessor and mediator (Ex 32:30; Nu 11:10f). Both are very illustrative of 
Moses’ earthly ministry.180 But the prophet to come would carry out several crucial functions. 
                                                             
178 Here Jesus’ words in Mt 17:11 “restore all things” (VHli,aj me.n e;rcetai kai. avpokatasth,sei pa,nta), follow 
LXX from Mal 4:6 of Elijah who will “turn the hearts of the fathers” (avpokatasth,sei kardi,an patro.j). 
179 Following the texts and contexts of Jdg 2:16,18 where Yahweh raises up judges over the Israelites as needed, 
Driver concludes that “the context shows that no single, or particular, prophet can be intended: it was a 
constantly recurring need which prompted the heathen to resort to diviners for the purpose of unlocking the 
secrets of the future; and as the prophet is to supply the place of such diviners in Israel, it must be a similarly 
recurring need which (so far as Jehovah permits it) he is designed to satisfy. It follows that the reference here is 
to a permanent institution, not to a particular individual prophet” (Driver: 227) 
180 Cf. Brown, 1966: 49 
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One would be to help construct an authoritative interpretation of religious legislation 
and the Torah. In that sense he would assume Moses’ judicial functions (cf. 1 Macc 4:44f). 
Secondly, even more importantly, he comes to break the silence between God and his people. 
By restoring real faith and understanding, thus making sure that the coming Messiah would 
not arrive among an unprepared people.
181
 In that the prophet would resemble Elijah. 
10.2. How many Messiahs? 
In the early Christian and Jewish communities there were further uncertainties and 
confusion regarding who would be the mediator in breaking the long-standing silence 
between God and his people. Who should they expect to come first, Elijah or Moses, or both 
at the same time? Some sectarian religious communities apparently awaited more than one 
Messiah. 
Examination of the spirituality of the Qumran community has revealed perplexity 
about the number of Messiahs expected. In his short but important work, Millar Burrows 
pursues the discoveries of Solomon Schechter (cf. Burrows, ATR: 1952).  Schechter found 
another Jewish sect (Damascus Covenanters), thus opened a discussion regarding various 
references to the “messiah of Aaron and Israel” or to “lay and priestly messiahs” in a writing 
known as the Zadokite Document.
182
 This confusion was brought about while analysing the 
Qumranic Manual of Discipline (DSD) (cf.IX:10-11), and comparing it with the Cairo 
Manuscript of the Damascus Covenanters (CDC). From these documents it appeared that 
these spiritual communities were awaiting one or two Messiahs. The Covenanters believed 
they were the real, faithful remnant of Israel. They declared that after Israel went astray by 
being unfaithful to God, there were men of both the priesthood and laity who had to secede 
and leave Judah: 
The land was laid utterly waste. Nevertheless, God still remembered the Covenant 
which He had made with their forbears and raised from the priesthood men of 
discernment and from the laity men of wisdom, and He made them hearken to Him. 
And these men 'dug the well'-that well whereof it is written, 'Princes digged it, nobles 
of the people delved it, with the aid of a mehoqeq' [Num. 21.18]. The 'well' in question 
is the Law. They that 'digged' are those of Israel who repented and departed from the 
                                                             
181 Cf. Hill, 1972: 269 
182 Solomon Schechter (1847-1915), a Jewish rabbi and scholar, unearthed manuscripts of a Jewish sect in Cairo 
(Damascus Covenanters) also known as the Zadokite Document. 
George F. Moore (HTR, 1911) reports comprehensively on the findings of S. Schechter from 1896-97 in a text 
published in the Harvard Theological Review (1911): “Among the Hebrew manuscripts recovered in 1896 from 
the Genizah of an old synagogue at Fostat, near Cairo, and now in the Cambridge University Library, England, 
were found eight leaves of a Hebrew manuscript which proved to be fragments of a book containing the teaching 
of a peculiar Jewish sect; a single leaf of a second manuscript, in part parallel to the first, in part supplementing 
it, was also discovered. These texts Professor Schechter has now published, with a translation and 
commentary.” (Moore, 1911:330) 
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land of Judah to sojourn in the land of Damascus (Zadokite document, ‘Of the 
Remnant’; V, 17f) 
In more than one place, the Covenanters’ eschatological language speaks of the times 
“until the lay and priestly messiah(s)” assume their office.”183 Without going into detailed 
analysis, Millar Burrows concludes that the texts could mean (1) "the coming of a prophet and 
of his Messiah, Aaron, and of Israel"; (2) "the coming of a prophet and of his Messiah, Aaron-
and-Israel"; or even
 
(3) "the coming of a prophet and of his Messiahs, Aaron and Israel".
184
 
  
                                                             
183 Cf. Zadokite document: ‘Of the future requital of the disobedient’ (VII-VIII) and ‘Prologue’ (XII-XIII). 
184 Cf. Burrows, 1952: 202-206 
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11. REALMS OF PIETY AND PRIVACY 
It has already been noted that there can be no sharp demarcation between personal and 
private piety on the one hand, and the public, liturgical aspect and participation on the other. 
However, in terms of Judaic religious typology and the record of Scripture, personal 
dedication is not only a matter of personal devotion it is a prerequisite of the full value of the 
cultus. This is why piety, personal and private, ought to be taken seriously into account and 
examined. 
11.1. Solitude vocabulary 
The verb דדב refers to loneliness and appears in the biblical text in various verb or 
noun forms. Its original meaning is 'to separate, to isolate'. It also appears as a noun ( בדד ) 
(solitude) (cf. Lam 1:1); but most frequently as an active participle (דדוב). The psalmist, 
during his sleepless nights, tosses and turns as an insomniac, feeling alone (דדוב) “like a bird 
on the roof”.185 “I lie awake, I am like a lonely bird on the housetop” (Ps 102:8), while in the 
preceding verse he compares himself and his loneliness to a pelican or owl in the deserted 
places (102:7).
186
 The openning of Lamentations of Jeremiah (Lam 1:1) begins with an 
introductory clause of a dirge, proclaiming the tormenting condition of the lone and 
abandoned city of Jerusalem: “How doth the city sit solitary, that was full of people!” (Lam 
1:1) (JPS) (םע יתבר ריעה דדב הבשי הכיא). The הכיא (where?, how?) would be better rendered as 
‘alas!’; i.e. “Alas, how the city is solitary”, with the ‘alas’ as an openning interjection to the 
sorrowful dirge (cf. De 1:12; Is 1:21; Lam 2:1). 
Separation and solitude for many biblical characters was a prelude to major emotional 
and religious experiences. 
11.2. Solitude narratives 
Many biblical characters had their deepest emotional and religious experiences in 
different forms of solitude, most of which were theophanic in nature. Solitude may be 
voluntary, or externally imposed isolation from human community.
187
 Solitude and loneliness 
may  be terrifying (cf. 1 Sam 21:2; 2 Sam 17:2). From the very outset of creation it is said that 
it was not good for man to be alone (ודבל םדאה תויה בוט אל) (Gen 2:18). 
Biblical texts present a great number of what we shall call 'solitude narratives' that 
contribute greatly towards a better understanding of personal and private piety. These are 
                                                             
185 Cf. Alter, 2007:354 
186 on the verb bdd see  Zobel, 1974:473-479 in TDOT vol.1 
187 Torah commands that for some human diseases, particularly infectious ones, the person “shall dwell alone in 
a habitation outside the camp” (בשי דדב אוה) (Lev 13:46) 
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stories and narratives in which a pious individual in his solitude seeks the divine presence. For 
better or for worse. Two brief questions are necessary here. Firstly, how does a narrative 
connect or relate to poetry? Secondly, how do solitude narratives relate to the subject matter 
of piety in privacy? 
We cannot go into a detailed analysis of the literary structure of narration and 
narratives. Their connection has been presented earlier in this work, examining how narrative 
elements are evidently present in psalmodic poetry (see Narrative elements and poetic 
imagination). Alter's exposition is particularly useful here on how parallelism, a typical poetic 
device, is not mere repetition, but can be seen as a constituent part of a narrative poem. Poetry 
indeed tells a story, in its own way, using a distinct literary instrumentary. On the connection 
between poetic parallelism and narration, Alter says, 
The parallelism of biblical verse constituted a structure in which, through the 
approximately synonymous half-lines or verses, there was constant repetition that was 
never really repetition...so that every restatement is a new statement. (cf. Alter, 
011:122)
188
 
 
Secondly, such biblical solitude stories provide a “precondition for the reception or 
transmission of a divine revelation” (Zobel, 1974:477), also most certainly true in the context 
of the pious man of the Psalms. Bar-Efrat aptly remarks that Hebrew Bible narratives are of 
“the highest artistic quality” (Bar-Efrat, 2004:9), which is even truer of the solitude 
narratives. In these narratives, apart from the wider context of each particular one, there is a 
detailed description or portrait of the character in question. The narrator is inside the narrative 
as an integral part of the narration. At times, the narrator is obvious and palpable; as in first-
person narratives, which frequently occur in the psalmodic material. At other times, he is less 
apparent.
189
 In some solitude narratives, solitude is of the narrator’s own choosing, 
preliminary to impending events or expectations (Moses, Daniel). For others it is somewhat 
traumatic experience, an isolation of sorts, filled with resentment and depression (Jeremiah), 
even with suicidal feelings (Elijah, Jonah).  For yet others, it is filled with fear and 
encountering the unknown (Jacob). 
Moses. had solitude and times of privacy with YHWH in the meeting tent (דעומ להא) 
(Ex 33:9f.). There he conversed with God “face to face” ( לא םינפ-םינפ ) (33:11). As opposed to 
somewhat enigmatic theophanic experience of the burning bush story of Ex 3, now Moses' 
privacy and familiarity with YHWH is elevated as described in Nu 12:8, where he speaks 
                                                             
188  Cf. Broyles, 1989, Bar-Efrat, 2004 
189  The relationship between the narrator and the characters is well presented in Bar-Efrat's study. (cf. Bar-Efrat, 
S.  Narrative art in the Bible (2004, 9,13,47f.) 
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with God “mouth to mouth” ( לא הפ-הפ ). In the incident of the rebellion of Mirian and Aaron 
against Moses, the heavenly arbiter intervenes in favour of Moses, “face to face I speak to 
him, plainly and not in riddles. The presence of the LORD he beholds, why, then, did you not 
fear to speak against my servant Moses?“ (Nu 12:1,8). This unparalleled relationship is 
confirmed in the New Testament (Heb 3:1-6) where Moses, the keeper and mediator of the 
Covenant, is uniquely compared with Jesus Christ.
190
 Solitude narratives continue throughout 
the Old Testament with a diversity of experiences. The common denominator in them all is a 
theophanic element. 
Daniel. Another example of privacy is exemplified in Daniel's experience of 
separation (דדב) from others, in his solitude episode in Dan 10:7-8 (ידבל יתראשנ ינאו), “So I 
was left alone”. Though surrounded by people; 'people who were with me did not see the 
vision' (10:7b), in the face of this unique event Daniel is a lone witness. There follows a 
private trance-like experience with clearly psychosomatic manifestations. These are 
frequently found in the solitude experiences of the pious psalmist, as well as other biblical 
characters.
191
 In crucial situations, Daniel's custom was to go to the seclusion of his room in 
prayer, facing the direction of the City.
192
 Another example of personal, yet very private 
experience we find in king David's mourning over his son Absalom, when the king “he went 
up to the room” and wept (2 Sam 19:1). In his privacy, David wept over his son, though he 
betrayed his father, 
The king was shaken, and went up to the room over the city gate to weep. He said as he 
wept, "My son Absalom! My son, my son Absalom! If only I had died instead of you, 
Absalom, my son, my son! (2Sam 18:33) 
Jacob. One of the first Old Testament solitude narratives is Jacob wrestling with a 
'man'. Again, Jacob “was left alone (ודבל בקעי רתויו), but a man ‘wrestled with him’ (Gen 
32:25). This solitude narrative of Jacob seems to be archetypal as a major turning-point in the 
lives of so many biblical characters. For him, Jacob, this was neither a voluntary decision, 
neither a pleasant experience, yet somewhat of a pattern in the biblical solitude narratives.  
Elijah. The prophet's experience is in a way unique. Though this is not the only 
example of depression which led to solitude and even suicidal attempts and feelings (cf. 
                                                             
190 Moses was superior to the subsequent prophets in the way tha they continued to build upon the foundations 
which were set by Moses. New foundations were laid down, and a discontinuity came with Jesus of Nazareth. 
191 Similar to these is Paul's experience on the Damascus road in NT. In his Damascus experience, Paul, though 
accompanied by others, he was the sole witness of the vision  (Ac 9:7). 
192 The first mention of this practice of facing Jerusalem in private prayer may be found in 1Ki 8:44 
(cf.Lacocque, 1979:114). On this custom see: Young, 1972:135. 
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Jonah). Elijah, after all he had been through, he felt abandoned, forsaken and yet again joined 
the club of all those who felt abandoned and “left alone” (ידבל ינא). He is now begging for his 
life to be taken, ‘take away my life’ (1Ki 19:4), even though there were those who already 
sought his life to be termineted (התחקל ישפנ תא ושקביו) (1 Ki 19:01). However, as a matter of 
pattern, there follows an exceptional theophanic experience and an outcome to his solitude 
experience, 'go and return..' (1 Ki 19:15), i.e. - get up and get on with it. 
Jeremiah is not quite sure whether he really enjoys his solitude. Initially, God's word 
is a joy to him, when he sits alone (דדב) (Jer 15:16-17), but then YHWH fills him with 
indignation (15:17). His lamentation is then clearly also a protestation of innocence (“I did 
not sit in the company of merrymakers”, 15:17). The phrase “O Lord, you know”, as in Jer 
12:3 and elsewhere, is a protestation of innocence formula (cf. Is 45:4-5). Jeremiah then 
indirectly proclaims his solitude as being cast out in some way, 
O LORD, thou knowest; remember me and visit me (רכז), and take vengeance for me 
on my persecutors. In thy forbearance take me not away; know that for thy sake I bear 
reproach. Thy words were found, and I ate them (לכא), and thy words became to me a 
joy and the delight of my heart; for I am called by thy name, O LORD, God of hosts. I 
did not sit in the company of merrymakers, nor did I rejoice; I sat alone (דדב), because 
thy hand was upon me, for thou hadst filled me with indignation. (15:15-17) (RSV) 
Jonah. All these biblical characters found themselves in very private places of 
personal emotional and religious experiences. However, perhaps the most unusual place of 
seclusion and privacy was that whale’s belly where Jonah endsup and sends up his prayer 
(Jon 2:2). The scenography of Jonah’s psalm and experience is portrayed by some unusual 
expressions. It is also issued from an unusual place, from the belly of Sheol, i.e. from the gates 
of death: I called to the LORD, out of my distress, and he answered me; out of the belly of 
Sheol (לואש ןטבמ) I cried (Jonah 2:2). His seclusion is finalized by an unusual word, by 
closing of the bars of the netherworld, “the earth with her bars closed upon me” ( היחרב ץראה
ידעב) (2:7b). 
As the 'belly of Sheol' is being mentioned here,  we ought to note the significance of 
the abdominal organs (here: belly, ןטב) in general, as far as the personal and private emotional 
and religious experiences appears in biblical texts. Theodore Perry rightly notes that the 
biblical belly is “a conceptual merism” (Perry, 2006:31). That is, it is an ambivalent word, 
with two opposite meanings which then form a whole. In the biblical (con)text belly may 
denote either death or birth (see here: Biblical gastroenterology). There are two primary 
meanings. That of absorption and ingestion, thus destruction and death; or as the womb, thus 
the place of birth and life. The two aspects of belly, repeatedly occur and alternate in biblical 
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texts. In Jonah’s psalm (Jonah 2), we find the engaging usage of anthropological terms, like: 
“belly of Sheol” (2:3) or the “heart of the seas” (2:4). Although these may appear to be 
somewhat unusual, they are not so surprising. That is, bearing in mind that Jonah in his 
loneliness is facing a near-death experience. At the same time as wanting to die, he 
nonetheless chooses and seeks life (Jonah 2).
193
 
Another term designating privacy (or secrecy) is denoted by the verbal root רתס, with 
its primary meaning to hide or alternatively to lie in wait to attack, hiding in an ambush. The 
nominal form הרתס denotes a hiding place (cf. De 32:38) or a place of secrecy (Ps 9:17).194 
The wicked waits in ambush to kill the innocent in secret (cf. Ps 10:8). Jeremiah decides to 
cry, appeal and pray to God in privacy, “My soul shall weep in secret” (Jer 13:17).195 
However, there is neither a hiding or a private place where God will not be able to see and 
find, “Can a man hide himself in secret places so that I cannot see him? says the LORD. Do I 
not fill heaven and earth? says the LORD” (Jer 23:24).  
The pious psalmist is aware that there is nowhere to hide from God (cf. Ps 139:7); he 
can only go to a place of 'hiding' in order to open his soul to God in privacy. 
11.3. Solitude or conventions 
In this chapter, an examination of situations and texts regarding the pious psalmist’s 
personal religious experience exercised in solitude and privacy will be presented. The 
emotional dimension plays an important role in understanding the private piety of the 
psalmist. On the other hand, some commentators suggest that particular phrasemes found in 
what appears to be a personal prayer are simply a conventionalised body of formulae chanted 
by the pious. Should that be the case, it would weaken our case for the personal and private 
piety of the Israeli faithful. The proposition, should be seriously considered, but one wonders 
how realistic it is, bearing in mind the average person’s level of literacy and the accessibility 
of  written material at the time. 
One cannot disregard that in the wider range of biblical psalmodic literary types, a 
number of songs are put into the mouths of ordinary people (Jonah, Hannah, Mary etc), who 
appropriate them for their personal and private devotion. One also cannot overlook the 
extreme frequency with which YHWH is designated as “my” (my God, my shepherd, my 
                                                             
193 Theodore Perry elaborates on  Jonah’s psalm, helpfully explaining its anthropological dimensions. Cf. Perry, 
2006:20-36 
194 ’let them be your protection’ ( היהרתס םכילע י ) (De 32:38) 
195 Here a denominative, from רתס, formed with the prefixed מ is רתסמ, the hiding place or secret place (cf. Ps 
10:8, Ps 17:12, Ps 64:5 etc) 
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rock, my salvation). These utterances, in the first person singular, cannot be simply ascribed 
to corporate anthropology, the collective person or poetic convention.
196
 
Psalm 18 is a good example. It is one of the longest psalms in the Psalter (only Pss 78 
and 119 are longer).
197
 The Psalm opens with a profound personal statement, “I love you 
Lord” (18:2), expressed by using the root ‘rhm’ (םחר), which is clearly a very suggestive 
personal term of intimacy. Perhaps the phrase:  הוהי ךמחרא  would be better translated as, 
“Lord, you are my love”.198 After that comes an unusual series of ‘my’ expressions 
verbalizing deeply personal devotion: 
The LORD, my rock, my fortress, my deliverer, My God, my rock of refuge, my 
shield, my saving horn, my stronghold! … The LORD lives! Blessed be my rock! 
Exalted be God, my savior! (Ps 18:3,47) 
This personal, even intimate declaration of piety is conveyed by a progression 
anthropological terms, particularly referring tothe internal organs, intestines and digestive 
system. On the other hand, powerful anthropopathic expressions convey YHWH's personal 
and intimate allegiance to Ephraim his “dear son”. The biblical poet declares that it arises in 
the divine intestines; „Is Ephraim not my favored son, the child in whom I delight? Often as I 
threaten him, I still remember him with favor; My heart stirs for him, I must show him mercy, 
says the LORD”. (Jer 31:20). Although the translators here, no doubt for the stylistic reasons, 
speak about the “heart”, we have here in the text the “innards” and “womb” (= mercy). 
It is YHWH's bowels (העמ)  which are in tumult here. Eugene Peterson (The Message) 
translates v.20c as “Everything in me cries out for him” (ול יעמ ומה). God's merciful action to 
come and his yearning for Ephraim are expressed using the root םחר (womb), and another 
strongly anthropopathic expression, ונמחרא םחר („I will surely have mercy on him“). 
Unfortunately, most translators ignore the vital difference between the heart and intestines, as 
used by the biblical poet, so most frequently the entire array of internal organs is simply 
translated as the heart. This not only an injustice to the writer, but surely weakens the 
intimation of the original text. 
  
                                                             
196 Cf. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship, vol.1:44 
197 Ps 18 is almost identical to 2 Sam 22. 
198 The root  םחר means deep love, mercy, womb 
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12. REALMS OF PRIVACY 
Such very personal expressions foreshadow statements concerning piety in privacy, 
and this examination will focus on three aspects: the spatial, temporal and anthropological 
dimensions. In many Psalms, all three aspects of piety in privacy may appear (e.g. Pss 77 and 
88). Or, in an example from Psalm 25, “My eyes are ever toward the LORD, for he will pluck 
my feet out of the net,”(25:15) the psalmist's continual confidence in God is expressed in 
anthropological (eyes) and temporal (always) terms. 
The spatial dimension is concerned with the fact that it is not strictly localized (the 
Temple) as might be expected. . From this, the temporal outlook emerges, i.e. the duration of 
the psalmist's personal and private devotion and the fact that it is not bound to a place or a 
limited by time. Finally the anthropological aspect shows that expressions of piety are linked 
to tangible, bodily concepts, expressed by gestures and movement, and/or indicative of 
psychosomatic phenomena. 
12.1. Anthropological dimensions 
Anthropology and anatomical idioms shed a particular light on the nature of the 
psalmist's personal and private, religious and emotional experience. Careful examination of 
the texts shows that his physical condition also changes.
199
 What makes for more intricacy 
intricate is the variety of homonymous anatomical idioms (cf. Gruber, 1983:252f.), as it has 
already been mentioned in the case of belly (ןטב). It has been frequently suggested that the use 
of anthropological and anatomical terms in biblical poetic texts are mere literary devices used 
as synecdoche. That is to say, any single part of the human body or anatomy can represent the 
whole person, the 'self'.
200
 
This may be true for some more frequently used anthropological and anatomical terms 
but not for all. For example, the use of שפנ (neck, soul) or שאר (head), even םצע (bones) may 
be synecdoche for a whole person. In Psalm 6, the psalmist declares, “my bones are 
troubled“, meaning, 'I am troubled'. Nonetheless, there are texts where body parts cannot be 
considered as synecdoche, and simply as literary devices, but rather expressions denoting an 
                                                             
199 A later chapter (The Psalmist’s emotions) will examine aspects of psychobiology and physiology as related to 
thepsalmist's emotional condition. Some commentators, though not many, who have addressed these issues, 
ought to be noted: Collins (1971), Gruber (1993), Driver (1953), Boyle (2001), and Kruger (2001, 2002). There 
is also a fresh contribution in the recently published PhD dissertation (2014) by AngelaThomas in which she 
examines anatomical idioms and related emotional expressions. 
200 synecdoche, as a figure of speech is a kind of metonymy. That is to say that a part denotes and represents a 
whole. For example, in biblical texts the 'soul' (שפנ), as a 'part' of a human being, denotes a whole 'person'. While 
metaphors operates on the basis of similarity ('love is strong as death', Sol 8:6) (metaphor), synecdoche is a 
matter of association ('sing aloud, O daughter of Zion, shout, O Israel', Zep 3:14) (synecdoche). In the latter 
case, Zion being an association for whole Israel. 
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emotional or physical state. An apt example we find in Psalm 22, where the psalmist 
describes his sufferings and anxieties. 
I am poured out like water, and all my bones are out of joint; my heart is like wax; it is 
melted within my breast; my mouth
 
is dried up like a potsherd, and my tongue sticks to 
my jaws; you lay me in the dust of death (Ps 22:14-15) 
Commenting on the expressions, Artur Weiser suggests that we should assume 
“various phrases are mere figures of speech” (Weiser, 1962:223). Though, he immediately 
concludes that the psalmist means that his limbs, actually his body “fails him” (id.). It is 
surely unconventional that a phrase be both a figure (of speech) and an objective description 
of a physical state all at the same time. 
Other authors, like Mayer Gruber (1978, 1980, 1983, 1987), focuse on the issue of 
anatomical idioms in biblical texts and successfully demonstrates that their use is not only a 
matter of conventionalized poetic literary forms or figures of speech. In their arguments they 
successfully attest the psychosomatic and physiological conditions of the psalmist. We can 
say that the psalmodic use of body parts and anatomy often go beyond poetic erudition, 
conventions and literary embellishment. At times it can be a prop to literary style, but it also 
reveals the vigour of the psalmist’s experience in terms of psychobiology.201 His internal 
organs, particularly the abdominal organs, like stomach, kidneys, liver, bowels or womb 
become extraordinary instruments of religious expression and no doubt a superb source of 
insight into the his emotional predicaments. 
The juxtaposition of body parts, which often come in pairs within a single verse, is not 
unusual in the Psalter. The reason behind such pairings lies in literary patterns. Particularly in 
respect of the rules of parallelisms, which undoubtedly is the cornerstone of Hebrew poetry. 
Following the initial work of the Anglican bishop Robert Lowth (1710-1787) numerous 
studies of Hebrew poetic and psalmodic parallelism have been produced.
202
 Harshav 
introduces a prosodic system which he calls semantic-syntactic parallelism.  Fundamentally, 
                                                             
201 There is communal biblical anthropology articulating the experience(s) of Israel as a living corporate 
personality. In that respect „I“ and „we“ may altrenate within the same psalm. However, in a great number of 
texts, the reference is clearly to the individual and his anatomy, and cannot be mistaken for the collective 
anthropological sayings or figuration. 
202 The contributions of Robert Alter and Benjamin Hrushovski (Harshav) in modern times, building upon 
Lowth, on the subject are particularly worth noting. Since the investigation of Hebrew poetic parallelism has 
been an insistence on looking for rhyme or regularity of meter, Robert Alter suggested that this insistetnce might 
be misguided. Harshav’s approach brought a fresh impetus to studies in Hebrew poetry and parallelisms. Both 
Alter and Harshav contributed greatly in emphasizing that ther is more dynamic aspect, beyond the structural 
one, to the psalmodic poetry. Cf. Alter, R. The Book of Psalms: a translation with commentary (2007); Harshav, 
B. Prosody, Hebrew (in Encyclopaedia Judaica, 1972, vol.13) 
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it is the building up of semantic momentum based on development from the more general to 
the specific, accompanied by mounting suspense. For example: 
Have mercy on me, O LORD, for I am wretched (למא); 
O LORD, heal me, for my bones are troubled (Ps 6:2 (3) 
The first line is a general plea (have mercy!) while the second line is physically 
specific (heal me!). It would be a mistake to think that the poet is merely repeating the same 
thing in different words, or stringing together psalmodic cliches and formulas.
203
 Martin Noth 
is right in alerting us that the study of forms (Formgeschichte) should not become formula 
criticism (Formelgeschichte). Robert Alter also rightly comments, saying, that there is more 
to it than stereotypical language, 
Although some psalms are laden with stereotypical language in which both the 
parallelism within the line and the poem as a whole are relatively static, the strong 
forward thrust in many of these lines of poetry as well as from line to line means that 
this is by and large a highly dynamic poetic system in which ideas and images are 
progressively pushed to extremes and themes brought to a crisis and a turning point 
(Alter, 2007:XXIV) 
Alter and Harshav's explanations of the concept of semantic-syntactic parallelism is a 
great contribution to a better understanding of the anthropological dimension in the Psalter. 
Particularly in pointing out and in highlighting the place of anthropological pairings. For 
example, such anthropological pairings will include pairs like 
a) heart-face: 'my heart says, "seek his face!" Your face, LORD, do I seek' (Ps 
27:8); 
b) heart-soul: 'my heart is glad, and my soul rejoices' (Ps 16:9) 
c) heart-eyes: 'rejoicing the heart; the commandment of the LORD is clear, 
enlightening the eyes' (Ps 19:8).
204
 
d) hands-feet: ‘the works of your hands; you have put all things under their feet’ 
(Ps 8:6) 
e) eyes-hands: 'my eye grows dim through sorrow.. I spread out my hands to you' 
(Ps 88:10). 
In these pairings and in the light of semantic-syntactic parallelism, it is fascinating to 
observe the pairing of human anthropology with divine anthropomorphism and 
anthropopathism.
205
 There is frequent anthropomorphic and anthropopathic pairings, 
                                                             
203 Cf.Alter, 2007:XXII-XXIII 
204 cf. 19:3, 38:11, 73:7 
205 anthropopatism, in biblical texts, a frequent manifestation of human emotions and feelings, attributed to a 
divine subject. 
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particularly in biblical poetic parallelisms. We often find human and divine intents or 
yearnings paralleled; as in Ps 27: “My heart says to me, seek God's face”(Ps 27:8). In Ps 10 
the pairing is the human heart and the divine eyes (face), the psalmist thinks “in his heart, 
"God has forgotten, he has hidden his face, he will never see it” (Ps 10:11). How is it that the 
psalmist commends his spirit and his life into God's hands (cf. Ps 31:5)? How does this pair: 
hands-spirit, perform ? 
The Genesis flood narrative is another case in  which hearts, divine and human, and 
God's eyes are paralleled. God was deeply grieved (בצע) in his heart, even regretted (םחנ) that 
He created man, when he saw what prevailed in human hearts (Gen 6:6).
206
 In all this, 
gestures (hands, eyes, face) is another important aspect in the non-verbal communication of 
the psalmist's piety, through which diverse range of religious and emotional experiences are 
expressed. 
 
12.2. Location 
A number of psalmodic passages show that the devotee's piety is not undividedly 
attached to the public place of worship or collective self-identification. His piety in solitude is 
clear in the texts. It can be exercised in one’s house, and for the pious psalmist in the privacy 
of his bed. The latter often being not only the deepest experiences but often a traumatic 
sleepless nights with laments. 
12.3. Privacy and prayer 
The demarcation between religious experience which is personal and that which is 
private has already been examined. The former clearly incorporates manifestations of public 
and institutional religion. The latter is assigned to the pious man and the privacy of his 
solitude (see here: Solitude narratives). However, an additional note on this section is 
desirable. In The varieties of religious experience, William James, fundamentally following 
the dichotomy between the numen locale and numen personale of religious typology, 
expounds on external religion and internal experience, 
At the outset we are struck by one great partition which divides the religious field. On 
the one side of it lies institutional, on the other personal religion. As M. P. Sabatier 
says, one branch of religion keeps the divinity, another keeps man most in view. 
Worship and sacrifice, procedures for working on the dispositions of the deity, 
theology and ceremony and ecclesiastical organization, are the essentials of religion in 
                                                             
206 The description of the divine-human relationship preceding the deluge in Gen 6 is intriguing. There the 
human and divine hearts are intertwined, “The LORD saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and 
that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And the LORD was sorry that he 
had made man on the earth, and it grieved him to his heart.” (Gen 6:5-6) 
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the institutional branch. Were we to limit our view to it, we should have to define 
religion as an external art, the art of winning the favour of the gods. In the more 
personal branch of religion it is on the contrary the inner dispositions of man himself 
which form the centre of interest, his conscience, his deserts, his helplessness, his 
incompleteness. (James, 2013:36). 
 
The internalisation of the devotee’s faith and private manifestations result in deeply 
intimate personal experiences. In the Psalter, it most probably has a basis in real events. The 
text shows that some kind of change has happened, with the concomitant emotional reaction 
to the event(s). As for the structure of these emotions, this will also have to be examined. 
Who or what were the agents that caused the affective reactions of the psalmist? Were some 
of these perhaps only construals about the things that happened? We can only guess. 
In all this, the individual transacts religious 'business' by himself. The relationship 
between him and God is conducted personally and privately in solitude, between the devotee 
and his God, from heart to heart, and from soul to soul. How the psalmist's solitude and 
private religious experience are forcefully manifested in many aspects and texts within the 
Psalter will be shown. Yet his personal piety in solitude is not dissonant with public worship. 
The connections can easily be established and are beyond any reasonable doubt. On the other 
hand, whether there were any devotional books for the pious laity to use at home, beyond the 
cultic public worship service, is another matter. There are suggestions that there was a 
peculiar collection of “spiritual, cult-free psalms” in circulation, strictly for personal and 
private use. Though the privacy of the psalmist's personal piety is beyond any reasonable 
doubt, the alleged existence of a personal prayer book is a highly unlikely, speculative 
interpretation.
207
 
12.4. Ritual acts and private piety 
It has already been highlighted that public worship and ritual acts do not preclude the 
personal and private piety of the devotee. In fact, it is precisely the individual's personal and 
private piety that gives meaning to ritual acts of worship,
208
 just as personal or individualistic 
piety cannot dispense with ritual acts. The two are complementary. H.H.Rowley notes well 
that “where the ritual act was prescribed, sincerity of penitence could not dispense with it. 
Neither could the act dispense with the spirit.” (Rowley, 1967:246). The prophets noted more 
than once that ritual acts which did not involve the heart and action were futile. When the 
                                                             
207 Gunkel suggests that a number of psalms which, according to him, have no place in any tradition within the 
Psalter, are probably a compilation “with the intention of creating a devotional and home book for the pious 
laity” (Gunkel, 1998:346). 
208 See The psalmist and his prayer. 
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people “delight to draw near to God”, but their hearts are not in tune with their rituals, their 
worship is becomes hateful to God.
209
 
Because this people draw near with their mouth and honour me with their lips, while 
their hearts are far from me, and their fear of me is a commandment of men learned by 
rote. Therefore, behold, I will again do marvelous things with this people, wonderful 
and marvelous; and the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the discernment of 
their discerning men shall be hid. (Is 29:13) 
The prophets continually confronted such dichotomous situations, where the visible 
(acts of worship) was in dissonance with the invisible (personal piety). We are back in the 
sphere of religious typology and its constant tensions between the personal and localised 
God. Superficial religiosity cannot 'localise' God's freedom (cf. 2 Sam 7:5-7). The false 
reliance of the numen locale type of institutionalised religion, without the full integrity of the 
faithful, carries no warranty of divine presence, therefore they are to, 
Amend your ways and your doings, and I will let you dwell in this place. Do not trust 
in these deceptive words: `This is the temple of the LORD, the temple of the LORD, 
the temple of the LORD (Jer 7:3-4) 
Namely, the holy ground of the Temple was considered to be sufficient guarantee for 
security. It is a peculiar type of extortion. The implication is that since the temple is so 
important to God, he would be obliged to assure them safety. 
Probably the most cynical, even sarcastic prophet who addressed this issue was Amos. 
Of course he did not refute the need to approach God. This is evident in his frequent use of 
the verbs 'to draw near' (i.e. 'in the midst') (ברק) and 'to seek' (שרד). The prophet's criticism of 
ritual acts of worship divested of the 'heart' content is unique and at times, scathing. He calls 
their songs mere screaming (המה) (Am 5:23), while their festivals and feasts are hateful (אנש) 
to YHWH (Am 5:21).
210
 It has been already noted that psalmodic piety cannot be fully 
grasped apart from Hebrew anthropology of the individual which places the human heart and 
innards at the centre of events. In terms of religious typology, Judaic religion should be 
viewed primarily as a 'religion of the heart of flesh', whereas the institutional aspect is in 
service of personal piety. The heart here is more than the seat of decision-making; and this is 
why the texts so frequently call upon a 'clean' and 'fleshy' heart.
211
 The more discerning 
religious leaders of Israel were fully aware that “it was the spirit that gave meaning to the act 
and that the spirit was more important than the act.” (Rowley, 1967: 246). 
                                                             
209 Cf. Is 58:2  ןוצפחי םיהלא תברק “They delight to draw near to God” (cf. Ps 73:28) 
210 Similarly Isaiah (1:11-15) 
211 In its psychophysiology, the heart in Hebrew anthropology is more than merely a physical organ. Its 
metaphorical use is marked by its cognitivity, as well as affect and emotions. Particularly suggestive is the 
phrase the “heart of God” which clearly indicates God’s relationship with man (cf. Gen 6:6; 1 Sam 2:35), just as 
the “heart of man” indicates his personal relationship with God (cf. H.W.Wolff,1 973:44,55). 
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Yet there are reservations, even resistance towards allowing the psalmist to exercise 
his piety in private prayer. The proposition against private piety has been argued on several 
grounds. Some will argue that the cult/liturgy was sufficiently dynamic in itself, so that taking 
refuge in private prayer was not really needed. Walther Eichrodt, argues against private piety 
on the basis of the vigour of the official cult: „Because the official cult is not dominated by 
lifeless formal trumpery and degrading incantations, there is no need for a real and living 
piety to take refuge in private prayer” (Eichrodt, 1961:175). He then declares that there is no 
disparity between the prayer of the cultus and the prayer of the private individual, allowing 
for the private piety of a worshipper. He then suggests that the prophets‘ assault on the 
formalism of the cultic practices “resulted in the introduction of the true spirit of prayer” (cf. 
Is 1:15; 29:13; Am 5:23).
212
 
Prayer (personal or corporate) is the very essence of any religion, building a highway 
for the 'traffic' between a believing individual and his God. William James summarizes prayer 
as 'religion in act', also saying that 'prayer is real religion'. He continues by confirming that 
real prayer is not a formal religious exercise or procedural technique.
213
 In Williams' words 
prayer is 
no vain exercise of words, no mere repetition of certain sacred formula, but the very 
movement itself of the soul, putting itself in a personal relation of contact with the 
mysterious power of which it feels the presence (Williams, Lecture XIX) 
In direct contrast to what is advocated by Williams, others will view prayer in more 
speculative manner. A good example is that of H.H. Rowley. He proposes that prayer can be 
thought of as, 
a technique for imposing one's will on God, or for extracting something from him. It 
may be merely the expression of one's selfish desires. There is nothing very exalted in 
this, and if the prayers of the Psalter were no more than this, there would be nothing 
rewarding in the effort to understand the spirit with which they sought to infuse 
worship (Rowley, 1967:250-1) 
However, the psalmist's prayers are highly emotionally charged, as might be expected, 
since religion and emotions are closely intertwined.
214
 The underlying emotional structure of 
the psalmist's religious experience ranges widely, even within the same psalm, from 
                                                             
212 Cf.Eichrodt,1961:174-176 
213 William James (The Varieties of Religious Experience, New York, 1936) in his 19th, penultimate lecture, 
focuses on the act of prayer as the essence, and the relationships between prayer, religion and the worshipper.  
214 cf. Hans Schildereman, Religion and emotion (JET, 14 2 2001: 85-96) 
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confidence and thanksgiving (eg. Pss 16, 23, 27) to complaint and desperation (eg. Pss 6, 7, 
38), or simply general disorientation.
215
 
13. THE TEMPORAL ASPECT 
The psalmist's personal, private piety is enhanced by several temporal designations 
(always, day and night, all the days). Some of these may denote the constancy of cultic duties, 
in reference to communal and public temple practices. They may also refer to his own desires, 
as in Psalm 27: „One thing I ask of the LORD; this I seek: to dwell in the LORD'S house all 
the days of my life” (27:4). If taken literally, for a layman this prayer was unrealistic and 
impossible to accomplish (cf. Weiser, 1962:231). It is more than unlikely that the lasting 
nearness of God alludes to dwelling permanently in the Temple (cf. Weiser, 1962:231). 
Rather, it is refering to the permanent presence of the Lord with the psalmist as an individual 
in his privacy. Though the pious man “offers in His tabernacle sacrifices with trumpet-
sound” (27:6), his piety is not fully conditional on public worship. Even if he would attend 
temple worship, on the daily basis, it will not account for what happens in the middle of the 
night, as he continues to feel the divine presence, as in his rationale it says, even in the night 
“my reins instruct me“”(Ps 16:7b). 
By day the LORD will command His loving-kindness, 
and in the night His song shall be with me, 
even a prayer unto the God of my life (Ps 42:8) 
Indeed, the night seems to be reserved for privacy and private piety. It is the time 
when the psalmist prays and praises God. 
13.1. Always 
13.1.1. Always (דימת). 
The psalmist continually concentrates his thoughts on God without being restricted by 
place or time. His contemplation of God is day and night, and even at night God dictates his 
desires (cf. Ps 16:7).
216
 He calls out by day or by night (Ps 22:3), his praises are always on his 
                                                             
215 According to the traditional classification of the psalms, following Gunkel’s categorization (Gattungen), as 
well as Westremann’s evaluations, the lament psalms are not only present in most of the Psalter, but shape a 
fundamental design of the entire Psalter. Gunkel reckons that, “The individual complaint songs form the basic 
material of the Psalter” (Gunkel:par.6/2:p.122). 
With regard to the psalmist's oscillations, Walter Brueggemann uses a scheme: orientation – disorientation - 
reorientation (cf. W.Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms). He also explicitly states that his work addresses 
„the pastoral use of the Psalms“; though his analysis certainly has a theological application. This can be see 
should be in his  „attempt to be 'postcritical'“ (id.). Brueggemann also states that he does follow Gunkel's form 
analysis, but  „I have also tried to pay attention to the emerging methods of sociological and rhetorical analysis 
that are latent in Gunkel's work but only now coming to full attention“ (cf. Brueggemann,1984:9-10). 
216 “Even during the night he dictates my desires” (Ps 16:7) (Terrien) 
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lips (Ps 34:2). The psalmist seems to be in a prayerful mood and always hopeful even in the 
middle of the night (Ps 71:14). 
Of all the Old Testament occurrences of the adjective דימת (always), approximately 
one third appear only in the Psalter. This, almost exclusively in the context of the nearness 
and reliability of God.
217 And although the psalmist is exhausted by his pain (באכ) and sin 
(טטח), which is being always before him (Ps 38:18; Ps 51:5), yet in the majority of cases the 
adjective דימת (=always) is used in the context of the psalmist’s unequivocal confidence. He 
personally and privately seeks God’s face continually (Ps 105:4) and urges others to do the 
same (Ps 40:17): “But may all who seek you rejoice and be glad in you; may those who love 
your salvation say continually, "Great is the LORD!“ (Ps 40:17) 
13.1.2. Always (םלוע) 
Another biblical term regarding duration and temporality or futurity is the polysemous 
םלוע.218 Its primary meaning signifies perpetuity, often in reference to the everlasting or 
ancient past as “days of old” (םלוע ימי לכ, cf. Is 63:9), which is also found and translated as the 
world (Ecc 3:11).
219
 Clearly םלוע has eschatological overtones (cf. Pss 21:5; 61:8; Eccl 1:4).220 
The majority of appearances of this term either refer to the eternal nature of God who is לא
 םלוע, the Everlasting (cf. Gen 21:33 etc) or as in the Book of Daniel, the “Ancient of Days“ 
(Dan 7:9,13,22) who abides in the “mythical distance” or in reference to the messianic king 
(cf. 1Ki 1:31, Ps 21:5).
221
 However, olam is not be used in the personal piety context.
222
 
Psalm 16  The adverb tamid (always) frequently presents  “the impression made on 
him (the psalmist) by God's presence” (Weiser, 1962:176).223  
Psalm 16, with Pss 23 and 27, are illustrations of piety which exemplifies personal 
devotion and private piety. Psalm 16 is riddled with difficulties in terms of structure, content 
                                                             
217 Koehler counts 103 appearances of the same adjective (Ludwig Koehler & Walter Baumgartner, Lexicon in 
Veteris Testamenti Libros, Leiden, J.Brill 1958, p.1031). 
218 Cf. Ernst Jenni, Das Wort olam im Alten Testament (ZAW, 65: 1953). Cf. BDB, 761-762 
219 He hath made every thing beautiful in its time; also He hath set the world in their heart (Eccl 3:11) (JPS). 
220 For example, in the royal Psalm (Ps 21) referring to the relationship between the Messianic king and YHWH; 
Dahood translates, “Life eternal he asked of you, you gave it to him. Length of days, eternity, and everlasting” 
(דעו םלוע םימי ךרא) (Ps 21:5). 
221 cf. Pope, 1955:73 
222 The word םלוע would be also used in the blessing/greeting for a king, “Let the king live for ever” (Neh 2:3, 
Dan 2:4) (cf. Jenni, 1953:5f). 
223 Cf: Pss 16:(8); 25:(15);  34:(2);  38:(18);  40:(17);  51:(5);  70:(5);  71: (3,6,14);  73:(23);  105:(4);  109:(15) 
(= always) 
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and context, all of which have been variously interpreted.
224
 However, it is of primary interest 
in relation to this work to follow the personal, private devotion of the worshipper. 
I will bless the LORD, who has given me counsel; 
yea, in the night seasons my reins (הילכ) instruct me. 
I have set the LORD always before me; 
surely He is at my right hand (ןימי), I shall not be moved. 
Therefore my heart (בל) is glad, and my glory (דובכ) rejoiceth; 
my flesh also dwelleth in safety (16:7-9) (JPS)
225
 
 
The poet clearly wishes to accentuate the nature of privacy and intimacy of his 
experience. Though most translations render ‘the heart’ that directs instruction in verse 7b, the 
original text has kidneys (הילכ). Translators often needlessly amend the kidneys with the more 
general term heart. Whether this is literary convention, convenience, or for stylistic reasons, 
equating and the heart with the internal organs diminishes the original author’s intent and the 
intensity of his deep-seated experiences. It is these (lower body) parts which express the depth 
of human personality more profoundly than the preferred term in Hebrew anthropology, the 
heart. For the biblical poet, the internal organs reflect the “obscure instincts of human 
personality” (Terrien, 2003:178), and actually become the objects of the divine searcher and 
creator (Ps 139:13; Jer 11:20).
226
 In Psalm 16, Robert Alter translates kidneys as conscience, 
as: “I shall bless the Lord Who gave me counsel, through the nights that my conscience would 
lash me” (Ps 16:7a) (Alter, 2007:46). 
Alter, also and correctly comments that the Hebrew kidneys were primarily thought of 
as the seat of conscience, this being in common with other peoples of the ancient Near East.
227
 
Ergo, the heart and innards may only be just partially synonymous, in the biblical texts. The 
distinction is even clearer in connection with sacrificial regulations. The kidneys (and liver), 
not the heart, were special parts of the sacrificial animal and had to be burned on the altar (Ex 
29:13; Lev 3:4).. It is thought that this was due to the belief that the kidneys were particularly 
important centres of psychic life.
228
 However, in Ps 16:7a it is not quite clear who gives the 
psalmist counsel, his own heart (innards), or the Lord’s (innards)? Most translators opt for the 
former. Others suggest the latter God, for example “I will praise YHWH who counsels me, 
                                                             
224 The somewhat dubious proposition is that it was written by a Canaanite convert to Yahwism (Dahood, I:87). 
Others suggest that its ‘spiritual’ content is only due to God’s presence in the Temple (Weiser: 173). 
225
 In the extraordinary and widely recognised translation of the Old Testamentby Andre Chouraqui, this passage 
reads, “Je bénis IHVH-Adonaï qui me conseille. Même les nuits, mes reins me corrigent. Je situe IHVH-Adonaï 
contre moi toujours; oui, à ma droite, je ne chancellerai jamais. Aussi, mon coeur se réjouit, ma gloire s’égaye; 
même ma chair demeure en sécurité“ 
226 Here (Jer 11) most translations again give ‘heart’ for ‘kidneys’. 
227 Cf. Alter, 2007:46 
228 Cf. Dentan, 1962:9-10. 
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and whose heart instructs me” (Dahood, PSS I, 1965:86). YHWH is the one who instructs the 
pious, even in the privacy of the night. Similarly, Terrien translates, “Even during the night 
he dictates my desires” (Terrien, 2003:174).229 
On the other hand, the psalmist continually sets (הוש) the Lord before him (Ps 16:8). 
The previous line, “I bless the LORD who counsels me; even at night my heart exhorts me,” 
(16:7) also shows his understanding that personal prayer is more than an act of cultic duty.
230
 
It means communion with God; a personal and private dialogue, face to face. Thus, his eyes 
are always turned towards the Lord “My eyes are ever toward the LORD” (25:15), and praise 
is always in his mouth (34:1).
231
 Even at the public worship services, the gathered people are 
exhorted, beyond their participation in the cultic ceremony, to “seek His perpetual presence” 
(Ps 105:4) (Dahood).
232
 Is this an encouragement to constancy and regularity the worshippers’ 
cultic duties, or is it also a stimulation for personal and private devotion? The personal 
dimensions, the anthropomorphic and anthropopathic elements of God's anatomy (face) 
clearly designate personal presence, a meeting face-to-face, with both individual and 
communal aspects. Further, it is in the realm of the individual as well as the community to 
“keep His statutes, and observe His laws” (105:45).233 
It is not always the presence of the Lord, prayer and praise that occupies the psalmist. 
He also seems to be burdened always by his pain (Ps 38:18) and sins (Ps 51:5), which are 
continually before him. This can also be understood as an aspect of his personal and private 
piety. 
13.2. Day and night 
Another expression, time related, in reference to the psalmist’s is: „day and night“ 
(הלילו םמוי).234 The pious man seeks the Lord or cries to Him, or meditates upon the Law “day 
and night“ (cf. Ps 1:2).235 He also blesses, “the LORD who counsels me; even at night my 
heart exhorts me“ (Ps 16:7). Perhaps we can read here with Dahood, “whose heart instructs 
                                                             
229 ףא-יתוילכ ינורסי תוליל  (16:7a), here the verb is vpp 3pl that goes with the noun  תוילכ which is nf pl with the 1st 
person suffix. Terrien argues here that by blessing the Lord there will be divine remuneration, for which the 
psalmist shows his gratitude (cf. Terrien, 2003:178). 
230 The verb  חוש indicates psalmist's deliberation, a proactive action, rather than a religious fortuity, or mere 
chance. The verb has two distinct meanings. The shawa (I) = level, become like, compare (Is 40:25) and  shawa 
(II) = set, place (Ps 16:8). There are suggestions that etymologically the verb is a form of haya (cf. Labuschagne, 
C., The Incomparability, of Yahweh in the Old Testament; Leiden: Brill, 1966, p. 29) 
231  לא דימת יניע-הוהי (Ps 25:15) 
232 Lit. “seek his face constantly”. 
233 On the connections between face, person and presence see Personal and private, under BH Lexica: FN:7. 
234 הלילו םמוי Cf. Pss 16:7; 22:3; 42:8; 77:3,7; 88:1; 119:55 (= day and night) 
235 In the Qumran community it was decreed that, “There is not to be absent from them one who can interpret 
the Law to them at any time of day or night. The general members of the community are to keep awake for a 
third of all the nights of the year reading books, studying the Law and worshiping together” (Cf. 1QS 6:6-8 ). 
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me“. This would agree with a similar text in Ps 33, “the thoughts of His heart“ (33:11). The 
everlasting counsel of YHWH stands against the counsel of the nations, but for the psalmist, 
he counsels from the depth of his being, from his inward parts (kidneys).
236
 
Old testament texts abounds with word pairs (heaven and earth, father and son, light 
and darkness). The word pair day and night commonly appears in the Psalter. Frequently in 
reference to God’s creation (cf. Gen 1:3-5). God the Creator, 
‘made the great lights, for his steadfast love endures forever; the sun to rule over the 
day, for his steadfast love endures forever; the moon and stars to rule over the night, 
for his steadfast love endures forever’ (Ps 136:7-9) 
 
One of the most familiar of the Psalms using the pair day and night, in declaring the 
Creator' powers is Psalm 19, 
The heavens declare the glory of God; the sky proclaims its builder's craft. 
Day to day pours forth speech, and night to night declares knowledge. 
There is no speech, nor are there words; their voice is not heard; 
yet their voice
 
goes out through all the earth, 
and their words to the end of the world. 
In the heavens
 
he has set a tent for the sun (Ps 19:2-5) 
On the other hand, the pair day and night is man’s common experience of the 
continual alteration between night and day. For the psalmist in his good days he declares: ‘I 
will sing to the Lord as long as I live’ (Ps 104:33). But then when things are not so bright for 
him and he feels as if the darkness covers him 
Surely the darkness shall cover me, and the light around me become night, even the 
darkness is not dark to you; the night is as bright as the day, for darkness is as light to 
you. (Ps 139:11-12) 
The day and night become his continual cry for help, with almost a template like 
pattern; he cries to God for helf and there is no help coming, as if God does not want to hear 
him. In fact, as we shall see in Psalm 88, the psalmist in his prayer files in an objection to God 
feeling abandoned, saying: ‘Why do You hide Your face from me’ (88:15) (transl.R.Alter). 
Distinctly the psalmist expresses his dissapointment in the well known lament of Psalm 22: ‘I 
cry by day, but you do not answer; and by night, but find no rest’ (Ps 22:2). 
  
                                                             
236 Here (16:7) Dahood suggests amending “my heart instructs me” to “his kidneys” ףא-יליתוילכ ינורסי תול . It 
would be clumsy to translate “whose kidneys instructs me”. 
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13.2.1. Psalm 42 
This Psalm, described by Dahood is the 'dark night of the soul', sets the psalmist in the 
context of exile, surrounded by enemies, a situation which compels him to seek intimate 
communion with God 'day and night': 
By day the LORD commands his steadfast love; 
and at night his song is with me, 
a prayer to the God of my life (Ps 42:8) (NRS). 
The expressions ‘day and night’ or 'by day' and 'by night' are not only formulaic, 
poetic ways of saying 'constantly' (cf. Dahood, PSS I:259); it is in the privacy of the night that 
the psalmist is able to worship and study (Pss 1; 42; 119), weep and soak his bed with tears, 
(Ps 6:7) or even staying awake crying to God (Pss 22; 32; 42; 77; 88). This section is one of 
the finest example of personal and private demonstration of the psalmist’s religious 
experience, although somewhat ambivalent as well. Namely, it is either that the speaker 
(psalmist) hears God’s song in his heart of hearts. Alternatevly, it is the psalmist being 
‘mindful of God’s kindness, responds in the night with song-such as the song of this psalm’ 
(Alter:2007,150). One way or the other, whether it be a ‘cosmic sound’ of a song from above, 
or a personal response of the psalmist, it provides sufficient evidence that there must be a 
‘psalmist’ as an individual in his personal, and here a very privat religious experience. 
13.2.2. Psalm 77 
In the privacy of the night there are periods of insomnia when he seeks the Lord with 
outstretched hands (cf. Ps 77.2). 
In the day of my trouble I seek the Lord; 
in the night my hand is stretched (רגנ) out without wearying; 
my soul refuses to be comforted (Ps 77:2) (RSV) 
Here for “in the night my hand is stretched out without wearying“ ( אלו הרגנ הליל ידי
גופת), Alter translates “My eye flows at night, it will not stop“ (Alter, 2007:268). This is based 
on the meaning of the verb רגנ (= pour down, flow, spill).237 A very similar phrase is found in 
Lam 3:49, “My eyes will flow without ceasing” (המדת אלו הרגנ יניע). Here, JPS assumes that a 
word is missing (eyes) and offers the following solution: “In the day of my trouble I seek the 
Lord; with my hand uplifted, mine eye streameth in the night without ceasing” (77:2). 
  
                                                             
237 BDB,620 
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13.2.3. Psalm 88 
This Psalm is one of "the darkest, gloomiest, of all the plaintive Psalms" (Delitzsch, 
Psalms III,23), the psalmist is fearful and on the brink of death. His experience in this Psalm 
resounds as being in the near death experience (88:5). The Psalm is also a fine example of 
personal piety exercised in the privacy of his home, struggling every day, and night and day.  
In his distress and dispirited dissapointment of God’s absence of intervening to help him, the 
psalmist declares:“Every day I call on you, O LORD; I spread out my hands to you” (88:9). 
The first thing in the morning he calls upon God, „and in the morn my prayer would greet 
you (םדק)“ (ךמדקת יתלפת רקבבו) (88:13) (transl.R.Alter). 
In his morning prayer the psalmist expects and wishes to have an encounter with his 
God (88:14). But in this םדק of the ךמדקת (= meeting you) represents the psalmist's morning 
'going forth on a journey to meet Yahweh' (Briggs,vol.II:247). Unfortunaletly it seems that 
God turns his back on him: 'why do you cast me off? Why do you hide your face from me?' 
(88:14). Although it seems to be accustomed to understand such texts as a collective 
declaration of afflicition (cf.Briggs,ib) we cannot perceive why this cannot be a cofession and 
an experience of the psalmist as an individual in his personality and individuality? 
13.3. All the days 
The expression “all the days” (ימי לכ), clearly refers to all of one's life.238 God's 
goodness and mercy will be with the psalmist throughout his life (Ps 23), and he declares his 
devotion in the desire and prayer to remain in God's presence throughout his earthly life (Ps 
27). YHWH and his blessing will be upon those who fear the Lord (Ps 128). 
Psalm 23 
As we might expected, the psalmist's piety focuses on the lasting protection and 
nearness of God. He claims God's goodness all the days of his life (ייח ימי לכ) and concludes 
that he will “dwell in the house of the LORD for ever“”(םימי ךראל) (Ps 23:6). Abundant, 
divine blessing will follow (ףדר) the psalmist (Ps 23:6a),239 reaching its culmination as he 
arrives at his eternal rest. (23:6b). 
Psalm 27  
The pious declares his deep desire to spend all of his life in the Temple. As noted 
before, this should be taken literally. Here, the worshipper's craving for the continuous 
                                                             
238 (ימי לכ) Cf: Pss 23:(6); 27:(4); 61:(5); 63:(3) (= all the days). 
239 Dahood translates here „Surely goodness and kindness will attend me, all the days without end“ 
(Dahood,I:145). 
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presence of God is expressed in particularly unambiguous language, as other psalmodic texts 
(cf. Ps 18:1). Here, it is the “one thing” (27:4) he asks. 
One thing have I asked of the LORD, that will I seek after: 
that I may dwell in the house of the LORD all the days of my life 
(Ps 27:4) 
240
 
The wording is unusual in biblical numerical sayings (cf. Craigie, 1983:232), the “one 
thing have I asked of the Lord” (חוחי תאמ יתלאש תחא), refers to his request to dwell in the 
house of the Lord for the rest of his life. This of course cannot be taken literally, as if he woul 
permanentlly live in the Temple court. This refers to his wish to live in the presence to God 
always (see here on: numen locale and numen personale).241 
However, the contexts of Ps 27 and Ps 73 may be different. One describes an external 
threat (27), while the other is about envy (73). Both resolutely retract to personal and private 
devotion and pleas for the presence of God. Some commentators believe that these are not 
necessarily spiritual cravings,, but rather the result of awe-inspiring impressions made by 
Temple worship while others recognize no relationship to the worship service (Gunkel, 
1998:346).
242
 However, there are suggestions that “the house of the Lord“ in Ps 27:4 does not 
refer to the Temple but to eternal rest in the celestial abode. So, Dahood prefers here to 
interpret it as of eternal rest and happiness, “after a peaceful life under the guidance and 
protection of Yahweh” (Dahood, I:148-9) (cf.Ps 29:10 as God's celestial habitation; esp. Ps 
27:4). 
Others, like Craigie, give some stimulating interpretation of this text. Craigie places it 
in a royal-military context. Namely, it is the sovereign, the king, before departing to a battle, 
will approach a divine presence and inquire in the temple about the outcomes of the 
forthcoming battle. In fact, a special temple liturgy for such occasion may have taken place, 
with a sacrificial act, with the sovereign taking a major part in it.243 
After we examined different aspects of the psalmist's personal and private religious 
experiences; the realms of privacy (Chs.11-12), the temporal aspects of the psalmist 
experience (Ch.13) we now have to look into one crucial element of our study, that of 
personal anthropology which is also one of the fundamental assertions of this thesis.  
                                                             
240 Gunkel here translates:,“to see YHWH’s friendliness and to observe his temple” (Gunkel:127). 
241 there is a similar affirmation in Ps 73. There the ultimate wish of the psalmist is to be in “the nearness of 
God” (73:25-26). 
242 “The privilege of enjoying God’s presence in the Jerusalem sanctuary is a consequence of having followed 
the ways that God dictates to man. And the temple itself, within the walled city, is repeatedly seen as a sanctuary 
in the political sense-a place of secure refuge from threatening foes” (Alter, 2007:92) 
243 cf. Craigie,1983:232 
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14. ANTHROPOLOGY 
14.1. Four domains of anthropology 
For a better perspective and more concise presentation of the anthropological 
dimension in reference to the psalmist' piety, we shall identify four areas of human anatomy, 
the limbs, the abdomen, the head and the chest. 
First is the area to do with limbs (hands, feet, legs). Of course, this involves motion 
vocabulary (verbs of motion).
244
 Next comes, the abdominal region (kidneys, liver, womb, 
bowels and belly), where deep-seated emotions, often negative, are portrayed. Third is the 
area of the chest (heart, lungs).  Israelite anthropology has predominantly been researched in 
relation to the heart, perhaps unjustifiably so in relation to other parts of anatomy. So we shall 
not go into an in-depth study of the heart. Finally, the fourth area is that of the head (eyes, 
ears, mouth, nose). We will not attempt to deal in detail with all of these. The view that any 
one part of human anatomy in the biblical context may be taken as a synecdoche, whereby 
one part denotes the whole, representing the whole self (person) or body is true up to a 
point.
245
 Illustration of desperation in defeat we find in Ps 44.
246
 As in:“our soul (שפנ) is 
bowed down to the dust; our belly (ךטב) cleaves to the ground” (Ps 44:25).247 Most modern 
(English) translations render ‘belly’ as ‘body’ (RSV, NAB, ASV). Older English translations, 
correctly render ‘belly’ (KJV, GNV). The Jewish Publication Society (JPS) has it: ‘For our 
soul is bowed down to the dust; our belly cleaveth unto the earth’ (44:25). 
In profound emotional disturbances, parts of the body should not readily be rendered 
as synecdoche. There are frequent indications that emotional or spiritual distress gives rise to 
physical and psychosomatic changes, particularly to the digestive tract and abdominal organs.. 
So synecdoche is not always a viable option, nor should be assume synonimity between 
various parts of the anatomy. 
14.2. Biblical gastroenterology 
As we set about to tackle the issues of the personal and the private, in the Psalter, 
questions of anthropology cannot be put aside. A peculiar aspect of anthropology will crop 
up. That of the abdomenal domain and the gastric area of human anthropology, as we find it 
                                                             
244 Verbs of motion are not exclusive to the limbs, hands, feet or legs; this grammatical aspect of the texts is also 
present in other aspects of anthropology and anatomy (heart, soul), particularly in presenting the emotional 
condition of the psalmist. 
245 Cf. Johnson, 1949:73 
246 The context and the dating of Ps 44 is sometimes set in the Maccabean revolts and battles (cf. Weiser, 
1962:354). 
247  וננטב ץראל הקבד ונשפנ רפעל החש יכ  
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in the Psalter. The importance of anthropological features in relation to the internal body 
parts, particularly the abdominal region, in the Psalms seem to be quite prominent, yet quite 
unfairly neglected. 
Aubrey Johnson endorses that “by far the most important organ is the heart” 
(Johnson, 1949:75), Hans Walter Wolff, notes that the most important word in Old Testament 
anthropology is “generally translated ‘heart’” (Wolff, 1973:40). This, one wish to believe, is 
not just a passing remark, although Wolff does not seem to expand on this major issue of the 
Psalter anthropology. Bearing in mind that in so many OT translations, most internal organs 
were rendered as ‘heart’? 
In many biblical translations, the false synonymy between the gastric organs and the 
heart can be found in (too) many places. An example, outside the Psalter, can be found in the 
Song of Solomon. There the feeling of love and the emotions were stirred in the guts. Not the 
heart! Most translations will render the העמ (guts, bowels) as ‘heart’. For example, “My 
beloved put in his hand by the hole of the door, and my heart was moved for him” (Song 5:4) 
(JPS, NAB, RSV). In the original text there is no ‘heart’ there but ‘guts’ (חעמ). It should read: 
My beloved put in his hand by the hole of the door, 
and my bowels (העמ) were moved for him 
(וילע ומה יעמו רחה ןמ ודי חלש ידוד) (Sol 5:4) 
Making the abdominal organs in translations synonymous with heart is frequent which 
not only impairs the integrity of the original text, for stylistic reasons, it also corrupts the 
context and the message of the original biblical author. This is particularly true in relation to 
expressions of intimate personal and private emotions, such as love or anger, or general 
emotional disturbance. Most often, the occurance of such abdomenal vocabulary in the 
original text, appear within intensely private contexts. The role and importance of other body 
parts, apart from the heart, in Hebrew anthropology, need to be recognized. Particularly the 
abdominal organs (kidneys, liver). The intestines (innards) in biblical anthropology require 
more extensive treatment. It is important we ask why these parts of anatomy are so obviously 
important in Israelite piety?
248
 The reasons surely run deeper than a mere poetic 
embellishment. 
14.2.1. Intestines and religion 
From its very beginnings, the history of religion and medicine devoted particular 
attention to the organs of the abdomen. A number of ancient documents testify to advanced 
                                                             
248 Cf. Smith, 1998:430 
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medical practices for the time. Dissections and autopsies were common. For example, some 
excerpts from the Ebers Papyrus reveal interesting diagnostics relating to the abdominal 
organs, and also certain psychosomatic aspects of human life and health.
249
 Moreover, the 
abdominal parts of animal anatomy played an important role in religious practices, sacrificial 
systems and divination. 
In divination these organs were crucial to decision making. During invasive 
campaigns, the king of Babylon had to decide where to go next, and consulted the abdominal 
organs of a sacrificial animal: ”The king of Babylon stands at the parting of the way, at the 
head of the two ways, to use divination; he shakes the arrows, he consults the teraphim, he 
looks at the liver” (דבכב האר) (Eze 21:21(26). Apart from this necromany practice, widely 
endowed, the human intestines clearly refer bezond personal emotions; it is also referential to 
conscience and integrity of a person. In Psalm 26 the psalmist demands that his heart (בל) and 
his kidneys (הילכ) be tested: “Examine me, O LORD, and try me; test my reins (הילכ) and my 
heart” (Ps 26:2) (JPS).250 
14.2.2. Stomach, womb and guts 
Stomach and womb 
The central part of the lower abdomen is the belly (ךטב), or stomach, which is 
obviously linked to the digestive tract and acts as a food processing centre. “The righteous 
has enough to satisfy his appetite, but the belly (ןטב) of the wicked suffers want” (Pro 13:25). 
In a powerful metaphor, the prophet Ezekiel was given an unusual item to eat and digest. 
Son of man, cause thy belly to eat (לכאת ךנטב), 
fill thy bowels (אלמת ךיעמו) with this scroll that I give thee (Eze 3:3) (JPS). 
This suggests that as it enters his body, the prophet will have the most intimate, 
personal and private experience of the word given to him. It will become part of him. Much of 
the prophet’s account is characterised by events involving bodily experiences,251 and in that, 
he has much in common with the psalmist. Almost as a parallel it echos Psalm 17, where the 
                                                             
249 Cf. Smith, 1998: 430, FN14. Cf. Edwin Smith Papyrus, Papyrus Ebers 
250 The expression for ‘remorse of conscience’ in modern Hebrew, the: (תוילכ רסומ) (musar kaliyot) (lit. 
‘contrition of the kidneys)’ is Indicative. 
251 For Ezekiel, his service and spiritual experience were a large part of his life, “in such a way as to invade the 
physical sphere; he more than intensively than any other prophet, finds his experience as a prophet claiming and 
controlling his body” (Eichrodt, 1970:6). In the introductory section (The person and message of Ezekiel) 
Eichrodt elucidate further the nature of Ezekiel’s experiences which clearly “grow passionate”, while at the same 
time, being amid the strict traditions of priesthood, he would “held back all expressions of passion or self-will” 
(ibid.22-23). 
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psalmist acknowledges the needs of the belly (for food), but declares that only communion 
with God in his heart that will satisfy his hunger, 
From men, by Thy hand, O LORD, from men of the world, whose portion is in this 
life, and whose belly Thou fillest (םנטב אלמת) with Thy treasure; who have children in 
plenty, and leave their abundance to their babes. As for me, I shall behold Thy face in 
righteousness; I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with Thy likeness. (Ps 17:14-15) 
In one of his speeches, Job claims that of the the godless that “They conceive mischief, 
and bring forth iniquity, and their belly (ןטב) prepareth deceit” (Jb 15:35). The NAB 
translator renders this, “they give birth to failure”. The female reproductive system is also 
located in the abdominal region. The womb (םחר) is primarily a reproductive organ and the 
seat of life and futurity. In a prophetic word for Rebekah, Isaac’s wife, it was said that: “Two 
nations are in thy womb (ןטב), and two peoples shall be separated from thy bowels” (העמ) 
(Gen 25:23). 
Sometimes םחר relates to emotional disturbance (Jb 32:18, Hab 3:16), deep 
compassion, or simply the inner life. Compassion (םימחר) has a linguistic connection as well 
as physical association with (םחר) the womb. Another term which corresponds closely to םחר  
is ברק (inside, the innermost part of one’s body and person), though not in strict terms of 
anatomy.
252
 
Bowels 
The bowels (העמ) refer to viscera (the guts, intestines) that fill the muscular, hollow, 
dilated part of the digestive system. The biblical text often associates the bowels with 
passionate feelings, as in the lament over Moab in Isaiah 16: 
Therefore for Moab my breast (העמ) moans like a lyre, 
and my heart (ברק) or Kir-hareseth (Is 16:11) 
Here is another example of translators unnecessarily equating  the bowels (העמ) with 
the heart (JPS) or even the soul (RSV). The NAB gives breast, which is better. 
Understandably, it would be unappealing to render “for Moab my intestines moan”. Yet any 
solution which neglects the fine distinction in Israelite anthropology between the chest organs 
(heart, soul?) and the abdominal organs is unsatisfactory. 
Another instance of dubious translation, where the bowels are the seat of passion, is in 
Isaiah’s account of his appeal to YHWH for compassion for his inheritance, his people. He 
asks God about his “yearning of Thy heart (העמ)” (JPS) or “Where is your zealous care” 
(NAB). These most probably follow the Vulgate “Ubi est zelus tuus et fortitudo tua?” (VUL) 
                                                             
252 The term ברק has been dealt with in the previous chapters. 
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(Is 63:15). Patterson comes closer with, “Whatever happened to your passion” (Message 
Bible).
253
 Interestingly, there seems to be no problem in the classic example of Jeremiah’s 
passion (Jer 4:19) where most translators are faithful to the source text and render העמ as 
bowels (JPS), breast (NAB) or anguish (RSV). The bowels also reflect despair. In his turmoil, 
Job describes his intestines (bowels) being at the boiling point (חתר), “Mine inwards boil, and 
rest not; days of affliction are come upon me” (Jb 30:27) (JPS) (ינע ימי ינמדק ומד אלו וחתר יעמ). 
Kidneys 
Of all the internal organs, the kidneys (תוילכ) rank next to the heart in the Old 
Testament. The kidneys are related to the innermost part of existence and are identified as the 
deepest centre of experience. If the heart is ‘reasonable man’ (cf. Wolff, 1973:40-41), the 
kidneys serve to portray a specific array of emotional states or the conscience (Ps 16:7). 
Jeremiah reminds God that the wicked have God on their lips, but he is “far from their 
kidneys” (םהיתוילכמ קוחר) (Jer 12:2). Or, or “far from their inmost thoughts“, as NAB have it; 
other translations, again aparetnly for stylistic reasons have “their hearts“ (see here: Biblical 
gastroenterology). 
Kidneys often appear in the context of utter vulnerability and pain. Feeling punished 
by God, Job feels as though arrows are piercing his kidneys, not his heart. His gall (הררמ) is 
being “spilt on the ground” (יתררמ ץראל ךפשי) (Jb 16:13).254 But piercing the kidneys with 
arrows (בר) may also designate divine disciplining,“He pierces his arrows into my kidneys… 
He has sated me with bitter food” (Lam 3:13) (cf. Ps 73:21).255 Deep intensity or passionate 
longing are also set in the kidneys. In the Old Testament, there are longings in the heart (cf. Jb 17:11) 
or meditation (Ps 19:14; 49:3), but the kidneys indicate much deeper urge, and there is no meditation 
there. Job’s deep desire to see God is set in his innards (קיח) and kidneys. 
Whom I, even I, shall see for myself, 
and mine eyes shall behold, and not another's. 
My reins are consumed within me (Jb 19:27) (JPS, RSV) 
Job 19:27c - יקחב יתילכ ולכ - is difficult for translators. Some suggest it means Job’s 
utter exhaustion after all his suffering, so JPS: “My reins are consumed within me”; other 
translations again replace ‘kidneys’ with the ‘heart’. So Meek concludes: “Job is so 
astounded by the prospect of coming face to face with God that he is completely exhausted 
emotionally.” (Meek, T.J.  VT 6 1956: 103), and translates:“Whom I myself shall see, And my 
                                                             
253 Similar renderings of ‘bowels’ with ‘heart’ are found in numerous other places, including Jer 31:20 where 
clearly it is God’s passionate love that stretches out towards Ephraim. 
254 הררמ (= gall), as a noun appears only here; etymologically comes from ררמ (= being bitter). The wicked throw 
“bitter words“ ( דרמ רב ) (Ps 64:3). 
255 “His arrows strike me from all directions, He pierces my sides (kidneys) without mercy, he pours out my gall 
upon the ground.” (Jb 16:13) (NAB) 
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own eyes shall behold, and not some stranger; My emotions are spent within me” (Meek, 
T.J.).
256
 
However, bearing in mind the immediate context, it seems beyond any serious doubt 
that the text portrays Job’s longing, rather than monumental suffering. Following David 
Clines’ translation: “…to see him for myself, to see him with my own eyes, not as a stranger, 
My inmost being is consumed with longing” (Clines, 1989:428). This also fits well in the 
wider context of the book. Namely, the concluding remark of Job at the end of the book, 
displays his deep longing in very similar wording (Jb 42:5), “I had heard of you by word of 
mouth, but now my eye has seen you” (NAB). 
On the basis of Jb 19:27, and the phrase ,יקחמ יתילכ ולכ Mark Smith suggests that 
kidneys may simply be understood metaphorically as representative of all the innards. Job 
19:27 locates תוילכ in the קיח normally translated ‘bosom’. If correct, תוילכ would refer not 
specifically to kidneys, but innards. (Smith, 1998:430). 
Though this may be true, anatomical precision may be subject to a degree of 
metaphoricity or the actual psychosomatic condition of the person. On the other hand, 
kidneys, very particularly, were recognized and quite familiar in sacrificial practices.
257
 
14.2.3. Kidneys, liver and bowels 
The biblical use of abdominal organs to express the symptoms of deep emotions and 
distress goes far beyond the commonly rendered translation the 'heart'. In his personal and 
private emotional and religious experience the writer of the Psalms shows that physical 
manifestations are often descriptions of inner commotion. He frequently focuses on the lower 
abdominal region, which seems to be more representative of strong and not so positive 
emotions. Mark Smith concludes, “The innards, including the digestive tract, react strongly 
in negative situations. More specifically, strong negative emotions are felt in the lower 
abdominal region” (Smith, 1998:434). 
The human psychosomatic system reacts to negative emotions with several 
symptomatic changes, including 
...dilation of pupils; inhibition of tear glands and salivation; opening of respiratory 
passages; increase in heartbeat and blood pressure, release of sugar into the blood for 
energy..inhibition of digestive secretion and stomach contractions (Smith, 1998:434). 
Jeremiah bursts into a fit of emotional outpouring, crying: 
                                                             
256
 VUL has here: “reposita est haec spes mea in sinu meo”, i.e. ‘this is my only hope that I desire’. 
257 see here: Intestines and religion 
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My bowels (העמ) my bowels! I writhe in pain! 
The chambers of my heart! 
My heart moaneth within me!“ (Jer 4:19) (JPS) 
A number of similar symptoms are witnessed with the psalmist; such as general 
weakness or exhaustion and tears (Pss 31:10; 38:8; 39:10; 73:26). Terrence Collins, in his 
excellent study The physiology of tears, examines the connection between crying and tears 
with the internal organs, i.e. between the eyes and the intestines (cf. Smith, CBQ, 33 1971:18-
38). Let us now investigate into several Psalms that will exhibit not only the abdomenal 
region, but also the relationships between the abdomenal region and other parts of human 
body (throat, eyes). We shall look more closely into Psalm 31; Psalm 38; Psalm 119 and 
Psalm139. 
Psalm 31 
In medical terms it is true that grief wears a person out physically. In Psalm 31, the 
psalmist's eyes are wasting away, worn out through crying, and his body is exhausted. 
Be gracious to me, O LORD, for I am in distress; 
my eye is wasted from grief, 
my soul and my body (belly) also (Ps 31:10) (RSV). 
Here ‘my body’ is ‘my belly’ (ןטב), representing the most intimate experience. Smith 
provides interesting links between the eyes and tears and the internal organs, via the soul 
(throat). The soul (שפנ, throat) is in the 'service' of tear production. Smith then argues that this 
is a continuous process which includes“the eyes and stomach as extremities with the throat 
holding a crucial position as the link between the two” (Smith, 1971:23). It is also noted that 
the order of appearance in which the body parts are listed matter.  Other particularly appealing 
instances are found in Jer 13:17 and Ps 119:28. In the former, Jeremiah warns the people of 
imminent punishment. 
If you will not listen, my soul (שפנ) will weep in secret (רתס) for your pride; my eyes 
will weep bitterly and run down with tears, 
because the LORD's flock has been taken captive. (Jer 13:17) 
Smith, here translates “for your pride” as “even before the congregation” for הוג ינפמ 
(cf. Smith: 24), i.e. “my soul will weep in secret and even before the congregation“. He also 
argues that here שפנ should be understood in its physiological connotation of ‘throat’. Smith 
explains from Ps 119 that tears come from the throat, “My soul is dripping ( דפל ) through 
grief” (Ps 119:28) (Smith:24).258 
                                                             
258 The verb פלד is exclusively used of water dripping. 
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The symptoms of bodily weakening through grief are evident in such descriptions of 
private and even public manifestations and can hardly be dismissed as fossilized literary 
conventions. It is difficult to concur with those who view such texts as stereotyped 
language.
259
 
Psalm 139 
Here, the personal, intimate and private experience of the poet is set in a decidedly 
theological and doctrinal context. The Psalm is organised around two essential doctrines: 
affirming the divine omnipresence (“Where can I hide from your spirit...?”, 139:7-12), and 
God's omniscience (“you know when I sit and stand..”, 139:1-6). In content, meaning, and 
even wording, it resembles Job’s experience (cf. Job 10:8, 18).260 The psalmist’s heart is 
probed, “Search (רקח) me and know me,” (139:1). In the same way, Job says , “He knows the 
way that I take; when he has tried me” ( יכ-יננחב ידמע ךרד עדי ) (Jb 23:10). 
There are further parallels between the psalmist (Ps 139:23-24) and Job's trials (Jb 
23:10). Job, in his protestation of innocence, concludes, “I shall come forth as gold” (23:10), 
while the psalmist also infers his innocence, purity and piety, “Search me, O God, and know 
my heart, try me,” (Ps 139:23). The psalm also refers to the secrecy of divine providence and 
the miracle of creation that the psalmist perceives as a very intimate experience. Alter, 
suggests an associative link between the womb and the chthonic depths, i.e. the subterranean 
underworld of the deities and spirits.
261
 The womb (life) and netherworld (death) have 
archetypal religious associations with 'mother earth' (cf. Alter, 2007:481).
262
 This reinforces 
the merimic nature of the womb (see: above) (cf. Perry, 2006:31).
263
 
You formed my inmost being; 
you knit me in my mother's womb. (139:13) (NAB) 
ימא ןטבב ינכסת יתילכ יתינק התא יכ264 
and 
My bones were not hidden from you, 
When I was being made in secret, 
                                                             
259 Eg. Anderson and Mays. In their comments on the similar context of Psalm 38, they conclude it is 
"conventional word pictures of trouble" (Anderson) or "carefully composed prayer" (Mays). 
260 Acknowledging God’s might and miraculous creative work, “Thy hands have framed me and fashioned me 
together round about” (cf. Job 10:8-22). 
261 the gk. adjective 'chthonic' (= subterranean) comes from the nominal form of one of the greek words for the 
earth. 
262
 Gk. χθόνιος = under, or beneath the earth (from χθών = earth). The word khthon is one of the words for earth.  
The term specifically refers to the interior of the soil, rather than the surface of the land.  In religious-historical 
terms it also designates the abode of deities or spirits of the underworld.  
263 ‘merism’ (adj. ‘merimic’) is a figure of speech, referring to two contrasting ideas of the same entity, thus the 
womb may be a seat of new life or a grave. Thus, the expression, ‘mother earth’ as ‘mother’ or earth as ‘grave’. 
264
 „For Thou hast made my reins; Thou hast knit me together in my mother's womb“. (JPS) 
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fashioned as in the depths of the earth. (139:15) 
ץרא תויתחתב יתמקר 
The ending of the Psalm (139:23-24) echoes its opening, “You search me and you 
know me,” (139:1). 
Search me (רקח), O God, and know my heart, 
try me, and know my thoughts (ןחב). 
And see if there be any way in me that is grievous, 
and lead me in the way everlasting.“ (139:23-24) (JPS) 
The pious man is being led in his public and private life. His experience is both 
doctrinal and personal, with similar overtones to Job's experience (cf. Job 23). 
Psalm 40. 
The psalm exemplifies the complementary nature of public worship with a deep 
personal piety. The psalmist emphasises his participation in the tradition of public worship 
and witness, 
I have preached righteousness in the great congregation… 
I have not hid Thy righteousness within my heart (בל); 
I have declared Thy faithfulness and Thy salvation.”(vv.10-11) 
The psalmist decides not to keep the majesty and glory of God for himself, he 
concludes that as an individual he can also access God outside the “great congregation”. He 
expresses this in words which seem to repudiate the sacrificial system: 
Sacrifice and offering you do not want; 
but ears open to obedience you gave me. 
Holocausts and sin-offerings you do not require (Ps 40:7) (NAB) 
The psalmist resolves that it is better to delight in God's will and internalise the Torah, 
rather than have a public, yet merely formal cultic observance. Consequently he declares that 
the Law is seated “in my inmost parts” (יעמ ךותב) (Ps 40:9).265 The Law of God should 
particularly become a close companion primarily to the the king (cf. De 17:18-19). 
when he sits on the throne of his kingdom, he shall write for himself in a book a copy 
of this law, from that which is in the charge of the Levitical priests. and it shall be with 
him, and he shall read in it all the days of his life, that he may learn to fear the LORD 
his God, by keeping all the words of this law and these statutes, and doing them (De 
17:18-19) 
Again, we have here another example where a translator  for העמ (innards, innermost 
parts) have heart, which diminishes and betrays the gist of the author's original intent. 
                                                             
265 Delitzsch defines the term העמ as “the soft parts of the body, which…appear pre-eminently as the seat of 
sympathy, but also of fear and of pain”. (Delitzsch, vol.5, p.40). 
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14.3. Limbs, head and soul 
14.3.1. Lifting up or falling down 
The gestures of the body, i.e. the limbs (hands, palms) (“I lift my hands” - Ps 28:2 
etc.); head (face, eyes) (“I lift up my eyes” - Ps 121:1 etc., “…lift up His countenance upon 
thee” - Nu 6:26, or “face fallen” - Gen 4:6) all involve motion, whether upward or 
downward. Even the soul itself can be lifted up or fall down (Ps 24:4 etc). In terms of 
grammar and syntax, verbs of motion (אשנ לפנ שרפ) play a significant role in the psalmist’s 
piety. 
Motion is an event, real or fictive. It involves a physical change in the location or 
position of an object, relative to time. But equally, motion is conceptual and metaphorical. 
Throughout history, orientational metaphors have featured in language and culture, chiefly in 
relation to vertically vectorised experiences. In the history of religion, for example, God is up 
there (in heaven), while we are down here (on earth). In human communication, everyone 
knows what thumbs up or thumbs down refer to. In general, feeling happy and healthy is up, 
while being sad or sick is down. Conscious, positive actions are expressed by phrasal verbs 
with up, and involuntary, or unconscious actions by phrasal verbs with down (wake up, sit up, 
look up, go down with, slow down, die down, etc.).  Lakoff groups them in the following 
clusters: * happy is up; sad is down / * conscious is up; unconscious is down / * health and 
life are up; sickness and death are down / * having control is up; being subject is down / * 
more is up; less is down / * good is up; bad is down / * high status is up; low status is down / 
* foreseeable future events are up and ahead / * rational is up; emotional is down 
(Lakoff,2003:15-24). 
14.3.2. Hands up 
Lifting up the hands. The psalmist lifts up his soul (אשנ) to YHWH (Ps 25:1), i.e. 
fervently addresses himself before God (see below).
266
 But he also stretches, or spreads (שרפ) 
out his hands: “I spread out my hands to you” (ךילא ידי יתשרפ) (Ps 143:6). The lifting or 
spreading of hands toward heaven is a liturgical gesture of prayer. For the psalmist, it would 
also have been in the direction of the Temple (Ps 28:2).
267
 But does he also lift his hands in 
his personal piety and private living quarters? Whichever, Ps 143:6, clearly indicates a very 
personal yearning (“I thirst for you like a parched land”). His spirit faints within him when 
he feels devastated and deserted (cf. 143:4). Beyond any reasonable doubt, here we have a 
                                                             
266 Cf: Pss 28:(2); 31:(6); 143:(6) (= hands), Pss 63:(5); 88:(10); 119:(48) (= palms) 
267 לא ידי יאשנב- ךשדק ריבד   (28:2) 
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very personal experience, and most likely a very private demonstration of personal 
experience. Clearly, texts like this cannot be thought of as merely a formal liturgical exercise. 
Weiser speaks of it in the following words, 
how closely the individual and the cult community belong together in virtue of their 
faith. What happens to the faith of an individual member of the cult community is the 
concern of the cult community as a whole (Weiser, 1962:816) 
We will assume, and argue on the basis of evidence so far, that the personal and 
private piety of the individual is a presupposition for the living cult community. In some way 
this may be putting things upside down to previous postulates, but as it has been noted 
already, prayer-liturgy should not be seen merely as a verbal exercise. Besides, it is 
accompanied by actions which engage not only the mind or soul, but also the body. 
Outstretched or lifted hands area gesture of anticipation of receiving something from God. 
14.3.3. Eyes lifted up 
Eyes are good indicators of the state of the body and soul, and tears are expressive of 
one’s emotional disposition. Either of these are of personal and private make-up and very 
intimate in its emotive experience. Eyes are in many ways paralleled with the innards, the soul 
and heart (cf. Biblical gastroentereology). Jeremiah’s experience over the fate of his people 
was a tearful one, coming right from his inner being: 
Oh, that my head were a spring of water, 
my eyes a fountain of tears (העמד רוקמ). 
That I might weep day and night 
over the slain of the daughter of my people!(Jer 8:23) (cf. Jer 9:17).
268
 
As noted above, Terence Collins in his The physiology of tears in the Old Testament 
connects the tears, the soul and the throat with “physical wearing out of the body parts” (cf. 
CBQ, 33 1971:23f). It is worth noting here the incidence when the Israelites, led by Saul's son 
Jonathan, fought the Philistines. The victorious party, utterly exhausted after the battle (1 Sam 
14:24) were forbidden to eat that day. But Jonathan dared to taste some honey from a 
honeycomb, it says then that “his eyes brightened” (14:27,29).269 There is another gesture 
that relates to eyes. The psalmist is 'lifting up' his eyes (יניע אשנ) towards the mountains, “I lift 
up my eyes to the hills. From whence does my help come?” (121:1). Although this being a 
rhetorical question, the psalmist is aware that only in God is his help. Or he lifts up his eyes 
                                                             
268 There are many examples of this emotional deluge whith the “rivers of tears”.  In Jeremiah’s lament it is: “my 
eyes flow with rivers of tears” ( יגלפ-ניע דרת םימי ) (Lam 3:48-49; cf. Lam 1:16). Ps 119:36,  etc. 
269 There is another episode in Gen 27 where taking food that physically enables a person to act. It is repeatedly 
pointed out that Isaac seem to be needing food to be able to bless Esau (cf. Gen 27:4,7,10,19,25). 
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towards God, “To thee I lift up my eyes ( תא יתאשנ ךילא-יניע ), O thou who art enthroned in the 
heavens!” (123:1).270 But is God being far away in all this? The psalmist prays for his return 
(הוהי הבוש) (Ps 6:5). Without God’s help, the psalmist is in his traumatic experience. In his 
privacy he testifies similar ordeal as does Jeremiah (cf. Jer 45:3), 
I am weary with my moaning; 
every night I flood my bed with tears; 
I drench my couch with my weeping. 
My eye wastes away because of grief  (Ps 6:6) 
Psalm 121 and the lifting up his (psalmist) eyes to the mountains may refer to several 
things. One is the pilgrim’s journey to the Temple in Jerusalem and his return home, with all 
the dangers that such journey might entail in the mountains (cf. vs.3, 6, 8).
271
 It may 
confirming and confessing the worshipper’s trust in God, which may be another case of 
synecdoche, where the eyes represent the whole person. Dahood interprets the mountain as 
“YHWH’s celestial abode and YHWH himself” (cf. Dahood, PSSIII:200).272 He also assumes 
that ‘mountain’ in general in a religious context usually designates the divinity. It is true that 
in the Old Testament the ‘high places’ (תומב) were the sites of pagan worship, the location of 
baals, fertility gods etc. (cf. 2 Ki 23:5). But, the expression: “I raise my eyes toward the 
mountains,” (121:1) may also refer to the worshipper’s amazement at the grandeur and 
majesty of creation. Yet, there is a further context in which the psalmist indicates his need for 
help and protection: “My help comes from the LORD, the maker of heaven and earth. God 
will not allow your foot to slip (טומ); your guardian (ךרמש) does not sleep” (Ps 121:2-3). 
A rather different interpretation of the psalmist’s reference to the mountains relates to 
their function as the sanctuaries of other gods (Mowinckel, Gunkel, Terrien).
273
 In this 
context, the psalmist being protected from slipping may mean something else. Terrien reckons 
that the pilgrim 
will resist and reject the attraction of these half-pagan, half-Yahwistic places of 
worship. His foot might hesitate here and there, but the Lord will not permit stumbling 
confusion (Terrien, 2003:812) 
                                                             
270 Cf. Ps 141:8 “My eyes are upon you, O GOD”   יניע ינדא הוהי ךילא  
271 Hans Joachim Kraus sets this in the context of the pilgrim’s returning home from temple worship. He leaves 
the sanctuary and “enters the realm where he faces dangers in rugged mountains, under the burning sun, and 
from the threat of many perils”. (Kraus, 1992:100) 
272 Cf. Ps 18:32:,“who is God, but the LORD? And who is a rock, except our God?”(RSV). Dahood translates, 
“Who is a mountain except our God?” (Dahood, PSSIII:200) 
273 Leslie Allen in this text extensively consider diferent views over the exegetical values of the ‘mountains’(cf. 
Allen, 1983:151). 
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From this Psalm it is clear that the pilgrim speaks out of the devotion of his heart. His 
faith is confirmed and strengthened. His eyes, here a synecdoche, actually view the 
surrounding landscape, but he is a pilgrim rather than a recreational hiker. 
14.3.4. Face lifted up 
Many homonymous anatomical idioms in the Old Testament should be assumed to be 
synecdoche (literary devices by which a part denotes the whole). In the Psalter, as elsewhere 
in OT, a case in point is the soul (שפנ), as synecdoche for the whole person. However, to 
render the soul and generalize it only for a whole person, uncritically, is mistaken. The 
anthropological dimension and anatomical idioms (postures, gestures or facial expressions) 
convey and describe psychosomatic conditions of an individual in his personality and privacy. 
This cannot be regarded as a synecdoche uncritically (cf. Gruber, ZAW 93 1983). 
The ‘face’ it is often reckoned to be a mirror of the soul (person), generally also 
displaying the intentions or mood(s) of a person. In the Psalter, the face abounds with a 
number of anatomical idioms. In anthropomorphic presentations of divine nature it often 
exhibits  affirmative dispositions towards his chosen people (eg. Ps 4:7; Ps 31:17 etc). 
Alternative to this is when a divine face is being hid from the psalmist or his chosen people 
(eg. Ps 13:1; Ps 27:9 etc). 
The face can be raised (אשנ) or fallen (לפנ), it may shine (Nu 6:25; Ps 31:17; Ps 61:7) 
or even be hidden (Ex 3:6; De 31:18). In entreating or begging, the face can be anxious, 
worried or even sick (הלח): „I was begging your favour” (ךינפ יתילח) (Ps 119:58).274 
An example from Nehemiah’s audience before the king is instructive. There the face 
can be sad ('evil') (ער הנפ) as noted in this episode of Nehemiah standing before the Persian 
king Artaxerxes. Nehemiah's mood and anxiety was clearly shown on his face (Neh 2:2).
275
 
He was also greatly troubled because his face did not ‘shine’ in the royal presence. When he 
was asked by the monarch: “Why is your face sad (ער)?” Nehemiah reacted: “I was very 
much afraid” (דאמ הברה אריאו) (Neh 2:2). 
Somewhat comparable is the episode of Cain and Abel, when in the presence of God 
Cain evidently had a grimace on his face and the Almighty asked him: “Why has your 
countenance (face) (הנפ) fallen (לפנ)?” (Gen 4:6). In both episodes (Cain, Nehemiah) face may 
be reckoned as synecdoche, but surely not only as synecdoche. We can clearly find there 
                                                             
274 In the literal terms it can be translated as -“my face was sick for you”( Ps 119:58). 
275 The face can show a favourable disposition towards the sovereign subjects (cf. Ps 45:13). 
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elements of personal and bodily features. On the other hand, when the psalmist encourages 
himself to seek the ‘face’ of the Lord: 276 
Seek the LORD and his strength, 
seek his face continually! (Ps 105:4) 
(דימת וינפ ושקב וזעו הוהי ושרד)  
He also gets worried sick if the divine face (favour) is turned away from him (119:58). 
In the Aaronic blessing the face being lifted up (םינפ אשנ) is equivalent to showing favour or 
mercy (Nu 6:24-26). It is as Mayer Gruber suggests a “functional equivalent of 'smile'” 
(Gruber: 253). 
The LORD bless you and keep you! 
The LORD let his face shine upon you, be gracious to you! 
The LORD lift up his countenance upon you, and give you peace“ (Nu 6:24-25) 
Here, the NAB translates: “The LORD look upon you kindly”, which really expresses 
YHWH’s pleasure and affection. 
14.3.5. Soul lifted up 
The expression “I lift up my soul” (  ישפנאשא ) (Pss 24:4; 25:1; 86:4; 143:8) appears in 
several psalms. How do you do that, how does one 'lift up the soul'? In the colloquial speech 
there is a close idiom when we speak of 'lifting one's spirit', where the 'lifting' ought to be 
seen as a conceptual metaphor.
277
 This heavenward (conceptual) motion for the psalmist it 
means coming personally closer to God („in you I trust“, Ps 25:2) in anticipation.Clearly this 
is a very personal experience and yearning. This expression, 'lifting up one's soul’ is 
synecdoche where and the soul refers to the whole person. In troubled, emotional turmoil of 
Ps 86, one can easily replace 'soul' with either 'life' or ’self’.278 
Psalm 86 
“Hear me (הטנ), LORD, and answer me, for I am poor and needy”. The psalm begins 
with a masterly use of assonance (ינא ןויבאו ינע יכ יננע) (86:1), which strongly punctuate the 
state the psalmist found himself in. At this point we ought to give some attention to those 
poetic literary devices which are designed to accentuate the psalmsit's personal emotional 
                                                             
276 Cf. Ps 27:8 
277 Conceptual metaphors, and those which relate to orientation in space and motion, particularly vertical motion, 
show us that that which is UP is better than that what is DOWN. Opposite from ‘I feel down’ or depressed is ‘I 
am cheered up’or encouraged. Conceptually downward movements (sinking, falling, dropping etc) designate 
negative feelings or emotional conditions, while the upward motion or position (raise, lift, upright etc) designate 
more positive conditions. On this subject see, D. Berković (unpublished doctoral thesis) - Grammar of Death in 
the Psalms With Reference to Motion as Conceptual Metaphor (2016), particualry ch.2.5 Motion as an event and 
a concept, and 2.6. Motion and space. 
278 Most translators here (Ps 86:2, 4a, 4b, 13) prefer ‘life’ for ‘soul’. 
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condition. Repetitions and play on words are ubiquitos in the Psalter and other poetic sections 
of biblical texts. In this particular example, assonance with the play on words, heighten the 
suspense and amplify the psalmist's grim eomtional condition. This is particularly obvious in 
repeating the sounds of 'ani'; as well as play on words with those sounds. With the assonace of 
repeating the vowel sound 'i', and the profound play on words (me, poor, answer) - ינא (me), 
then comes ינע (poor), with the יננע (answer me). With all this the author achieves a very 
dramatic description of the condition the psalmist is in.
279
 
But, do we have here a pious individual privately crying out to God? Can this be only 
a spokesman (performer, poet) representing a whole group of worshippers in their personal 
adversities?
280
 If so, are they socially and economically deprived. Does the poor (ינע, pl.םיונע) 
and needy (ןויבא) perhaps refer to a specific group?  Like a community of the poor.281 
Preserve my life, for I am godly 
יכ ישפנ הרמש-ינא דיסח  (86:2) 
 
Gladden the soul of your servant; 
to you, Lord, I lift up my soul 
ישפנ אשא ינדא ךילא יכ (86:4) 
Alfred Rahlfs interpreted these poor and needy in the Psalter as a group or a "party of 
committed followers of Yahweh"? (cf. Kraus, 1992:150).
282
 Others will go as far as saying that 
”the Psalter is the book of Israel’s poor” (cf. Antonin Causse in Kraus,150). Over the issue 
one way or the other, one thing seem to be certain and that is that the poor and the needy 
they,“out of the depth of their need come into the presence of Yahweh and pleade him to 
intervene and save” (Kraus,150). This only confirms our thesis, that beyond and besides the 
context of a collective access to the divine ‘throne’, there must be an individual in his/her 
personal and private approach to the divine. 
  
                                                             
279 Much has been written on the psalmodic literary devices. A good insight into the the poetic devices in the 
psalms we find in Gillingham (1994), particularly on the assonance, Gillingham192-194. 
280 See here in the ‘Interpretation of the Psalms’ the threefold understanding of how can a term the ‘psalms’ be 
conceived. 
281 This problem has been tackled earlier. See previous chapters, The pious man and The anavim. 
282 Cf. Psalmi Cum Odis (Alfred Rahlfs). 
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15. LOCATION 
Worship of a localized divinity (numen locale) is a primeval aspect of any religion. A 
theophanic, personal religious experience often leads to equating the location in which it took 
place with a deity. The god becomes localized, assigned a permanent worldly address, 
expected to confirm his presence through occasional apparitions. 
The psalmist’s piety also relies on God’s localization. YHWH dwells in Zion (Ps 9:11) 
where He has chosen to have his earthly abode (Ps 74:2; 76:2). From there He releases his 
help and salvation (Ps 14:7; 20:3; 53:6).
 283
 The rhetorical question of who is worthy to come 
into the very presence of the Lord, or “Who shall go up on the mount of the Lord?” (Ps 24:3) 
is answered unequivocally in a ‘sister’ Psalm 15 (cf. Ps 15:1-2).284 
Yet private devotion is not exclusively dependent on a sacred location or the Torah 
liturgy (cf. Gunkel: 289,292) though there is a legitimate and logical suggestion of the right to 
approach God individually is also dependent on ‘ritual fitness’ i.e. the attendance at public 
worships. 
Apropos of this, Weiser suggests that, 
Questions such as the one which is asked here, the question of the ritual fitness 
required for taking part in public worship, were customary in antiquity in various forms 
and have been preserved right into the Christian cultus. Once, every sanctuary probably 
laid down its own rules in accordance with which admission was granted by the priest. 
Those rules above all included the requirement of ritual purity (Weiser, 1962:167). 
It is also fascinating to note here how fervently Gunkel supports the odds that the 
individual and private piety is not locally attached to one ‘sacred’ location 
(Gunkel,par.6:3,p.122). 
15.1. Private places 
There are occasions when there is no opportunity to participate in public worship, in 
such times personal piety must have been practised in private. Daniel, far away from 
Jerusalem in Babylon, facing Jerusalem was accustomed to exercise his personal piety in the 
privacy of his babylonian home.
285
 Though far from the Temple in Jerusalem, in his privacy, 
he experienced the presence of God. 
                                                             
283 Most frequently the root בשי designates YHWH's earthly dwelling. Less frequently מןוע  also carries the 
meaning to dwell (Pss 26:8; 71:3; 90:1), usually with the meaning, to cover or conceal, protect, as in ןועמ רוצ  
('rock of refuge') (Ps 71:3). Also, „LORD, I love the habitation (ןועמ) of thy house (תיב)“ (ךתיב ןועמ יתבהא הוהי) 
(Ps 26:8). 
284 Cf. Is 33:14 
285 Facing Jerusalem when praying is a custom which probably dates back to the time of the dedication of the 
Temple by Solomon, i.e. 'praying towards this place' (cf.1 Ki 8:33-35).  
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He continued his custom of going home to kneel in prayer and give thanks to his God 
in the upper chamber three times a day, with the windows open toward Jerusalem (Dan 
6:11) (NAB) 
In the same routine, the psalmist prays three times a day: “Evening and morning and 
at noon I utter my complaint and moan, and he will hear my voice” (Ps 55:18). Upon 
receiving the news of the death of his son Absalom, king David was deeply shaken and he 
“went up to the room over the city gate to weep” (רעשה תילע לע לעיו) (2 Sam 19:1).286 Jonah 
also 'prayed to the Lord from the belly of the fish' (Jon 2:2). The belly of the fish was the 
enclosed location in which Jonah expressed his piety. Along the same lines Jesus a Jewish 
Rabbi, instructed his followers to approach God in their needs in privacy, 
when you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father who is in 
secret; and your Father who sees in secret will reward you (cf. Mt 6:6) 
It is beyond any doubt that an individual in the Old testament had his/her legitimacy to 
encountering God in personal as wellas private circumstances. 
15.2. Bed 
His bed is the place where a weary man finds rest (Ps 132:3-5) and a sick person 
recuperates. It is also where the most intimate, private episodes take place.
287
 Its dignity and 
privacy should not be breached. The bed is a sacred place whose desecration results in very 
serious consequences. The whole tribe of Reuben had to suffer grave reprisals for his defiling 
(ללח) the intimacy and privacy of his father's bed. It was also detrimental to his father Jacob, 
since Reuben was the first in rank among his sons and should have taken over the leadership 
of Israel. Instead, when Jacob came to bless his sons, for his firstborn Reuben he had to say, 
Reuben, you are my first-born, my might, and the first fruits of my strength, pre-
eminent in pride and pre-eminent in power. Unstable as water, you shall not have pre-
eminence because you went up to your father's bed (בכשמ); then you defiled it -- you 
went up to my couch (עוצי)! (Gen 49:3-4).
288
 
Throughout the night, in the privacy of his bed, the psalmist ruminates and declares 
the most intimate attachments to God: „I think of you on my bed, and meditate on you in the 
watches of the night“ (Ps 63:7).289 In trials and deep distress, he has sleepless nights when he 
weeps before God and soaks his bed with tears (Ps 6:7), he is exhausted and physically ill; „I 
                                                             
286 The הילע is the ‘roof chamber’. King Eglon of Moab was sitting in a ‘cool roof chamber’ (הרקמה תילעב) when 
Ehud the judge visited him (cf. Ju 3:20). The wealthy woman from Shunem requested her husband to build a 
small ‘roof chamber’ for Elisha (cf.2 Ki 4:8-10) 
287 Ps 63:7 עוצי  Ps 6:7  רעש  
288 Reuben’s crime was sleeping with Bilhah, his father’s concubine.  
289 Terrien rightly notes that in Hebrew piety the Unio mystica, a mystical union with divinity is actually „a 
refusal to bend the evocation of God into pantheism“ (Terrien, 2003:464). 
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am weary with my crying; my throat is parched. My eyes grow dim with waiting for my God“ 
(Ps 69:4).
290
 
Psalm 63 
This psalm is one of the finest testimonies to the piety of the Psalms, in the context of 
both private and public life.
291
 It is usually understood to describe a Levite priest in exile, 
yearning for Jerusalem and the Temple, and the opportunity of participating in Temple 
worship.
292
 Others think that the "poet is probably in the sanctuary, where he had been 
allowed to behold the revelation of the majesty of God" (Weiser, 1962:454). This is supported 
by the illustration in 63:6, "My soul is satisfied as with marrow and fatness". Briggs 
comments that the poet probably makes an association with sacrifice, as “it is true that the fat 
pieces of animals always went to the altar” (Briggs II:73).293 
On the other hand, some commentators suggest that the nearness of God actually 
refers to the heavenly sanctuary. According to Dahood, such nearness can only be achieved in 
the celestial abode (cf. Dahood, PSS II:96-97). He also suggests that the situation described 
here is similar to that in the letter to the Philippians, in which the apostle prays to be delivered 
from this life, for his desire is “to depart and be with Christ, for that is far better” (Phil 1:23). 
This he compares with: 
When I think of thee upon my bed, and meditate on thee in the watches of the night; 
for thou hast been my help, and in the shadow of thy wings I sing for joy. My soul 
clings to thee; thy right hand upholds me (63:7-8) 
The suggestion is that this yearning to abide in the ‘shadow of thy wings’ refers to the 
security of the afterlife (cf. Dahood, II: 100). However, it is also a description of private 
spiritual musing in the nocturnal privacy of the psalmist’s bed. 
O God, thou art my God, I seek thee, my soul thirsts for thee; my flesh faints for thee, 
as in a dry and weary land where no water is. So I have looked upon thee in the 
sanctuary, beholding thy power and glory. Because thy steadfast love is better than life, 
my lips will praise thee. So I will bless thee as long as I live; I will lift up my hands 
(ףפכ) and call on thy name. I think of you upon my bed (עוצי) , and meditate on you in 
the watches of the night (Ps 63:0-7) (RSV) 
This is similar to Jeremiah's situation in his second lament (cf. Lam 2:19). He clings to 
God with all his being (63:9) and proclaims that God's love and grace are better than life 
(63:4). Communion with God is continuous prayer, within or without the sanctuary. But is the 
                                                             
290 Jer 45:3 
291 Cf. Weiser, 1962:454 
292 Cf. Briggs, 1907:72 
293 Weiser's comment that the poet is probably in the sanctuary is somewhat obscure. Who is allowed  into the 
sanctuary, apart from the priest? May the king be an observer there? 
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psalmist conducting a deliberate vigil, or simply having a sleepless night, burdened by 
personal worries? Though he meditates (הגה) he is restless, even afraid (vv.10-12). Since sleep 
does not come, he prays and this becomes an imposed vigil. Even if the worshipper yearns for 
the Temple experience (63:3) he realizes that the house of God, or the place of cultic 
encounter, is only a part of daily life.
294
 
Psalm 6 
This is clearly an individual lament of a sick and weary person. He soaks his bed with 
tears: “every night I flood my bed with tears; I drench my couch with my weeping”(Ps 6:6). 
He is afflicted and exhausted, in body and soul (vv.3-4).
295
 Most commentators consider these 
passages as metaphors, figures and exaggeration (Anderson, Briggs). Or envisioning it as 
metonymy (Anderson, Brown), perhaps only as a 'picturesque oriental style' with the 
‘exaggerated figurative language of the tears’ (Weiser, 1962:132). These seem to be an 
unqualified assumptions and not compelling. This is to say that the language of the texts 
quoted above are so explicit with personal 'colour' that it is hardly conceivable only to be 
'exaggerated' language and 'oriental' style. Only few authors consider the physiological aspect 
of the psalmist’s emotional turmoil. Craigie hints at the realism of the situation. 
The psalmist's sickness had created both exhaustion and insomnia...the insomnia was 
the result partly of the pain accompanying sickness, and partly of the spiritual anguish 
(Craigie, 1983 :93). 
In examining the anthropological dimension of the psalmist’s private piety and the use 
of anatomy, particularly the abdominal region and internal organs, it has been shown that 
some descriptions are fairly accurate portrayals of psychosomatic conditions, and not only a 
'picturesque oriental style'.  It is hardly acceptable that all this is simply a poetic, picturesque 
hyperbole. In the privacy of his bed, the psalmist prays and cries to God in desperation. He 
shows confidence and is certain of being heard (6:10-11): “Have mercy on me, LORD, for I 
am exhausted (למא); heal (אפר) me, LORD, for my bones are trembling (להב)” (Ps 6:3). 
Once again the description is more than a literary figure. The psalmist is clearly 
suffering in his body, experiencing real physical manifestations as a result of his emotional 
and religious experience. Though the ינא ללמא ('I am exhausted' or 'I am spent') is adjectival, it 
                                                             
294 cf. Weiser, 1962:455 
295 Dahood translates למא here as “I am spent”. In many other places it refers to being dry and withered away. 
Cf. Is 16:8, Joel 1:10. Here it is rendered as adjectival (ינא ללמא). 
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more than likely describes a shivering motion.
296
 Sometimes, it can be difficult to separate 
emotional disturbance from physical symptoms. So it is unwise to attribute certain phrases to 
poetic convention. There are several passages in which this approach is difficult to support. 
Psychosomatic reality and experiences are regularly imputed to body parts or internal organs, 
particularly the digestive system. Thus the pious man completely absorb YHWH's Law, “I 
delight to do Thy will, O my God; yea, Thy law is in my inmost parts (העמ)” (Ps 40:9). Again, 
most translators inaccurately and needlessly put heart for: יעמ ךותב.297 After claiming that the 
Law resides in his intestines, he then decides not to keep it to himself. It makes his way up to 
the heart, from where he speaks about it (v.10-11).
298
 
. 
  
                                                             
296 On the double ayin verbs or the repetition of two consonants, first or the last-indicate repetition of an action. 
Supported and well presented in Kautzsch as the form which "commonly expresses rapidly repeated movement, 
which all languages incline to indicate by a repetition of the sound". (GK:153). 
297 i.e.in my innermost parts. 
298 Cf. Collins, T. The Physiology of tears in Old Testament(I) (CBQ, 33/1, 1971:29) 
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16. CONCLUSION 
There are three objectives to present in conclusion. 
Firstly, a summary of some earlier approaches to psalmodic studies which in our view 
failed to depict the psalmist as an individual in the Psalter. Secondly, an identification of the 
psalmist as a private individual, rather than assuming that the 'I' in the Psalter is a collective 
pronoun representing the people, as the 'I' before their God. Thirdly, an account of the 
psalmist, his personality and privacy as we find it in the text of the Psalter. 
Let us first take a glance back at scholarship which set a foundation for psalmodic 
studies. For quite a while, reconstructionist zeal attempted to revise the literary history of the 
Psalter.  Objectivism was the sine qua non, or in the words of Adele Berlin, “long-entrenched 
‘objectivism’ that sought the one true meaning of a text” (Berlin, 1993: 143). While 
dissecting textual and literary forms in the attempt to reconstruct the history objectively, it 
often failed to recognise the actual content or message of the text, which became a collateral 
casualty of the process. Rebuilding the Psalter as religious poetry or cultic songs, focusing on 
its place in the liturgical life of Israel, meant that the actual message and individual were 
nowhere to be found. Yet, form-criticism traditions not only greatly improved psalmodic 
studies, but in many ways established it. Authors like Hermann Gunkel (An Introduction to 
the Psalms), Hans-Joachim Kraus (Theology of the Psalms), Sigmund Mowinckel (The 
Psalms in Israel’s Worship) and others analyzed literary forms in the Psalter through 
historical and extra-literal research. 
However, there are also important internal-historical elements, such as ‘original 
location’, ‘original audience’, ‘personal individuality’ and ‘privacy’, which were not equally 
explored. Most of all, there was little effort to identify the psalmist as an individual in his 
personal and private piety. And yet the language of the Psalter strongly suggests the presence 
of an individual and  personal and private religious experience. And this is our second 
objective, which is also the overall focus of this work, it is to try to identify the psalmist as a 
personal individual, and to show that his piety is often recognizable in his privacy. Here, we 
need to re-emphasize the demarcation between the personal, which can be manifest in public, 
and the private. The two are not synonymous.  
The psalmist may be fully emotionally involved in identifying with the community, 
but this does not deny his existence as an individual with a personal and private life, including  
personal devotions. In this work, we have presented as the 'realms of privacy' in chapters 11 
and 12. Unveiling the temporal aspects of the psalmist's personal piety (day and night, every 
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day, always) was presented in chapter 13. One crucial question is where, all these 
manifestations of the psalmist's personal piety take place. It is clear that that they are not 
limited to public places (the Temple) and public events (liturgy). His experiences also occur 
in very private places (his room, or bed, for example), as explained in chapter 15. Finally, the 
element of personal anthropology argues against collectivism. The psalmodic texts exhibit 
strong elements of psychology, anthropology, physiology, and even biopsychology, all that 
would be difficult to assign to a corporate personality. For example, anatomical idioms extend 
throughout many psalmodic situations. We can hardly envisage the internal body parts 
(kidneys, liver, and stomach) belonging to a corporate body,  as argued in chapter 14 of this 
work. 
Through this analysis of the psalmodic text(s) we can conclude that (i) there is a 
psalmist, a pious man with a personal individuality, (ii) there are clear traces of the tsadiq (= 
the righteous one), or individual in a very personal relationship with God, even in the 
Pentateuch, though some assume that this notion was a later development in Israelite history, 
and (iii) personal invocations are not only part of formal liturgical events, but often take place 
in privacy. Finally, (iv) one of the most deafening aspecst of personal piety is silence, the 
times when the psalmist, totally exhausted in his distress, cannot speak, cry or even invoke his 
God (cf. Ps 77:4). 
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17. ZAKLJUČAK 
U ovom se zaključku predstavljaju tri područja na koja se usredotočuje ovaj rad. Prvo, 
to je  sažetak nekih ranijih pristupa psalmodijskim istraživanjima koji pak po našem mišljenju 
nisu uspjeli opisati psalmista u Psaltiru kao pojedinca. Drugo, to se odnosi na identifikaciju 
psalmista kao privatne osobe, nasuprot pretpostavci da je 'Ja' u Psaltiru kolektivna zamjenica 
koja predstavlja narod, tj. kao kolektivni 'ja' pred njihovim Bogom. Treće, to je prikaz 
psalmista, u osobnom i privatnom smislu, kako ga nalazimo u tekstu Psaltira. Ovdje je valjalo 
istaknuti kako pojmovi, 'osobnog' i 'privatnog' nisu sinonimjski. 
Pogledajmo najprije kako je, struka povijesno utemeljila proučavanje Psaltira i 
biblijske psalmodije. Već neko vrijeme postoje revni rekonstrukcionistički pokušaji 
revidiranja književne povijesti Psaltira, u čemu je objektivizam bio sine qua non. Riječima 
Adele Berlin, to je bio: "dugo ukorijenjen 'objektivizam' (koji) je tražio jedno pravo značenje 
teksta" (Berlin, 1993: 143). Pri ovom analiziranju tekstualnih i književnih oblika, i nastojanju 
da se objektivno obnovi povijest, često se nije uspjevalo prepoznati stvarni sadržaj ili poruka 
teksta. Na taj je način tekst zapravo postao kolateralna žrtva u procesu rekonstrukcije. 
Sigmund Mowickel, jedan od začetnika analize-kritike književne forme u biblijskom tekstu, 
to ovako prikazuje, 'Književna forma opstaje čak i onda kada je sam sadržaj više ili manje 
nerazumljiv' ('A form may live, even if the content has become more or less 
incomprehensible') (Mowickel, 1962:25). 
Obnova Psaltira kao vjerske poezije ili kultnih pjesama, usredotočuje se na njihovo 
mjesto u liturgijskom životu Izraela. Ovo je pak uzrokovalo time da se nigdje ili samo 
ponegdje otkriva istinska poruka ili da se pronalazi psalmista kao subjekt pojedinac. Ipak, 
također treba kazati da je tradicija kritike forme (Formesgeschichte) ne samo znatno 
poboljšala psalmodičke studije, nego ih je i na mnogo načina zapravo utemeljila i utvrdila. 
Stručni radovi autora kao što su Hermann Gunkel (Uvod u Psalme), Hans-Joachim Kraus 
(Teologija psalama), Sigmund Mowinckel (Psalmi u izraelskom bogoštovlju) i drugi 
analiziraju književne oblike Psaltira kroz povijesno i izvanknjiževno istraživanje, i ovi radovi 
postaju zapravo referentna djela u istraživanju i analizama biblijske psalmodije. 
No međutim, uz literarne forme u psalmodiji postoje i važni unutarnjepovijesni 
elementi, kao što su "izvorna lokacija", "izvorna publika", "osobna individualnost" i 
"privatnost", koji pak nisu bili jednako istraženi. Prije svega to se odnosi na to što je bilo malo 
nastojanja da se psalmista identificira kao pojedinac, u svojoj osobnoj i privatnoj pobožnosti. 
Naime, jezik Psaltira vrlo snažno sugerira prisutnost takvog individualnog, osobnog i 
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privatnog vjerskog iskustva. Što dakako ne zanemaruje javno zajedničko i liturgijsko 
događanje. Naš je drugi cilj, koji je također i u glavnom žarištu ovog rada, da se pokuša 
identificirati psalmista kao subjekt i zasebnu individuu i pokazati da je njegova pobožnost 
vrlo često prepoznatljiva i u njegovoj privatnosti. Ovdje treba iznova naglasiti važnost 
razgraničenja između onoga što je osobno, a što se također može očitovati i u javnosti, od 
onoga što privatno i odvija se u privatnosti subjekta, ova dva termina ne možemo smatrati 
sinonimijom. 
Kako već ističemo, i u samom radu, psalmista može biti potpuno emocionalno 
uključen u identifikaciju sa zajednicom, ali to ne poriče njegovo postojanje kao subjekta 
pojedinca s legitimnim osobnim i privatnim životom, uključujući i osobnu pobožnost. U radu 
smo predstavili "područja privatnosti" u poglavljima 11 i 12. Jedan od važnih aspekata osobne 
pobožnosti psalmista jest i vremenski aspekt, tj. kada, u koje vrijeme on prakticira svoju 
osobnu pobožnost. O tome svjedoči frazeologija u samom psaltirskom tekstu sa učestalim 
oblicima kao što su: 'svaku noć' (Ps 6:7), 'dan i noć' (Ps 1:2), 'svaki dan' (Ps 88:10), 'uvijek' 
(Ps 16:8). Analiza ovog temporalnog aspekta osobne pobožnosti psalmiste prikazano je u 
poglavlju 13. 
Jedno je od presudnih pitanja gdje se sve te manifestacije osobne pobožnosti psalmista 
odvijaju. Jasno je iz ovoga rada da to nije ograničeno na javna mjesta (Hram) i javne događaje 
(liturgiju). Vjersko iskustvo psalmiste javlja se i na vrlo privatnim mjestima (u privatnosti 
sobe ili kreveta). Vjersko iskustvo Boga ne lokaliyira se samo na javnim-liturgijskim 
mjestima nego i u osobnoj pobo\nosti koja se pak manifestira i u privatnosti prostora. O ovim 
lokacijama gdje se odvija pobožnost u privatnosti govorimo u poglavlju 15. 
Konačno, možda je presudan element osobne antropologije čime se pokazuje kako 
kolektivizam ili ono kolektivno 'Ja', vrijednost i kvalitativni dio javnog bogoštovlja, zapravo 
proizlazi iz onog osobnog i privatnog. Mnogi tekstovi u Psaltiru prikazuju snažne elemente 
psihologije, antropologije, fiziologije, čak i biopsihologije, sve što bi bilo teško prilagoditi ili 
pripisivati korporativnoj osobnosti ili korporativnoj antropologiji. Indikativan je primjer, 
anatomskog idioma koji se proteže kroz mnoge psalmističke situacije. Jer, ne možemo lako 
zamisliti unutarnje dijelove tijela (bubrege, jetra i želudac) koji bi pripadali nekom 
zamišljenom korporativnom tijelu, kako opisujemo u 14. poglavlju ovog rada. 
Kroz ovu analizu psalmističkih tekstova možemo zaključiti da (i) postoji psalmist kao 
subjekt, i kao pobožan čovjek s osobnom individualnošću, čija se pobožnost evidentira i 
očituje i u njegovoj privatnosti, da (ii) postoje jasni tragovi onoga što se naziva tsadiq (= 
pravedni), što predstavlja pojedinca u vrlo osobnom odnosu s Bogom, kakav se može pratiti 
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čak od Petoknjižja, iako neki pretpostavljaju da je taj pojam nastao tek u kasnijem razvoju 
izraelske povijesti, evidentno je također da, (iii) osobni zazivi nisu samo dio formalnih 
liturgijskih događaja, već se često odvijaju u privatnosti, i na kraju, (iv) jedna od 
najintrigantnijih zagonetki osobne pobožnosti je šutnja, vrijeme kad psalmist, potpuno 
iscrpljen u svojoj nevolji, ne može govoriti, plakati pa čak niti zazvati svog Boga (Ps 77,4). 
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